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—News In Brief
Bill calling for new judgeship
signed by governor Thursday
Senate Bill 243, which called for a second district judge's seat
in
Calloway and Marshall counties was signed into law Thursda
y by
Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
Senators Greg Higdon, D-Fancy Farm, and Helen Garrett,
DPaducah, were responsible for introducing the bill
into the
Senate.
District Judge David Buckingham disposed of 6,036 cases during the past fiscal year. That figure compares to a-statewide
average of about 3,000 cases per judge in a fiscal year.
Of the 56 judicial districts in the state, the 42nd Judicial District
ranked 11th in the 1983-84 fiscal year in terms of case dispositions
per judge in the last fiscal year, according to previous informa
tion released by Buckingham.
The Administrative Office of the Courts had proposed funding
for four new judgeships in the state — Bullitt County; Kenton
County; Calloway and Marshall counties; and Clay, Jackson
and
Leslie counties in eastern Kentucky.
.The 42nd district was denied a second judgeship in similar
actions during 1980.
A new judge could possibly be appointed as early as July 1 with
a permanent judge elected in the November general election
.

Police hunting for Arab woman
in connection with jet bombing
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By GENE McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
'Two Calloway County men
charged with drug trafficking
and tax evasion each entered
guilty pleas to two counts of a
16-count indictment in U.S.
District Court in Paducah
Thursday.
Anthony Wade (Tony)
Childress, 30, Murray pleaded
guilty to one count of trafficking
in 12 grams of cocaine for the
purpose of resale in December
of 1983 and to filing a false
federal income tax return for
1983.
Van Wade Childress. 55. Hardin, pleaded guilty to involvement in a continuing criminal

enterprise from December 1979
to November 1984 and to filing a
false federal income tax return
for 1982.
The two men, who are father
and son, were arrested last
September.
Under the plea agreement
entered into between the
Childresses and the government. Tony Childress will
receive a 15-year prison
sentence on the drug trafficking
charge and a five-year sentence
on the tax evasion charge. The
two sentences are to run concurrently. Van Childress will
receive a 10-year sentence on
the continuing criminal activity
charge and a five-year sentence
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copy of ?ha Murray Lodger &
TImas by 5:30 p.m Monday Friday or by 3:30 p m Saturday
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Manday through Friday, or
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a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

Thunderstorms likely
tonight. Low around 60.
Southerly winds 10 to 15 mph
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Extended Forecast
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355,4
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355.4

$11.000. the agreement says.
In addition to ..the prison
terms, the agreement states the
two will forfeit property, cash
and other assets, already confiscated by the federal government, and will sign over other
assets which the goverment
says reflect proceeds of the drug
trafficking and continous
criminal enterprise charges.
Both will be allowed to keep
their personal effects.
The two appeared before U. S.
District Judge Edward
Johnstone who set formal
sentencing for May 12. Both
have been released on bond pending formal sentencing
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on the tax evasion charge, also
to run concurrently.
Assistant U.S. Attorney A.
Duane Schwartz recommended
the elder Childress's 10-year
sentence be without eligibility
for parole.
The agreement states that
Tony Childress's 1983 tax return
reported taxable income of approximately $16,000 but that his
actual income for the year was
more than $101.000 with additional taxes due of more than
$25.000. Van Childress's 1982
federal tax return reported income of just under $22.000 while
his actual income was approximately $70.000 with additional
taxes due of approximately

Linkletter crusades against drugs

Elsewhere...
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Childress, son enter guilty pleas

ATTiENS...Gr..0,
..4.4 AP --Pc
h*4-today for a -wonfecir
suspected of Concealing under her plane seat the bomb
that later
ripped open a TWA jet and killed four Americans.
An Egyptian
official was quoted as saying she had been searche
d before boarding in Cairo'.
Greek police sources, speaking on condition of
anonymity,
Identified the woman sought in the attack on Wednesd
ay's Trans
World Airlines Flight 840 as May Elias Mansur. Earlier,
officials
had identified the suspect as a man.
The sources said they believe the woman may have
concealed
plastic explosives in the life preserver under seat
1OF during a
Cairo-to-Athens flight about eight hours before the
Boeing 727,
returning to Athens from Rome as Flight 840, was
torn by the..,
blast.
In Rome, the Italian news agency ANSA reported
that
passengers aboard the Cairo-to-Athens flight had told authorit
ies
the woman in seat 1OF had kept her tray table down
throughout
the flight, and that investigators believed this was done
to conceal her actions.
The TWA jet's pilot later told reporters the crew
does not
customarily check all life preservers between flights.
ANSA reported that Ms. Mansur was Lebanese but
carried a
Jordanian passport. ANSA also quoted Italian investig
ators as
saying Mansur was not her real name, but did not
identify her
further.
Police officials said Ms. Mansur may have taken a connect
ing
flight to Beirut, Lebanon from Athens.

WASHINGTON — Hoping to reverse the skid in U.S.-Soviet
relations. President Reagan will try his hand at private
diplomacy when he meets at the White House next week with
former Ambassador Anatoly F. Dobrynin.
WASHINGTON — Having endorsed an appeal by astronauts
for new safety watchdogs inside the space agency, the residential commission investigating the shuttle Challenger dLsáter has
much of the data it needs and will soon wind down its public
hearings.
WASHINGTON — Trying to gauge the economy's performance
by looking at the number of Americans out of work has proven to
be a frustrating exercise so far this year.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Vietnam veterans in khakis. fatigues
and combat boots splashed-through the mud in a steady rain
during a round-the-clock vigil to protect a vandalized memoria
l to
their dead comrades.
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. — The Reagan administration
is
pressing the government of Honduras for a clarification
of
statements a Honduran official made downplaying the dangers of
a Nicaraguan border raid.
WASHINGTON — An anti-nausea drug derived from marijuana, for use by cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy, is
about to be approved by the Drug Enforcement Administration,
and the producer says it will appear in pharmacies in about a
month.
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Art Linkletter

'tall 'thole ht I nnrie Brunuirs

By LAURIE BRI,ilLEV
Staff Writer
Art Linkletter was in Paducah
Thursday to commemorate the
the changing of the name of
Goodman Hill Hospital to
Charter Hospital.
Charter Hospital is owned by
Charter Medical Corporation
which owns, operates or has
under construction hospitals
throughout the United States, in
Puerto Rico, Europe and the
Middle East.
Charter Hospital offers an individualized treatment program
which helps each patient
recover from the disease of
alcoholism or drug addiction.
Linkletter attended the
ceremony to help bring
awareness to the community
about drug and alcohol abuse.
Linkletter. one of the only performers in the history of
American television to star in
non-dramatic series on all three
networks, began his crusade
against drugs after the death of
his youngest child. Diana. in
1969.
Diana. 19, fell to her death
from the sixth floor balcony of
her Hollywood apartment above
Sunset Strip. Although no
measurable amount of any drug
was found in her system after
her death, evidence suggested
that she had experimented with

,
LSD and other drugs in the past
and that the tragedy which caused her death was related to
drugs.
Linkletter said the drug problem in the country today is based on "our expectations that we
should be happy seven days a
week." "You're just supposed to
be happy all the time," he said.
He added. "you can never be up
unless you've been down, otherwise you're living flat."
He said that in doing what he
is doing, a person cannot let
themselves be defeated by the
thousands that are not going to
be affected. Linkletter added
that this was "no reason to stop
because you can't save them
all."
Linkletter said that one thing
he would like to tell young people is "that it's easier to say no
to drugs the first time than to
quit it."
Of all the things Linkletter has
done, he would like most to be
remembered for "being the Pied
Piper of kids in America." He
said he was identified with
Children. Linidetter said that
when he traveled with the late
Walt Disney people associated
both of them with their work
with children. "I was very flattered to be included in his
league." he added.

Baccalaureate services
still scheduled for CCHS
By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
Despite some apparent dissension among the graduating
seniors, baccalaureate services
are still on at Calloway County
High School Sunday, May 25 —
that's the word from the
Callnway_county_goheol_440af44,_.
Callaway County High School
l'rincipal Jerry Atilley told the
board during its regular
meeting last night that several
of the students preferred a combined baccalaureate-graduation
ceremony Saturday. May 31 He
noted that the students have said
there would be a conflict with attending baccalaureate services
on the day before Memorial
Day, May 28. a school holiday.
According to Ainley, 78 of the
original 198 questionnaires on
the issue were returned to the
front office, with 80 in favor of
the combined ceremony. Only 18
voted for the traditional split
ceremonies a week apart.
The board also voted. in a split
decision, to permit high school
band director Fred Ashby to
advertise for bids on new band
uniforms. The board approved
his recommendation under the
condition that the board would
not be obligated to buy the
uniforms. .and that steps would
be taken to see how much fun-

ding for the new uniforms would
be provided by the band
boosters.
Ashby's .proposed uniform is
of a more traditional. military
style than the current uniforms.
"These won't go out of style.'•
Ashby said of the military_
design.
Ballpark estimations, he said.
ranged from SIS0-5220 per
uniform.
The board also accepted letters of resignation from Susan
Darnell as high school
cheerleading sponsor. John Orr
as high school girls basketball
coach, Roy f Iene Dunn as
cafeteria monitor at East
Elementary
Sue Britton as
cook at North Elementary; and
Willadeen Houston as cook at
East Elementary.
Before the board began conducting the business on the
agenda, the members moved to
enter executive session. After a
private meeting of approximately 45 minutes. the board
unanimously voted to sitspend'
an unnamed student for five
days. Following the five clay
suspension, the student is to
spend five more days in the
alternative education center on
College Farm Road.

QUERTERMOUS PRESENTED eLAQUE — Murray internal
medicine specialist Dr. John C.,Quertermous is pictured with a
plaque he received for having served from February, 1978 to Oc•
tober. 191t.'S as president of the Kentucky Medical Lk-ensure
Board. Fellow members of the the board presented him with the
plaque recently. Quertermoun added that even though he has
stepped down as president. he will remain on the hoard.

••••• •
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Former Calloway teacher to be honored
Lola Burkeen Jones. a teacher
In the Calloway County School
System for many years, will be
recognized as an Outstanding
Kentucky -Educator at a reception in Lexington April 4. The
Commonwealth Institute For
Teachers, a group of Kentucky
teachers selected by the State
Department of Education, will
meet for a reunion on that date.
Some 30 teachers, nominated by
the three-year-old group, will be
honored by the Kentucky Department of Education. .
Jones' teaching experience
spans a period from 1928-1972.
The schools at which she taught
hold many fond memories for
her.
• "Mrs. Lola" as she is known by
three generations of former
pupils taught her first school at
Independence. This was a oneroom school enrolling 63 children.
For her first year she was paid a
$63 a month salary. She recalls

that there was no pupil transportation and often she detiended on
her husband, Toy, to ride her to
school on a horse. During the
winter months it was the respon- •
sibility of the teacher to build the
fire that would heat the building.
During 1929. the year of ''hard
times" for many people. being
the beginning of the Depression
of the '30s. Mrs. Lola and her
pupils had "good times" at
Brooks Chapel. a rural school
east of Dexter. Parents, teachers
and children worked and played
together. The school was the
center of activity for the community. Many of her former
students will remember ciphering. spelling bees, plays, pie suppers and ball games on Friday
afternoon.
Mrs. Lola remembers a day in
December in 1930 as a frightenMg experience for the pupils and
the two teachers at Palestine.

This was a two-room school, part
of the grades being taught by
May Harrison. The students and
teachers were preparing for a
Christmas program whenit was
discovered that the building was
on fire. The school building was
completely destroyed and was
later rebuilt on the same site.
For the next 10 years Mrs. Lola
was busy teaching her three
daughters. Jean. Ann and Barbara. In 1942 she accepted a
teaching appointment, once
again, at Brooks Chapel where
she taught for 10 years. This
classroom was often observed by
the education classes of Miss
Ruby Smith from Murray State
University. Until retirement Mrs.
Lola was often called to do
substitute teaching in the Marshall County schools.
When asked how she felt about
this honor. Mrs. Lola commented, "I consider it an honor

to nave beenchosen for The Commonwealth
Institute
For
Teachers Award. I feel education
is on the move in Kentucky. and
I am pleased to be a part of -the-past. I feel I am a part of this
move since I have children and
grandchildren that are in the
teaching profession. I will cherish
this award."
Jean Ross. a charter member
of The Commonwealth Institute
For Teachers, a school librarian
at Marshall County High School,
was asked to submit a name of a
teacher who made an impression
on her life. For this award she
entered her mother's name. Lola
B„„ Jones. Ross was a student in
her mother's classroom for
several of her eight grades at
Brooks Chapel. Ross remembers
her Mother as a dedicated
teacher who really loved to teach
and who cared about the children
who attended "her" school.

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
"Management is the key ingredient to progress in our
civilization," Cal Turner. president and chief executive officer
of Dollar General Corporation
said during a lecture on the Murray State University campus
Thursday night.
Speaking at the eighth annual
Distinguished Lecture in
Business Administration banquet, Turner, of Scottsville. Ky.,
told the group of about 300 that
the primary goal of professional
management "is the development of its people."

Arbor Day observed
Members of the 1:11-t-ialttire I class at CalloWa3iC6finty High School plant
alloliering c'iab- tree in the
school's front yard as part of Arbor Day ceremonies as Principal Jerry
Ainley looks on at left. Pictured
at right is horticulture instructor Jamie Potts. The CCHS obsekance is
one of many in the community.
For a related story, see page 9.

A red maple was planted on the grounds of Murray State L.niversity near the Curris Center
today in
observance of Arbor Day. Shown at the tree-planting ceremony are: (from left) Tal Fannin,
director of
the physical plant: Dr. )(Isla M. Stroup, university president: Wayne Harper, associate director
for
grounds maintenance; Roy Steele of the physical plant staff; and Z.B. Russell, construction
foreman.
The planting was part of a statewide program proclaimed by Gov. Martha Layne
Collins, who participated in a similar ceremony on the grounds of the Capitol Building in Frankfort. The
Arbor Day project in Kentucky was coordinated by Steve Collins and included plantings at the 44 state
parks and
historical shrines, as well as on the campuses in the state system of higher education.

the campus.
A native of Scottsville, Turner
earned his degree at Vanderbilt
University where he currently
serves as a trustee of the
medical center. He is also a
trustee of Lindsey Wilson College and a member of the boards
of directors of the First

American National Bank of
Nashville, Shoneys, Inc.,
Farmers National Bank of Scottsville and the Kentucky Council
on Economic Education.
The Dollar General success
story has been featured in the
Wall Street Journal as well as
Forbes Magazine.

Turner's Dollar General Corporation has more than 1,300
stores across the U.S. and retail
sales for 1985 tbtaled $600
million, an increase of 25 percent over 1984's receipts.
Turner told the group of area
business leaders,-‘:-.'-arttters and
students that his philosphy involves common sense, energy
and external values.
_
"The most important single
issue in hiring new employees is
'What are their values -... what is
their mission in life?" Turner
said.
"I used to say that management's job is to get the job done
by the other person," Turner
said. "But now I say it's
management's duty to use the
work to develop the person while
having fun."
The annual banquet is sponsored by the Waterfield Center
for Governmental Research at
MSU and the Four Rivers
Manufacturers Council. Dr. Rex
Galloway, coordinator of the
Waterfield Center and director
of the Four Rivers council, served as coordinator for the event.

A maple for Murray State

Mrs. Lola Burkeen Jones

In her welcome to the audience. MSU President Kala
Stroup acknowleged the Four
Rivers council's continuing support of Murray State and the
West Kentucky region. She also
singled out State Rep. Freed
Curd for his work for West Kentucky and higher education during the 1986 General Assembly.
Following the lecture. Turner
was presented with a plaque by
James Tidwell, president of the
Four Rivers Council. Curd
presented Turner with a Kentucky Colonel certificate from
Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
Earlier Thursday. Turner met
with student groups in the College of Business and Public Affairs and with local officials and
civic leaders at a luncheon on

rhott.b) Barn Johrmon

DISTINGUISHED LECTURER - Cal Turner, center, president
of Dollar General Corporation, was the guest speaker at the eight
annual Distinguished Lecture in Business Admininstration at
Murray State University. Turner was presented with a plaque
from the Four Rivers Manufacturers Council by James Tidwell.
left, council president, and a Kentucky Colonel certificate by
State Rep. Freed Curd.
if Hullo IS• Gene Mil'utcheon

Gus Tyler. assistant president of the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union was one of the guest lecuturers in the 15th
Annual Lecture Series at Murray State University. The topic of
Tyler's lecture, held in Wrather auditorium. was "Social Instinct
from Aristotle to the Present." He discussed the different ideas of
man's social instinct based on a variety of views including
religious, philisophical and Freudian viewpoints.
ph..1.. Its I
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Bill to ease jail crowding signed into law by governor
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP - A
bill authorizing counties to ease
jail crowding with home incarceration ___prozrams for nonviolent offenders was signed into
law Thursday by Gov Martha
Layne Collins
Senate Bill 196 was sponsored
by Sen. Clyde Middleton. R-Fort
Mitchell
Other measures signed by Collins were:
- SB243, to add a second
district judge for Marshall and
Calloway counties.
- House Bill 214, to shift riverport and river development
from the Transportation Cabinet
to the Commerce Cabinet.
- HB2 1 5. confirm-141g
reorganization of the Justice
Cabinet.
- HB22 1. confirming
reorganization of sections of the
Cabinet for Human Resources.
- H8298. to set salary
schedules for teachers at Kentucky School for the Blind and
Kentucky School for the Deaf.
- HB353. to permit ambulance personnel to use red

lights and sirens on their personal vehicles
- E113438. to abolish the posithe l'ubliiService Commission
- H/3495. confirrning
reorganization of sections of the
Cabinet for Human Resources.
- HB502. relating to public
records.
- HB572. to reorganize the attorney general's office
- HB609. to allow students of
Kentucky School for the Blind
and Kentucky School for the
Deaf to go home twice per
month at state expense
•
- HB975. to reclassify the city
of Shively in Jefferson County
from fourth class to third class
- House Concurrent Resolution 62. Commissioning a study
of judicial circuits
- HCR75. to endorse the proposal for a Man 0' War commemorative stamp
- House Joint Resolution 139,
ordering a task force investigation of the insurance industry
and the Department of

Insurance.
and Emergency Services per- 51320, to limit money in the
sonnel to possess police
mines and minerals trust fund to
monitors in their personal
debt ..:101'L'it.1,nn thA-I.111-V-er-gity-4AKentucky mines and minerals
- SB154. to reorganize
building.
Finance and Administration
- 51122. relating to the legal
Cabinet,
separation of oil and gas tracts.
- SB199, relating to rescue
- 51160. to reorganize sections
squads.
of the Cabinet for Human
- SB204, for reorganization of
Resources.
the Public Service Commission.
- SI370. to exempt university
- SB210. to allow a special
retirement benefits from state
Medicaid reimbursement rate to
and local taxation.
Kosair Children's Hospital in
- 51154, ordering expansion of
Louisville.
the state personal care
- SB214. to give tax credits
assistance program to serve 200
for artistic charitable
severely disabled people
contributions- 513101, pertaining to regula- SB220. for regulation of
tion of hazardous wastes.
local government revenue
- SI3120, regarding liens on
bonds.
stored or towed vehicles.
- S/3225. pertaining to liabili- 5/3124. regarding applicaty insurance for water well
tion of the Uniform Code of
drillers.
Military JuStice.
- SB239. to permit courts to
- SF3134. to require an adult
restore to a consumer property
attendant the same.gender for
or money paid as a result of a
children being transported by
fraudulent practice.
the state to court or other
- HB687. to make Transportainstitutions.
tion Cabinet regulations con•
- SF3141. to permit Disaster
form to federal guidelines

- S13263. to allow court appointment of Volunteer special
advocates in juvenile
11,1 t•Ct

14

fund.
- SH330, pertaining to insurance reporting requirements

nig?,

- 513264, relating to insurance
for mass transit authorities.
- SH266. pertaining to third party participation in labormanagement negotiations.
- 513271. to outlaw verbal
abuse of teachers or other school
employees.
- SB275, pertaining to terms
of life insurance policies.
- SI-328S, to increase retirement benefits for certain disabled state police officers.
- SI3302, to permit public
bodies to use facsimile
signatures in the issuance of
bonds.
- SF3303, to permit local
governments to sell housing
mortgage bonds by negotiation.
- 513304, to set a 30-day
deadline for- challenging bondissue ordinances or resolutions.
- 513312, to permit cities and
counties to pool investments.
- S1F3325, to establish a low-ab
income energy assistance alrust

of insurance to conduct four'
public hearings on the
availability of insurance to
political subdivisions.
- SI3350. to authorize purchase of liability insurance for
the Kentucky Board of
Education.
- SB354. regarding the definition of wildlife.
- SH374, authorizing the
Natural Resources Cabinet to
issue special permits for
remining.
- Senate Concurrent Resolution 2. for establishment of a
low-income energy task force.
- Senate Joint Resolution 54.
requiring a report of the cost of
continuing Kentucky'i primacy
for strip-mine reclamation
enforcement.
- S C R 5 7 . ordering a
Legislative Research Commission study of services needed by
mentally retarded adults.
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Spann plans to retire from police force
By GENE MeCUT
CHEON
Staff Writer

fr

Swartz said he met with Spann
and that Spann agreed to "have
the charges presented by information, waiving his right to be
prosecuted by indictment."

Murray Police Department
Capt. Dale Spann, charged
Thursday with mail fraud in
U.S. District Court in Paducah,
indicated today he plans to
retire from the force.
Spann. a. 22-year M.PD_
veteran, entered a not guilty
plea on the charge before U.S.
District Judge Edward Johnston
Thursday. According to U.S. Attorney Duane Schwartz, the
charge involves the alleged use
of U.S. Mail to transfer funds used to pay for an automobile on
which the odor'lter had been
tampered with to give a false

with the matter. Reports that
other charges had been filed
against Spann were erroneous.
Schwartz said.
"My intentions are to request
retirement from the Murray
Police Department) effective
May 5, 1986,- Spann said today.

"I have been charged with one
count of mail fraud to which I
entered. a plea of -not guilty,"
Spann said today. Spann said the
U.S. Attorney's office had supoenaed records,„of his business,
Spann Used Cars, adding that he
met with the federal officials "of
my own free will."
Swartz said no other charges
are pending against Spann and
that by agreement, no other
charges would be forthcoming
against Spann in connection

mileage reading.
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Stuart Poston named
to licensure board
Stuart Poston, adniinistrator
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has been appointed by
Gov. Martha Layne Collins as a
member to the Kentucky Board
of Licensure for Nursing Home
Administration.

Murray Police Chief Paul
Jerry Lee indicated that the city
intends to accept Spann's request and that between now and
the retirement date Spann would
be using up accumulated sick
leave and vacation time.
Johnstone allowed Spann to
remain free on a $1,000 personal
recognizance bond. Trial of the
case is set for

"I'm pleased that the governor appointed me to a second
term," Poston said. He adds
that he enjoys working with the
other members of the hoard.

Stuart Poston

May 6.

standards

The board sets the
for entering practice for nursing
home administrators. Poston
said. Also. the board takes
disciplinary action against nursing home administratos that
break the law or do not conform
to the standards that have been
set
Poston's term
January 12. 1990.
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Spring Housecleaning in Every Department!
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Girls' Easter Dresses

Missy Tunic Top

4.99

Girls' Easter Accessories

9.99

Boy's Suits & Sportcoats

Selected Missy Tops
•ong

Infant & Toddler
Spring Outerwear

Junior Spring Outerwear

•Sweaters, blouses & iacket-,
14 00 to 34 00

*Orig. 29.00 to 59.00

12.99 to 19.99

Selected Ladies Dresses
•ong to ,Q

Girls' Fleece Separates

•Missy junior. petoe 6. .4omen t,
nn

Selected Infant & Toddler
Jogging Sets

•Size S, M. L
•Orig 8.00 to 11.00

9.99 to 29.99

4.99

NOW

IVIens
' Janet Arnold

25% Off

•Ong 89 99

NOW 79.9•

•

•4

..,,,..

4

Selected Men's Woolblend Su
itstiiiiii
•Ong 165 00 to 180 00

NOW

flP

119.99

Selected Men's Golf Shirts

Special Buy

•
7.99

I

Selected Men's Woven Shirts

, 1

,

•Ong 16 00

..

NOW

11.99

Selected Men's Long and Short Sleeve
Dress Shirts

250/0 Off

_.,.:
A.

Selected Women's Dress Shoes

12.99 to 29.99
I

Selected Athletic Shoes
•Autry" . Nike' • USA Olympics'
*Orig. 18.99 to 64 99

4Ir
Store Hours:
- Mon.-Sat. 9 to 9 p.m.
Sun. 12:30 to 5:30 p.m

Catalog Supervisor

*Orig. 18 99 to 42.00

NOW

L VOW

3.99

NOW

Selected Men's Polyester Suits

5

•- -

4.99

NOW

5.99

NOW

Entire Line of
Comforters & Bedspreads

•Orig 7 00 8. 8 00

.

4.89
6.29
9.44

•If Perfect 8 C_.1.

5.99

NOW

Twin
Full
Queen

JCPenney Irregular Bath
Towels

*Ong 700 to '1 00

19.99 to 39.99

NOW

Solid

*If Perfect

4.99

NOW

99('

Smooth Touch
Color Sheets

Dynasty' Irregular Bath Towels

•Orig 22 00 to 62.00

NOW

_

NOW

2.99

NOW

•Seiected purses. hats, & gloves
*Ong 2 50 to 7 00

NOW

NOW

•S,zes 2 to
.(:)
,rig 11.00 10 21 00

NOW

•5. M L
*Ong 1 5 , ,

NOW

Infant & Toddler Easter Dresses
4T

•Sizes 4 to 14
•or i g 'Z' 99 to 30 co

29.99

NOW

.
•
.

---.1
7
.1.

Missy Spring Outerwear

.

,

„

.

•IrtIcHL,de-, 'et,t+t,,,,, dna .,NorTterls size,•0'.g 39 00 to 45 00

44110

-..
....

'

att

‘t
%),....
:3-'-- •
. -:
.

Home Fashions
Billie Russell

..,

•

.
-1,

Boy's/Infants
Kim Pritchett

NOW

& Pony'

12.99 to 29.99

Jcpenney
Prices Effective thru Sunday

Shelenia Farmer
Come try our new "toll-free"

SHOP•BY•PHONE

number serving you 7 days a week

18
- 00-2226
- 161

..
Chestriut Hills Shopping Center ,
Murray, Ky. 42071
,
Office: 759-1400
'Catalog: 1-800-222-6161
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royko says

by mike royko

Too much politics
Legislatures in Southern
and border states seem determined to have a regional
presidential primary in 1988.
Moreover, they want to
schedule it for March 8. early
enough for their voters to
exert heavy influence on the
ultimate choice of presidential candidates. Eight states
are already committed to
that date and several others
seem likely to join them.
The sentiment is understandable. at least on the
Democratic side. It is not.
however, a good idea, a point
we will elaborate below. In
the last two decades, the traditionally Democratic South
has shown a strong preference for Republican presidential candidates — the notable
exception being native son
Jimmy Carter in 1976. Democratic legislators in Dixie
reason that their states would
be more likely to return to
the Democratic column in
1988 if only the party would
pick a moderate candidate.
And they assume that a regional primary would go
long way toward assuring
that sort of nominee.
Not necessarily. Opinion
polls show Southern Democratic voters, on many issues.
are not a great deal more
conservative that Democrats
nationwide. Southern Democratic primaries in 1984 favored liberals Walter Mondale. Jesse Jackson and Gary
Hart over less liberal -candidates. .
In the South and in the rest
-t the country. the 1988 out-

come may depend as much on
the candidates' images and
relative fame as on their ideology. An appealing candidate who made a big splash in
the Iowa caucuses and New
Hampshire primary might go
on to sweep the big Southern
primary, virtually locking up
the nomination on the second
Tuesday in March, before the
country had time to take the
candidates' measure.
That result would be more
likely if, as now seems quite
possible, other states across
the country moved their primaries and caucuses up to
March 8. There's almost a
stampede in that direction.
A much better arrangement. in our opinion, would
be four regional primaries.
with the country divided up
by time zones. The primaries
could be scheduled several
weeks apart. so voters would
get a chance to know the candidates. And the order of the
primaries could be decided
by lot or rotated from one
election year to the next, so
no region would perennially
exert undue influence by
being first.
Sen. Bob Packwood, ROre., proposed federal legislation in 1981 and '83 to establish a rational system of regional primaries. Now, as
chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee, he may
be too busy to push suca a
measure. Yet, somebody in
Congress should take up the
cause: lest the movement
started in Dixie get out of
hand.

Debt no big deal for LaRouchies
I have little sympathy for
Richard M. Proctor. He's a
grown man and should have
known better. But the' story of
how he's been plucked for
almost $100.000 by the Lyndon
LaRouche crowd is sort of
educational

It began when Proctor was
walking through the airport in
San Francisco in 1984 and
somebody at a table called out to
him: Do you believe in nuclear
energy?"
As it happens, Proctor, 56, a
Canadian lawyer, does believe
strongly in nuclear energy?"
As it happens, Prottor, 56, a
Canadian lawyer, does believe
strongly in nuclear energy. -So
he stopped and listened to the
people behind the desk.
Because he's quite conservative, he found some of their
views interesting. They believe
in a Star Wars defense and so
does he. He is against the Russians and so are they. Very profound stuff.
Before he left, he had given
them his name and address and
phone number, so they could
send him their newspaper.
Not long after he returned
home to Calgary, he began getting phone calls from some
LaRouchies in Chicago. They
would get him on the phone and
talk and talk and talk.
That's part of their routine —
persistence and repetition. The
hard sell. They're like a long,

thoughts in season

Aar

Mairay Ledger & Times

Democratic primary.
The terms of the loan were on
paper, all nice and legal. They
included precise interest rates
and a schedule of payments.
But almost from the start,
they fell behind in the payments.
Out of $110.000, that was supposed to be repaid over one year,
they came up with only $20,000.
In the meantime, Proctor's
health began falling apart. He
had heart attacks. He lost a leg
to diabetes. He needed the
money but he realized he'd been
had.
A Canadian law firm wrote
and demanded immediate payment. They got a series of promises, but no money.
So it was turned over to a
Chicago lawyer, who wrote a letter saying that if the money
wasn't paid, a law suit would be
filed.
In reply. the lawyer received a
delightfully whacky letter from
one Ronald Bettag that went on
and on about the need to defeat
the Gramm-Rudman bill, the
dangers posed by the Soviets,
the Syrians and international
terrorism, and the urgent need
of Lyndon LaRouche to awaken
America.
Almost as a footnote. Bettag
proposed that a new payment
schedule be worked out.
"This decision," said Bettag
about welching on a $90.000 debt.,
"is not primarily financial or
legal; but rather, political in

nature."
That's one of the best
deadbeat excuses I've ever
heard.
Bettag, incidentally, is the guy
who was arrested last year with
Janice Hart. who won the
-Democratic nomination for
secretary of state, when they
decided to harass the archbishop of Milwaukee by handing him some raw liver while
he was making a speech in
Chicago.
Proctor, deciding that
LaRouche would have to fight
the evils of the world without his
money, recently filed suit in
Cook County Circuit Court to get
his dough back.
It isn't easy- suing these people. After several weeks of trying, Proctor's lawyers haven't
even been able to serve them
with official notice of the suit.
They aren't much for answering
knocks on their office doors.
But I'll say one thing for the
LaRouchies — they don't hold a
grudge against Proctor for suing
them.
Why, right after they won
their daffy victory in the Illinois
primary, they phoned him.
"They were all excited about
winning and they wanted to tell
me about it."
Did they mention your
money?
"Yes, They asked me if I
wanted to give more."

letters to the editor

Earthquake awareness urged for region es safety

Dear Editor:
Who is responsible? The opportunities for earthquake
preparedness in Kentucky and
adjoining states has been ignored by local and state public
officials who are responsible
and legally liable for such acTen years ago
to Mr. and Mrs. Joel Allen, tion. The tools have been made
. Eurie Garland will served as
available to the decision makers
March 30.
County Judge Pro-Tern until
Cal Luther. basketball coach to put earthquake safety and
April 12 while Calloway County
at Murray State University, survival policies into effect.
Judge Robert 0. Miller and
spoke at Basketball banquet of They include 11 hazards maps,
.Judge Pro-Tern Haien Spann are
design criteria. 31 landuse.
Calloway County High School
out-of-town on county business.
vulnerability, and loss studies,
held at Trianle Inn.
A Reading Tournement was
4 I guidelines for inspection and
Thirty years ago
held at Southwest Calloway
review of earthquake resistant
Herman Ellis and Harvey
Elementary School on april 3
construction. 51 an agenda to
Ellis were presented honorary
with 12 schools from the first
degrees by Kirksey High School guide public policy, education
region participating. according
Chapter of the Future Farmers and training programs.
to Roy Cothran. Southwest
of America at the annual 6'response planning. and 71 post
principal.
earthquake investigations to
Father-Son banquet at Murray
Births reported include a boy
Woman's Club House last night. transfer technology.
to Mr and Mrs. James B.
1. A 7.6 Richter magnitude
Charles Reeder, president, was
McFadden, March 29.
earthquake has been projected
toastmaster.
Mr and Mrs. Bruce King of
Mrs. Howard Olila will direct for the Central United States, to
*. Murray. will observe their
occur during our lifetime and
a musical to be presented by
50th wedding anniversary on
Grades 1 through 6 of A.B. likely by the year 2000.
April 10.
2. A five year plan was inAustin and W.Z. Carter Schools
itiated in 1981 by the U.S.
on
April
5
and
6.
Charles Butterworth. son of
Geological Survey and the
Miss Marie Rogers, a member
Mr and Mrs. Cloys Butterworth
Federal Emergency Manageof
the
Lynn
Grove
High
Chapter
of Lynn- Grove, has received a
ment Agency to reduce the loss
of Future Homemakers of
finalist award in agriculture.
of life and property by a major
America.
spoke
about
"The
This is for Spokesman of Year
Seven Areas of Homemaking" earthquake.
award in the program by editors
3. The active involvement of
at a meeting of Lynn Grove
of Farm Chemical magazine.
top officials from the seven
Homemakers Club held at home
Twenty years ago
states adjoining the New Madrid
of Mrs. Leon Chambers.
Seaman Dorris W. Hartline,
Georgia Edmonds. president. seismic rift was sought. They
USN. son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
did not. In addition, industry and
presided at a meeting of Tau Phi
Hartline. Rt. 1. Murray. spent
the private sector was solicited
Lambda Sorority of Supreme
five days in South Florida while
Forest Woodmen Circle held at for participation. A few have.
serving aboard USS NorthhampFive years have gone by. with
home of Mrs. W.Z. Carter.
ton. United States first comeach year increasing the risk.
mand ship which operates out of
The earthquake risk in the CenNorfolk. Va., with the Atlantic
tral U.S. including Kentucky has
Fleet.
been compared to that of
Murray High School Band.
By Ken Wolf
Tangshan. China. The soils are
directed by Phil Shelton, receivPeacemaking is more comsimilar. The lack of earthquake
ed a I plus rating in Kentucky
plicated than many in governresistant design of buildings is
Music Educators Regional
ment (and churches I realize.
similar and the lack of long term
Festival at Murray State
Consider these words written by
earthquake preparedness and
I7niversity.
Pope John XXIII in his encyclical
mitigation action are similar.
"The Words of Jesus.•' a canletter Pacem in Terris I Peace on
July 28. 1976 a devastating eartata. was presented yesterday at
Earth:
thquake hit Tangshan. Response
First Christian Church by comPeace must be realized in officials reported approximatebined chancel and junior choirs
Truth; it must be built upon
ly five hundred thousand lives
with Leonard Whitmer as direcjustice; it
must
be
were lost. Chinese officials gave
tor and Mary Dell Warford as
animated in love; It must be
a smaller number of about
organist.
brought to being in
250,000. but then they were
Births reported include a boy
freedom.
responsible for the lack of attention to the earthquake threat,
that produced those deaths.
Ta.ngshan's experience can be
repeated here.
ALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
We have no control over the
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
magnitude of the earthquake or
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
the proximity to the epicentral
BOB TAYLOR. Classified Manager
region, however we do have conALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
trol of mitigation measures that
The Murray Ledger & Times 4USPS 30R-700)
save lives. That should be the
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays.
first priority.
July 4. Christmas Day. New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
I participated in a conference
Newspapers Inc. 1001 Whitnell Dr Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage
recently in Nashville, Tennessee
Paid at Murray. Ky 42071
sponsored by the U.S.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas nerved by carriers $4 00 per month.
Geological Survey and the
payable in advance By mall in Calloway County and to Benton. Hardin.
Federal Emergency ManageMayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky.. and Paris. Buchanan and Puryear.
ment Agency, on earthquake
To, 13250 per year By mail to other destinations $40.50 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper phone 753-1916
hazards reduction in the earthThe Murray Ledger & Times le a member of Associated Press. Kentucky
quake rift zone. Once again, I
Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
heard excuses. A responsible ofThe Asecciated Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Murficial from an adjacent state
ray Ledger & Times
complained that "earthquake

looking back

recorded message or the
Chinese water torture. You\kan
interrupt them, .argue...),Wth
them, tell them that you don't
want to be bothered. But they
just pause and wade right back
with their zany theories.
They operate on the principal
that if they bang away at enough
people, they law of averages
Says they'll find somebody who
will swallow their nonsense.
In Proctor's case, they had a
willing ear. And after numerous
phone calls, they knew quite a
bit about him. They knew he was
a successful real estate lawyer
and was no longer married.
So they !Drought up the subject
of money._ They were in
desperate need, with all the terrible dangers facing the free
world. Would he be willing to
make them a loan?
They would pay it back, of
course, with handsome interest.
But they needed it immediately.
"They were very friendly to
me," Proctor remembers, "and
very persuasive."
So he made them a series of
loans. By the end of 1984, they
had about $110.000 of his
savings.
The money went to Caucus
-Distributors Inc.. in Chicago,
which publishes LaRouche's
propaganda publications.
It's also the outfit that
employs Mark Fairchild and
Janice Hart, the two oddities
who won in the recent Illinois

awareness programs are not
wanted, earthquake safe
buildings are not wanted or
needed and that earthquake
resistant buildings cost too
much". This is utter nonsense. A
study has shown that sixty percent of the casualties in his city
can be school children.
"Earthquakes do not kill people. Collapsed buildings kill people," is a frequently heard saying. In fact, ninety percent of the
casualties world wide from earthqakes result from collapsed
buildings. The Chinese and
Japanese have known how to
construct buildings that do not
kill the occupants for several
thousand years. The U.S. has
had such expertise for many
years. California, however, was
forced to enact a law that mandates that any engineer who
designs or constructs a building
that collapses during an earthquake will lose his license.
I am convinced that the
average Kentucky taxpayer expects the schools his children
frequent, to be constructed so
that children will not die during
an earthquake. He expects the
hospitals to be functional and
safe. He expects his fire department and police to be operational during and after an earthquake, which is reasonable. In
addition, the average citizen
wants survival informatigp. I
have been asked and have given
approximately one hundred and
heed the large body of scientific
evidence that points to a major
earthquake disaster. I can
ascertain only one or two County
Judge/Executives who have

seventy such programs for all
types of organizations. People
actively seek information.
The bottom line is, that our
public officials, Mayors. Governors and County Judge/Executives are legally and personally liable when they fail to
even taken the first step. They
are Judge Everett, Fulton,
County and Judge Wilson of
Carlisle County.
The citizens of Kentucky
should demand earthquake accountability from their elected
officials to:
1. Assure capability of, individual. community and
government response to a major
earthquake of 7.6 Richter
magnitude to 8.5 Richter.
2. Assure seismic considerations in guiding development of
land. (Not locate critical
facilities where they will be
destroyed.
3. Require enactment and en-

forcement of building codes to
ensure the preservation of life
during a 7.6 to 8.5 ltichter
magnitude earthquake. for
schools, hospitals, police and
fire departments and buildings
where large numbers of people
gather.
P
• For e'Very dollar invested in
earthquake mitigation a five to
ten dollar return can be realized
over the long term. Loss of life in
Kentucky is totally inexcusable
when the next earthquake
comes. Refusal to implement
the above safety measures
under the present earthquake
threat amounts to deliberate
negligence.
Respectfully
Corinne Whitehead
Chair
Earthquake Safety Education
League of Women Voters of
Kentucky
Box 25. Route 9
Benton. Ky.

Garden Dept. expresses thanks
To the Editor:
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
would like to thank you for the
wonderful publicity you have
given us throughout the year
and especially the recent luncheon and card party promoting
scholarships 'and charitable
organizations.
A special thank you to Mimi
Jordan who was in charge of
ticket sales and reservations,
and Billie Hall, who was

chairperson of the fund raiser,
and along with Clover Cotham
directed the card playing Myrtle Douglas coordinated the food
as she has done every year. and
to Joan W'hayne our
photographer.
And to the guests who made
the event so successful.
Sincerely,
Helen Urbancic
Joan Whayne
Publicity
Murray Woman's Club
Garden Department

A
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tention of the members
Saying goodbye to
to keep silent and wasn't cousin and friend
that the wise thing for Shirley Conner Wilferd
them to do. The area Morgan this week
news media reported on brought to mind our
the closed sessidn with associations in
the
little mention of the library at Murray High
The following is for namesake, Shannon regular open meeting. School, when as a stu•
those over 60 years old: Lochie Christopher. is There is little to be dent, she assisted me.
This description of the the 1986 Ledger & Times disturbed about, it ap- To kn6w her was to love.
seniOr CitiLen is from "AliasSpring."She is an pears. But serving as a respect and -depend
Ruby Denton by way of honor student, regent requires good upon her. Not long ago,
By Abigail Van Buren
Rubye Pool and pro- cheerleader and senior and fair judgment, it appeared that she had
tough skin and voting defeated,the cancer.
)EAR ABBY: This is for "Closet
vokes laughter.
She
at Murray High School.
plomas through correspondence world
"Just a line to say I'm Her grandmother is for what is best for looked well and happy; lropout." the young married woman
courses
. Read on.:_
studen
E. ESTAIslic
ts
E. WINN Ell(A
who
who
attend Then the announcement
had never graduated from high
living and not among Mrs. Mary Belle
of her death, She was school She wanted a high school
the dead; though I'm Overbey and her grand- school here.
DEAR ABBY: There are more
• • •
married to Lt. Col. diploma but was afraid that if she than 25 million high school
getting more forgetful dad is Wells Overbey.
dropouts
enrolled
Dr. James Roberts.
in a local school the whole or
ret. John Morgan.
and more mixed up in Her parents are Dr.
folks who never attended high
town
would
know
dentist
it.
and
,
it
might
Farmi
ngton
DEAR ABM': Several Months
the head. Sometimes I Lochie Overbey,
school in our country—many of
embarrass her husband—a promican't remember when I educator of Saginaw, Hills, Ill., and his
whom would dearly love to earn a ago, a prominent Louisiana physi
nent
businessman.
• • •
high school diploma. A great many clan choked to death while dining—
stand at the foot of the Mich., and Attorney brother, Dr. Jerry
My situation was a bit different.
"What modern-day inRoberts, head of the
either feel embarrassed or find it in a room filled with physicians! It
stairs if I must go up for Ron Christopher.
vention has contributed Sixty years ago, when I completed inconvenient to attend
was the third Such tragedy in as
special collections and
something or if I just
• • •
resident
grade school in a one-room country
many years„all involving persons I
most
to the decline in
archiv
es, Berea, are
school
program
s.
came down from there.
school, my parents thought I had
'In the clerk's office in
I served 51 years in the field of had known well.
"And before the the courthouse recently back home again with the South's traditional enough education for a girl, so I went
In all three cases, the' victims.
educati
isol
on and have a suggestion for
atio
their
nism
parents, Mr. and
, to work instead.
refrigerator 'so often, when the chimes in the
programmed since childhood not to
your readers:
agrari
anism,
Mrs.
romanFrank
Robert
s.
Years passed; I married, hut never
my poor mind is filled First Christian Church
show distress in the presence ot
Anyone who wants to earn a
with doubt; have I just began ringing Christian James is recovering ticism, poverty. gave up my dream of a higher eduother
diners, left the table without
high
put some food, away or music. After I com- from surgery. He and neighborliness, strong cation. I heard that I could take a school diploma should write or phone giving the slightest indication that
sense
of
the
Jerry
place
and
met
sumNationa
here for a
correspondence course by writing to
l Home Study Council there was a serious priiblem
have I come to take it mented about the ap.
mer evenings on the the American School of Correspon- - 1601 15th St. N.W..
out? And there are propriativeness of it. week's stay together —
One simple gesture—grasping the.
Washington,
D.C.
front
dence,
20009
porch.
850
just,
"
E.
What
5Sth
almost
phone.
is
,
like
St.,
Chicago,
it used
202-234-5100i throat with both hands—might hio.•
times when it is dark my clerk. Martha Far606:17 (telephone: 312-947-3300). • I and ask for informarion on
accred• saved them I cannot think
and with my night cap ris ( Mrs. Tom ) replied, to be when they were your answer? This quesa
tion is one of many wrote for the particulars and en- ited home-study high schools. (For better medium than your
on my head, I don't "I love to hear them. younger.
column n,
universi
rolled.
ty
I
was
courses:
42
at
•
the
answer
Nationa
• •
time. I was
ed by scholars at
l Uni- spread the ital wiird that this
know if I'm retiring or They sound on the hour.
The account of the the University of allowed five years to complete the versity Continuing Education Ass°. means. "Help' I'm chokinA,0- I hope
just getting out of bed.
I think." Then about the
high school course, hut I finished in ciation, One Dupont Circle, Suite you feel that
this is worth space in
"So if it's my turn to same time the comfor- death of Mrs. Harriette Mississippi, Oxford. It is a year and a half. After
I got my 420, Washington, D.C. 20036.)
your column'
calle
d
Simpso
The
n
Arnow
Encame
write to you, there's no ting tone of, the town
high school diploma. I applied for
iNcERNED
Correspondence by mail is a very
need of getting sore. I clock struck 12 noon. Sunday. Many here may cyclopedia of Southern college, passed the entrance exams,
may think that I have Shortly, probably remember that she Culture. It will be on the earned a college degree and taught effective method of learning. The
DEAR CONCERNED: Worth
prime advantage is that students
just written; I don't seconds, the noon siren taught several summers market about school for 15 years.
can study at the time and place of the space? Yours may be a lifeChrist
mas
in
1987
the
and
sell
Jesse
Stuart
I'm retired now, but I never get
want to be a bore. So from the city hall soundtheir .choice and proceed at their saving contribution, and I thank
remember I do love you ed. Former Murrayans, Writers Conference in for about $40. The bored. I'm too busy.
own
pace. And correspondence you for it.
answer to the question
-Tell "(loset Dropout- to let nothand wish that you were doesn't these sounds the university here.
courses are generally far less expen• • •
—
The
air
conditi
ing stand in her way. Anyone who
oner.
here; but now it's nearly recall sweet memori
sive than resident programs.
es?
really wants a high school diploma
mail time. I must say
• • •
I served as the director of educacan
get
it.
goodbye dear. There I
tion at the American School of
The University News
'Getting married? Send for Abb‘'s
LENA STEPHENS, Correspondence
stood beside the published last week
for 34 years, then new. updated.expanded booklet,-Hem
ANDER
SON,
IND.
left to become dean of Hadley School to thl%I. a I.o‘
mailbox with my face so gave an accurate report
V.edding.- !send
our
for the Blind in Winnetka. 111.—the name and address elearl printed ss ith
red. Instead of mailing of the recent closed
DF:AR
sesI.ENA: Congratula- only school
a
cheek
or
mimes
order
for
$2.50
and a
that offers corresponyou this letter, I've sion of the Board
tions. Many wrote to say they
stamped .39 cent..., en% elope to:
of
dence courses for the blind, tuition- long.
opened it instead."
Dear
AbbN.
receive
wedding
Regents, according to
d
Booklet,
their
P.0.
high
Box
school di- free, to students
FRANKFORT. Ky. tion for parole" was the
throughout the 314923,
• • •
Calif. 90038.1
my interpretation of the (AP) — The Kentucky most
punitive action the
The Easter egg hunt event. The reques
t Parole Board has decid- board can take.
in Murray-Calloway made by the preside
nt ed that Todd Ice should
County Park Saturday of the university for
Ice was 15 when he
a serve his entire 20-year
for the children of the consideration of
her sentence for was arrested for the
local hospital contract renewal,
was manslaughter without Dec. 5, 1978, stabbing
employees resulted in the first time
the any opportunity for ear- and beating death of
• little Miss Cassy Dian renewal
CHESTNUT
of the contract ly release because of the 7-year-old Donna Knox,
McNutt finding the had been conside
HILLS
red by "serious nature" of his a neighbor in Powell
MURRAY. KY
SHOPPING
GOLDEN EGG. She is the boar
County. He was found
d. The crime.
CENTER
five years old and the members
spent the reBoard chairman Ron guilty of murder and
_daughter.- rd...Mr - and -.- ..-rdinder of
the tic
-istrtr- Sirnnulns- sald the fact sentenced to death when
WE RECENTLY CLOSED
Mrs. Reggie McNutt. session doing
just what that Ice took a life was a he was 16.
OUR DOWNTOWN PADUCAH, KENTUCKY STORE
1405 Main, Mrs. Corrine was asked
of them. No prime reason for the
...THIS WEEKEND
Ice was found guilty of
McNutt is her vote was taken;
ONLY, WE'RE OFFER;NG THIS SURPUJS INVENTORY
they board's decision on firs -deg
t
ree
grandmother.
agreed to take the Thursday. He said
OF DIAMONDS AND GOLD AT 60%
the manslaughter during a
• • •
renewal under con- order that Ice "not
be retrial in Rowan Circuit
Good news is that my sideration. It
DISCOUNTS AT THIS LOCATION!
was the in- given further consideraCourt last month
LIMIT

observations

Road to Degree
Can Begin With
Walk to Mailbox

by lochie hart

Parole board says Ice
should serve full term

THIS WEEKEND

3 DAYS (FRI.4, SAT.5, MON.7)

mICHELsoNs
ED QUANTITIES...
SO HURRY!!!

We Wave It.
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THE NEW 1987 JEEP WRANGLER
HAS ARRIVED!

GOLD

PIERCED
EARRINGS

BRACELETS

PENDANTS

GOLD

WEDDING
BANDS

EARRINGS

RUBY &
DIAMOND
ETC...

GOLD
BRACELETS

_4.40
dr0—
.1'I ,.07

,4*

3 DAYS
(FR1.4, SAT.5, MON.7)

Come by and test drive the new
JEEP WRANGLER today!

64:0f

CLOSED SUNDAY
CASH •BANK CARDS• EZ CHARGE• NO LAYAWAYS

MICHELSONS

RENAULT

Jeep

Hwy. 641 North

GOLD

MEN'S RINGS

This on-off road vehicle performs like no other. The new
dimensional JEEP WRANGLER is
both rugged and versatile.

CAINS AMC JEEP RENAULT INC

CHAINS

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER, MURRAY, KY.

753-6448
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Hospital patients listed
A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday. April 3, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Warren baby boy.
parents. Pamela and
Allen. Rt. 4. Box 70B.
Camden, Tenn.
Dismissals
Thomas 'Honea. Box

71, Hickman; Thomas
Franklin. Rt. 2.
Murray;
Mrs. Judy Herndon
and baby boy. 412 South
12th St; Murray; Billy
Slater,,Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Mrs. Audaine Fennel,
Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
Shelley Rudd and baby
girl. Rt. 8. Box 318C,
Benton;
Nirc
Marguerite

Riley. Park View Drive,
Hamlin; Mrs. Marie
Moody, Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. ,.Sherry Crittendon and baby boy, Rt. 3,
Box 144D. Murray; Mrs.
Girtture Carroll. Rt. 2,
Hakzel;
Terry Buckingham,
Rt. 2. Hazel; Roy_ B.
Berry lexpiredl Box
118, Clinton.

Gene Wrather gives 1ess6n
Gene Wrather
presented a lesson on
"Low -Fat and Low
Cholesterol" at the
March meeting of Harris Grove Homemakers
Club held at the Ellis
Community Center.
Mrs. Wrather told
what foods are high in
cholesterol and gave
cooking tips to reduce
fat and cholesterol.
Landscape notes
about the varieties of
vegetable seeds and
strawberries were given
by Margaret Taylor.
Martha Wrablik,
president, presided.
Reports were given by
Annie Lou Jones and
Eleanor D'Angelo.
The devotion was

Recital on ,Stinclav
Cindy Hodges, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
Fuqua of Rt. 2. Ningo, will present her senior
piano recital on Sunday. April 6. at 3:30 p.m. in
the Recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Her program to include
works by Schubert, Chopin, Debussy and Ravel
is in partial fulfillment of the requirements for
the B.M.E. degree. There is no admission
charge. Mrs. Hodges, a student of Marie Taylor
at MM.'. will be assisted by Joe Plucknett of
Owensboro on the marimba. She is president of
the student chapter of the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association and a member of Sigma
, Alpha Iota women's music fraternity and the
Student Music Educators National Conference.
Mrs. Hodges is the accompanist for the Baptist
Student Union Choir at Murray State and pianist
for First Missionary Baptist Church, Benton.
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PADUCAH & SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES
Additional
Services Available
•Couch and Chao special
Steele
••Shampoo II
" $2995 I
ReconditionIng

OPEN SATURDAYS
•Bond.° a Insuretcl

MOVIES IN
MURRAY

1

EACH ROOM 13 r000ms or

$ 95
One, a.poss April 5.I96

•FREE Commerciail Estimates
•No Mileage Charge
• F,A1Nr• Mored-No Charge

reisiP

STEAM CARPET
CLEANING

Call Collect:

I
I

—
CaRAIJ04.
140m RIM ••••deemed
proteel II 2,00.,. of 3-Fa Colpot RmAlecto,
50000 Imre Mont Ina

L.

444-6235
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Coupon
1
mo Iwo,* mou and I
senses greet 2 moms ,
clevelorivra 020 00 ti
Tiwe room 1r.

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

BARGAIN MATINEES
SAT. & SUN. CINE & CHERI

MURRAY THEATRES

CHERI 3
SHELLEY LONG

hum

3

-----.1.‘614SRACST4C,

( I:341, 3:

Ey PIT
•

P,C

FROM *VARNER 0505 0

10) 7:05, 95.1

SLEEPING
c BEAUTY,

teSa WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS
Sun.
I . W. 3:20) 7:10. 9:00 ‘ITE1,14
>
I 1:30. :4: IS) 7:00. M:35

DAVID
CARRADINE

POW

The club will meet
Wednesday, April 9, at
10 a.m. at the Ellis Community Center. Each
one should bring a sack
lunch. E-le-ano-r
D'Angelo and Eleanor
Cavanaugh will be
hostesses.

Potterto Wn Club
hears two lessons
Two lessons were
presented at the March
meeting of the Pottertown Homemakers Club
held at Boston Tea Party in Holiday Inn.
"Flowers in Your
Landscape" was
presented by Kay
Carlson. Lottie Hurt's
lesson was about -Spring Into Fashion."
Landscape notes on
"Spring Care of Bulbs"
were presented by Iva
Alford. The devotion
was given by Lurine
Cooper.
_Louise Short J!rei:
tresided. Rejiorts
were given by Lavine
Carter and Mary Moore.
Games were directed by
Dorothy Simon.

Announcement was
made of the County
Homemakers' Tasting
Luncheon to be on
Thursday, April 17, in
social hall of First
United Methodist
Church.
Also present were
Lucy Alderdice, Bobbie
Cook. Christine Collins,
Mary Hopson. Dolly
Lorenz, Jean Pipher,
Anita Puvis. Mildred
Riordan, Lois Smith,
Dorothy Sobieski,
Delores Zinkovich and
Gaynelle Williams.

The club will meet
Wednesday, April 9, at
10 a.m. at the Boston
Tea Party in Holiday
Inn.

Blivin presented
Sigma Chi award
Steve Blivin, son of
William and Evelyn
Blivin of 1637 Miller
Ave., Murray, has been
selected in the Kentucky
Province as the recipient of the Balfour
Award by Sigma Chi
fraternity.
The award designates
the most outstanding active chapter graduating
in the fraternity and in
each province and
chapter. It is based on
four qualifications of
criteria: Scholarship.
good chracte, fraternity
service and student
activity.
As the Kentucky Pro-

Mimi• Clm •24 NE.TEL.753-3314

TOM HANKS

I
k

given by Elizabeth
Parks. Thirteen
members answered the
roll call by giving a
household hint.
A sack lunch was
served at noon with
Mrs. Wrather and Mrs.
Wrablik as hostesses.

vince winner, he has
autofnatically been
nominated for the Internatonal Balfour Award.
The Murray State
University senior, who
is majoring in engineering physics. is currently
in the Navy's nuclear
power 'officers' candidate program. He will
become a nuclear training officer in the Navy
after graduation in
May.
Blivin serves as president of his fraternity
and also is a student
government senator
from the College of
Science at MSU.

t — •

Suntanna

its a whole new
adventure

Sunbed SPECIAL
April-May

SI WI,

CANNON

5-30 min sessions

(1:30. 3:15 Sat.. Sun.) 7:25. 9:15

DAILY BARGAIN MATINEES
Cheri Location Only
April 5th thru 13th
See: SLEEPING BEAUTY
CARE BEARS MOVIE II
POLICE ACADEMY 3

$15°°

I :311. 3:13 WS

10-30 min sessions $2851

A cut above the rest.

nPR/1
/1
100111DlivE

KUT

KURL

Southside Shopping Center
753-1682

7:05.9:050\1.V • NO MATINEE

RENT YOUR VIDEO MOVIES FROM THE
MOVIE EXPERTS
AT

CAR OF THE WEEK
.4 NL)ii MOTOR SALts.

"foityr6•71
-Vo
Cheri Theatre Lobby—

Second birthday Saturday
Tonnie Marie Pratt, called "Brown Sugar" by her family will celebrate her
second birthday on Saturday, April 5. She is the daughter of Michael and Andrea Pratt of Murray, the granddaughter of Andrea (Memit%) Fouts of
Hazel, and the great-granddaughter of Andy and Irene Carter of Murray.

Murray State University Occupational Safety
and Health Banquet will
begin at 6 p.m. at Executive Inn, Paducah.
For information call
762-6655.
---WKMS-FM will conduct the annual on-air
fundraiser today
through april 13,
- -Parents' Night Out
will be from 6 to 10 p.m.
at University Church of
Christ.
---Saturday, April 5
Gun and Knife Show,
sponsored by Benton
Kiwanis Club, will .be
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Benton Elementary
gym.
Brunch for ladies of
Oaks Country Club will
be at 8:30 a.m. This will
be for lady golfers and
bridge players and a
golf meeting will follow.
---Dance with music by
DJ Randy Dowdy will
be from 8 p.m to mid-

per Movie for Members• 1 yr. Membership 05
\
,WE DON'T HAVE THE MOST"
. .MOVIES-JUST THE BEST ONES)

By Popular Demand!

•

Get Your
(e)ohrrse.itio.s CLASSIC
Money-Saving
Coupon For air
At

SLEEPING
" BEAUTY
r

•osy ‘••, • DANE •

Snap Shot 1 Hour Photo

•

1.0

'54 Mercury Topaz GS
5 speed, power steering, brakes, air, concert
sound system. rear defroster, 1 owner, In. car.
35,xxx certified miles Cherry red.
Check Out These Other Core
114 guide fog& led. 4 dr.-1.0401D 31.•11. rnIlkos
II Ford Escort CR 2 dr. 33,zsz ',Mos
Si Monte Carlo Landow. V-11-47.suz rollos
Certified Mileo•e

Olympic
Plaza

Save $1.50 Off Adult Evening Admission Plus
Get Free Disney Character Stickers

Saturday, April 5
Sunday, April 6
night at Murray Moose in celebratio
n of 50th
Lodge. This will be for wedding annivers
ary
members only.
with a reception at Mill
---Creek Cumberland
Events in Land Bet- Presbyter
ian Church.
ween the Lakes will in- The family
requests
clude Egg Basket that guests not
bring
Workshop from 9 a.m. to gifts.
4 p.m. at Empire Farm;
---Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2
Second day of
p.m. and Comet at 1 and America
n Quarter
3 p.m. at Golden Pond Horse Associatio
n Show
Visitor Center; Morel will begin
at 7 a.m. at
Mushroom Hunt from Livestock
and Exposi9:30 to 11 a.m. and 1 to tion Center.
There is no
3:30 p.m. at Woodlands admission
charge.
Nature Center; Strings
---'n' Things at 2 p.m. at
Todd Dowdy will preHomeplace-1850.
sent a free senior voice
---recital at 2 p.m. in FarAA and Al-Anon will rell
Recital Hall, Fine
meet at 8 2._tp.
Arts
_Murray
A-in -efiean Legion
State University.
Building, South Sixth
---an Maple Streets.
Cindy Fuqua will pre---sent a free senior piano
American Quarter recital
at 3:30 p.m. in
Horse Association Show Annex
Recital Hall,
will start at 7 a.m. at
Fine Arts Center. MurWest Kentucky ray
State University.
Livestock and Exposi---tion Center. There is no
AA will have a closed
admission charge.
meeting at 4 p.m. at
---American. Legion Hall,
Annual -Area Col- South
Sixth and Maple
legiate Chemistry Streets.
For information
meeting will start at 9 call
'753-0061, 762-3399,
a.m. at Curris Center. 753-7764
or 753-7663.
Murray State
---University.
Events in Land Bet---ween the Lakes will inAnnual meeting of clude Comet
at 1 and 3
Associates of Murray p.m.
and Skywalk at 2
State University p.m. at
Golden Pond
Libraries ( AMSUL I will Visitor
Center; Natural
begin at 6:30 p.m. in Dyes
at 2 p.m. at EmCurris Center ballroom. pire Farm;
Spring
---Crappie Fishing at 2:30
Third annual Murray p.m.
at Woodlands
State University Nature
Center.
Scholastic Chess Tour---nament will begin at 10
Film series on "What
a.m. with registration Is Wealth?"
will be at 7,
from 8:30 to 9:30 a.m. in p.m.
at Christian ComMississippi Room. Cur- munity
Church, South
ris Center.
16th and Glendale Road.
------Commercial art and
Murray High School
other works by BFA will
be on Scholastic
candidate Liz Harrison Challeng
e. Kentucky
will be on display Education
al Television.
through April 15 in Cur---ris Center Gallery, MurSecond day of gun and
ray State University.
knife show, sponsored
---by Benton Kiwanis
Temple Hill Lodge Club, will be from 1 to 5
No. 276 Free and Ac- p.m. at Benton Elemencepted Masons will tary gym.
meet at 7 p.m. at lodge
---hall.
Household shower for
---Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Couples Bridge with Gregory who lost their
Codie and Ruth home by fire will be
Caldwell as hosts will be from 2 to 5 p.m. at home
at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Country Club
Dunn.
------Paris Chapter of
Auditions for "Sing
Women's Aglow Out, Kentucky!" will be
Fellowship will meet at at 1 p.m. in Johnson
9 a.m. at W.G. Rhea Theatre. Fine Arts
Library, Paris, Tenn.
Center. Murray State
---University. For inforSunday, April 6
mation call 762-4634.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry
---Stewart will be honored
Baptist Men's Group
•
of First Baptist Church
will meet at 8 a.m. in
Fellowship Hall of
church.
----

Friday, April 4
Paris Chapter of Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship International will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Avalon
Restaurant, Highway
79. Paris, Tenn.
---Alford Lodge No. 445
Order of the Eastern
Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall at
Aurora.
---Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper Band will
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
---Games for members
only are
at 8
p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and Comet at 1 and 3
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Night
Visual at 7:30 p.m. at
Woodlands, Nature
Center.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
---Open Horse Show,
sponsored by MSU
Horsemanship Club,
will start at 7 p.m. at
Livestock and Exposition Center.

Owner History

McNutt Motor Sales, hie.
(k.ned

ar,

700 Main
759-1839

Sirloin Tips
With choice of mushroom gravy
or green peppers & onions. Choice $
of potato, tossed salad & French Bread
•Tonight-Saturday Evening
April 2nd-April 5th
and

395

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS
$425

•Every Fr, & Sat Everung

Homeplace Family Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd

759 1864

Home-Away From
Home Get-together will
be at 7 p.m. 1n annex of
University Church of
Christ.
---Church -wide
Fellowship in honor of
the Rev. Stephen V.
Seaford, pastor, will
follow the 7 p.m. worship 'service at
Memorial Baptist
Church.
((7oat'd on page If)
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Temple Hill will meet

Mt. Sinai plans revival

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons will meet Saturday, April 5, at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall. Robert Jourden, master of the
lodge. invitee all Master Masons to attend.

-

Aglow meeting Saturday
Paris Chapter of Women's Aglow Fellowship
will meet Saturday, April 5. at 9 a.m. in the W.G.
Rhea Library, Paris, Tenn. Claudia Cardwell,
vice president of ministeries of the West Tennessee Area Board, will be guest speaker. In
Women's Aglow she has held various positions in
the Memphis chapter including president for two
years. She was raised in East Tennessee
and
serves as a teacher, coumselor and minister of
religion. The meeting is open to all women,
regardless of age, color, denomination or nationality. Women's Aglow Fellowship is not affiliated with any one church, but is a fellowship
organization for Christian women, a spokesman
said.

Workshop at college

Yards of month selected

A workshop on "Radiation Therapy: From
Basic Radiobiology to Care of the Individual"
will be presented on Friday, April 11, at Fine
Arts Theater, Paducah Community College. It is
.being presented in cooperation with Kentucky
Community Cancer Program. Registration will
start at 8 a.m. and the workshop will conclude at
2:15 p.m. Registration costs 820 with five contact
hours being awarded to registered nurses and
licensed practical nurses completing the program. Laura J. Hilderly, R.N., M.S., Clinical
Specialist in Radiation Oncology Nursing, will be
the speaker. She is in Radiation Oncology practice wtih Dr. Phillip Maddock of Warwick, R.I.,
and has been a keynote speaker at major oncology symposiums throughout the United States
and has several publications to her credit.
Registration deadline is April 7. For more information, call the PCC Nursing Department at
1-442-6131, ext. 140.

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has selected the yards
of the month for March. A
committee of the department selects the residential and business yards
of the the month during the spring,summer and fall months. This is to give special recognition to those
who have worked and planned
to make their yards a special place of decoration and neatness. Selected
as the residential yard of the
month for March was the home of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher, Glendal
e Road, Murray, top photo.
Note the many flowering trees In the yard which make a beautiful site as one
goes on Parklane Drive
toward Glendale Road. Selected as the business yard of the month for March
was the clinic of Dr. A.M.
Titsworth, Dentist,706 Main St., Murray.Special plantings around the buildin
g have added much to the
decor of the yard area, a Garden Department spokesman said.
Staff
photo. by David Tuck

Ministers will meet
.)

Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will meet Wednesday. April 9, at 1:30 p.m. in
the dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. All ministers in the city and county are
invited. Dr. Greg Earwood is president and the
Rev. Marvin L. Napier is secretary.

CWU Board will meet
The Board of Church Women United of Murray
--a.-4---Ityway-Cottraparti meePltfariaaYfAplif-'7,at 10 a.m. at the Calloway Public Library. All
members are urged to attend, said Toni Jones,
local president of CWU.

Church plans fellowship
A "Home-Away-From Home Get-together"
will be held Sunday. April 6, at 7 p.m. in the annex of University Church of Christ. This will
follow the evening service. Families who have a
home-away-barn-home student are asked to bring finger foods and drinks for the social hour.

Pastor will be honored

•••••eL.

Dylan given award
BEVERLY HILLS.
Calif. (AP) — Singer
Bob Dylan received the
Founders Award from
the American Society of
Composers. Authors
and Publishers at a
celebrity party that
blended a modern
generation of entertainers with the
establishment.
The normally
reclusive Dylan. who arrived with and sat
beside Elizabeth Taylor

through much of the
evening, played guitar
and sang for more than
an hour with Richie
Havens.
"I never thought my
music was as good as
Johnny Mercer or
Jerome Kern," Dylan
told the audience, which
included such artists as
Neil Young, Bob Seger,
Bernie Taupin, Stevie
Nicks. Dudley Moore,
Whoopi Goldberg, Burt
Bacharach, Carole

Bayer Sager, Michael and called
Dylan a
MacDonald, Jennifer "pioneer,
innovator.
Warens, Leonard trend
setter and poet of
Cohen, Johnny Green, his generat
ion."
Sammy Fain, Marilyn
and Alan Bergman and
Donny Osmond.
Dylan, an ASCAP
member since 1963, was
only the second to
receive the Founders
Award, spokesman Norman Winters said.
Stevie Wonder was the
first, in 1984.
ASCP president Hal
David, an Oscar winning lyricist,
presented the award

A church-wide fellowship will be at Memorial
Baptist Church on Sunday. April 6, following the
7 p.m. worship hour. This will be in observance
of the last day of service for the Rev. Stephen V.
Seaford as pastor of the church. Everyone is asked to bring some type of finger food.

Mt. Sinai Baptist Church at Buchanan, Tenn.,
will have revival services starting Monday.
April 7, and continuing through Friday. April 11.
The Rev. Warren Sykes of Puryear, Tenn., will
be the speaker for services at 7 p.m. each
evening.

Couples Bridge planned
Couples Bridge is scheduled Saturday, April 5.
at 7:30 p.m. at the Oaks Country Club. Hosts will
be Codie and Ruth Caldwell, 753-3906. This event
Is held on the first and third Saturday evenings.
Also Saturday at 8:30 a.m. a breakfast:for the
ladies will be at the club with Shirley Wade,
Burlene Brewer, Grace James, Ada Roberts and
Melva Hatcher in charge. A meeting of lady
golfers will follow the breakfast.

Prayer meetings planned
Cottage prayer meetings in preparation for the
coming revival, April 14-20, at Elm Grove Baptist Church will be held at 7 p.m. at the following
homes: April 7 with Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crider;
April 8 with Dr. and Mrs. Charles Chaney: April
10 with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burkeen ; and April
11 with Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Oswalt.

UMW meeting Monday
A general meeting of the United Methodist
Women of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will be Monday, April 7. at
7
p.m. at the church. Mavis McCamish will have
the program and the Blankenship Circle will
be
hostesses.

Anna S. Dunlap born
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Dunlap of Henry, Tenn.,
are
the parents of a daughter, Anna
Sutherland.
weighing seven pounds eight ounces, born
on
Monday, March 31, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Suzanne
De
Bardeleben. Grandparents are Mrs. Nita
De
Bardeleben of Mammouth Springs, Miss..
Fred
De Bardeleben of Holly Springs, Miss.,
and Mr.
and Mrs. John Dunlap of Dallas, Texas.

Amanda J. Ottway born
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Ottway, Rt. 5, Box 544.
Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Amanda
Jane, weighing five pounds 13 ounces, measuring
18 inches born on Friday. March 28, at Murray.
CallowItY County Hosoital.:
Pry_ have.another
Thitiigrit6t,-Tess ca Sue, 22 months. The mother.
the former Conny Nagy, is private violin
teacher. The father owns and operates Ottway
Signs. Grandparents are Ivor Ottway of
Reidland and Mr. and Mrs. Emery Nagy of
Evansville, Ind.

SPECIAL
For your summer tan visit

FOREVER TAN
at Kirksey
300 mm. for only

128"n

and register

for a free 300 min. to be given away in April.
Hours 7 a.m.-11 p.m.

489-2101 or 489-2121
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SUPER SPRING SAVINGS

e
s:

SPECIAL

Thinking Mini?
Think Even Less.

FREE ATTACHMENT • NO DOWN PAYMENT • NO MONTHLY PAYMiNT FOR 90 DAYS•

During SNAPPER s Spring Savings Event its nosy to
the millions
isl satislied SNAPPER owners You II discover that SNAPPER offers
,LIU more value and quality for your dollar
Now for a limited time SNAPPER has Lreated a spectacular
..olue or o
quoline ol 3 5 HP sell propelled wall.
behind mowers The spectacular price of 5399 95 gives
you the best SNAPPER value ever. Plus you will receive o
Grass Catcher Kit absolutely FREE W th your purchase,
Now s the BEST time to buy a SNAPPER For all the details
visit your nearest SNAPPER dealer today
Tolle advantage of our convenient Snap Credit
Plan whrch features no down payment and no pay
teen' for 90 days

You watched.You waited. And now the sophisticated Del Mar Mini-Blinds you\•e had your eye
on are on sale.'Hurry in and save. Today.

ONLY $399.95
ktenufacturers Suggested I'D Price 6464 00

Model 7I33IPD Male Suppler' Ural
(Ptaies may vary from defiler prep end treele0

A's•

snap ArleA

'trues

SNAPPER
A •

IniuST,PS

teiNtor
Snap credit
AS LOW AS
$20

2 YEAR UMITED WARRANTY
HURRY! MR BIDS $OON
•fraence cheeps mew* from dote of def.very

ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE INC.
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

Black's
Decorating Center
701 South
4th

Murray

•••

75341839
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Local area churches schedule services, music for Sunday
Various churches in Raspberry as director start at 10 a.m.
Laura l'aschall as
by Mitch Ash. The Pleasant Grove United service.
Memorial Baptist
the city and county have at 5:30 p.m
---organist
and Rhonda
The Rev. Stephen V. Junior Choir will sing a Methodist Church.
released information
Wayne Halley,
- --First Presbyterian
Lamb as pianist.
Seaford, pastor, will special number during
Holy Communion will minister of music, will
concerning their serLake-land Apostolic
The Rev. Thomas
Sunday School will speak at 10:50 a.m. and
the morning worship be celebrated. Truman direct the Adult
vices on Sunday. April 6,
The Rev. James H. Schellingerhout, pastor,
Choir as
7 p.m. services at service. Church musi- Whitfield will direct the members sing "Come,
to the Murray Ledger & Cain, pastor, will pre- will speak about "You start at 10 a.m
- - -Memorial Baptist cians are Glenda choir with the Rev. Christians, Join to Sing"
Times as follows:
sent the seventh in a Do Not Walk Alone"
University Church
Church. Ralph Bogard Rowlett, Teresa Sinter Layne Shanklin as even- at the morning hour
---series of lessons from with scripture from
and
Robin Wadley, will serve as deacon of and Lisa Oswalt.
ing song leader. Joan "Without Him" at the
WestsIde Baptist
the book of Ephesians at Luke 24:31 at 10:45 a.m.
minister, will speak at the week.
Focus on the Family Cooper will be organist evening hour. Richard
The Rev. Glynn Orr. 1
Oa
.
m
. service at First
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. and
Milton Gresham, Film "Preparing for and Tommy Gaines and Jones will be organist
pastor, will speak at preaching;teaching ses- Presbyterian Church.
6 p.m. services at minister of music, will Adolescence, Part I" Joyce Gordon
10:50 ath. service at sion at Lake -land
will be and Allene Knight,
The Church Choir, University Church of
will be shown at 5:30 pianists.
direct the Sanctuary
Westside Baptist Apostolic Church.
pianist.
directed by Daniel Christ.
p.m. in fellowship hall.
Choir as members sing
Also assisting will be
Church.
Assisting will be the
The pastor will ex- Craig, and accmpanied
His
morning
topic
will "When They Pierced
---Ruby Kelly, Dennis Kel- Rev. G.T. Moody,
Tommy Scott will plore three aspects - by Susan Chamberlain.
Grace Baptist
ly, Clarkie Butterworth, associate pastor, and
direct the Church Choir unity, growth and organist, will sing the be "The Measure of Suc- Your Side" with Kay
cess" with scripture Outland as soloist at
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, Carolyn
as members sing "Whht strength.
Parks, Emily Porter Holland, deacon
anthem, "How Gentle. from Philippians 3:1-11.
pastor, will speak at Mahan,
morning service.
Valery Shelton, of the week.
A Beautiful Day" with
At 6 p.m. service Dan God's Commands."
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Steve
His evening topic will be
At the evening service
Gordon, James
Patsy Neale as organist Walker will continue his
Church School "Adopted As Sons" with
---services
at Grace Bap- Rogers, Charles
Cindy
Vance
will
sing
a
and Susie Scott as series of lessons from Assembly with classes
First
Christian
tist
scripture
Church.
Romans
from
solo, "The Broken
Nesbitt, Gary Cooper,
pianists.
the book of John.
for all ages will start at 8:1-17.
Dr. David C. Roos,
"That
Heavenly
Rose."
The
ordinance
of
Clara Tress and Annie
A solo will be sung by
The evangelistic ser- 9:30 a.m. A nursery is
pastor, will speak about
Home" will be sung by Lee Cooper.
Ernie Bailey will The Lord's Supper will
David Brown and a vice will be at 7 p.m.
provided for all direct the song service
"the Resurrection
the Church Choir at the
be
observed.
piano solo will be played
---services.
Trumpet!" at 10:45 a.m.
with Sherrill Gargus
morning hour with
First Baptist
by Donnie Malotte
University Baptist
---service at First ChrisElm Grove Baptist
making the
Leland Peeler as direcThe
Rev.
John
Rush
of
At 6 p.m. service the
The Rev. Don
Poplar Spring
The Rev. Wesley
tor, Dwane Jones as Stewardship Commis- tian Church.
announcements.
Rev. Jim Simmons. Farmer, pastor, will
The Rev. Chester P.
Durham
Tammy Hammonds
of
Benton
will
Also assisting will be
organist and Anita sion, Southern Baptist
director of Baptist Stu- speak at 9 a.m. and 5 Culver, pastor, will
will read the scripture
speak at 11 a.m. and
Smith as pianist.
Hamp
Brooks,
Kennie
Convention,
will speak
dent Union, Murray p.m. worship services at speak about "What
Colson, Bill Boyd, 6:45 p.m. services at
---at 10:45 a.m. service at from Acts 10:34-43.
State University. will University Baptist Now?" at 11 a.m. serMargaret Boone will
Elm
Grove Baptist
South Pleasant
First Baptist Church.
speak. The pastor will Church. His topics will vice at Poplar Spring Harold Grogan, Gearl Church.
direct
the music with
The
pastor,
The
Rev.
Bob
the
Dotson,
Suiter,
Jimmy
Ford,
R.P. Hodge, minister
start a revival tonight be taken from the book Baptist Church.
Gary Galloway as
pastor, will speak about
Hoyt Like, Cecil Like, Rev. David Brasher, is
with New Harmony of Genesis.
Terry Byerly will lead Bob Dunn, Larry Dunn, in a revival at Suwanee "Behind Closed Doors" of youth/education, will organist.
speak about "Choosing
Baptist Church at Paris,
B.J. McGibney will the singing with Hazel
with scripture from
Nick A. Horton, Bobby Furnace Baptist Church
Sunday School will
the Good Part" with
Tenn.
lead the music with Brandon as organist and
John 20:19-23 at 10:45
Martin, Nick Horton, in Lyon County.
scripture from Luke start at 9:30 a.m.
Lisa Reed, soloist and Gary L. McClure as Carol Kelly as pianist.
Music will be directed
a.m. service at South
Jesse Horton, Barry
---10:38-42 at the 7 p.m.
pianist, will present a pianist.
The church will be Johnson, Bobby Bazzell.
mini-concert at the
Children's church will rededicated on Sunday.
dividuals. John in- tian layman of singularJeff Dunman, Danny
evening service.
be led by Joyce
At 6:30 p.m. service Claiborne and Bobby
structed believers not to ly beautiful and noble
Sunday School with Carpenter. Nursery the pastor will feature
welcome or extend character. Because of
Nelson.
Ronnie Walker as direc- facilities are available.
The Lord's Supper and
hospitality to false his
Bible classes will
many
amiable
tor will start at 10 a.m.
Sunday School will be speak about "Making
teachers who might qualities, Gaius was held
start at 9:45 a.m.
---at 9 a.m. Wednesday The Lord's Supper
come their way and seek in high and affectionate
---First Methodist
night food fun and Memorable."
to propagate their er- esteem by all sorts of
Seventh
and
Poplar
The Rev. A. Nowell fellowship will begin at 6
Sunday School with
roneous teachings in men. John had a special
John
Dale,
minister,
Bingham. minister, will p.m.
Marty Futrell as direc- will speak at 8:30 and
their midst. Those who love for Gaius, who had
speak about "The Walk
---tor will start at 10 a.m. 10:40 a.m. and 6 p.m.
perverted the biblical received God's truth
By
the
truth
John upon them the wonderful
Goshen Methodist
to Emmaus" with scripand Church Training services at Seventh and
meant the Scripture, and gifts of grace, mercy and message concerning the from him, which had
Goshen United with Troy Garland as
ture from Luke 24:13-35
Poplar
Church
Christ.
of
the
Lord Jesus Christ peace. Without hesita- deity of Christ and cleansed his heart and
at 8:30 and 1050 a.m. Methodist Church will director will be at 5:30
sought to place Him on transformed his life.
"Lovingly
Keeping Who
is
the
truth tion John requested the
hear the pastor, the p.m. Both have classes
services at First United
the mere human level John rejoiced because
Commandme
His
nts"
incarnate.
believers to do what God
Rev. Don Faulkner, for all ages.
Methodist Church.
were to be refused Gaius was indwelt by
with scripture from I
II John 1-11
had already commanded
Eleanor Diuguid will speak at 11 a.m. service.
---hospitality, encourage- and living in accordance
John
3:23-24
will
John
be
his
penned
this
short
them to do, namely, to
Lennis Hale will be
sing a solo. "I Was the
Coldwater Baptist
morning topic. His even- epistle to a Christian continue walking in the ment or approval. In with the truth, and was
Tree.- The Chancel the lay assistant and
The Rev. Stephen ing topic will be lady and her
every instance when allowing that truth to
family, and truth and in sacrificial
Choir will sing "This I Nikki Faulkner will give Cobb will be guest
Christians
allow false control his mind, mold
"Prayer
the
in
in
it
Life
he
of
expressed his ge- love. It is a certainty that
Believe" at the 10:50 the children's devotion. speaker at 11 a.m. serteachers to lead them his character and deterJesus"
nuine
with
scripture
love
for
them
those
who
walk in truth astray.
Charles Proffitt will _ vice_at. Coldwater panservice with Paul
they ,ctisat mine WI artiong.„,_
*
1ervetri3esr'
- themselves
trrafilh-as curecior' llirterr trie musk .CVIM tist Church.
out
of
Gaius was deeply and
in
Jerry
them.
Bolls
will
direct
He
assured
His
commandmen
ts.
Bea Farrell as organist. Carolyn Venable and
usefulness, blessings and Intensely spiritual. John
Bobby Manning will 'the 14png service with them that other believers
John
warned
his rewards. The acid
The session on Tracy Beach as direct the music with
test of informed him that it was
James Lee Harmon and ilso loved them. In view readers
that false one's
"United Methodist accompanists.
relationship to God his earnest wish and
Maege West and Jen- Ron McNutt making the sof their relationship to
teachers and deceivers
Sunday School will nifer Culp as
Beliefs" will be at 6 p.m.
the truth, John gave would attempt to lead Is revealed by his at- prayer for him that his
announcements.
Church School will be begin at 10 a.m. and Bi- accompanists.
titude toward Jesus financial prosperity and
the
Scripture readings them
blessed them astray with their
ble Study at 6:30 p.m.
at 9:45 a.m.
Christ.
At 6 p.m. service the will be by Jay Lamb, assurance that God their
physical health might
false teachings. He urg---III John 2-4
Rev. Keith Knight will Jon Burkeen and John Father through Christ
come
to match his
ed them to be on their
Russell Chapel
Hazel Baptist
This brief epistle was spiritual condition. In the
be the speaker. The or- Paul Nix.
His Son would bestow guard against such inThe Rev. Marvin L. dinance of The Lord's
The Rev. Richard
written to
s a Chris- case of many church
Gaiu,
...
Williams will speak at Napier, pastor, will Supper will be observed.
members today, if their
11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. speak at worship serSunday School will
physical health and
services at Hazel Bap- ' vice at 9:45 a.m. at start at 10 a.m.
financial condition corRussell Chapel United
tist Church.
responded to their
---The pastor. the Rev. Methodist Church.
Sinking Spring
spiritual health, they
James T. Garland, will
Church School will
The Rev. Eddie
would be invalids and
be in a revival at follow at 10:45 a.m.
paupers.
Young. pastor, will
Regular
Glouster, Ohio.
---feeding on the Word of
speak at 11 a.m. and 7
Gene Orr Miller will
Palestine
God, faithfulness in
p.m. services at Sinking
Palestine United Spring Baptist Church.
direct the music with
earnest prayer, and takOneida White as pianist Methodist Church will The ordinance of The
ing vigorous exercise by
and Gwyn Key as hear the pastor, the Lord's Supper will be
walking in the Spirit will
Rev. Marvin L. Napier, observed at the morning
organist.
keep us in a healthy
Sunday School with speak at 11 a.m. and 6 hour.
spiritual condition. One
Jackie Wilson as direc- p.m. services.
of the tragedies of our
Steve Knott will serve
Church School with as deacon of the week.
tor will start at 9:45
day is that so many do
a.m. and Church Train- Eugene Rudolph as
not have any desire for
Max McGinnis will
i n g with Gary superintendent, will direct the music with
spiritual food. They are
more concerned about
their physical and financial well-being than they
are about the state of
their souls.
Deeply appreciative of
the hospitality, encouragement and support which Gaius gave to
-JP
the Christians and misA white dogwood tree was planted on the Executive Mansion grounds to commemorate Arsionaries who travelled
bor Day, which Gov. Martha Layne Collins has proclaimed for April 4, 1986. Planting the tree
through the city in which
are, left to right, Charlotte Baldwin, Secretary of Natural Resources and Environmental Prohe resided, John called
tection; Gov. Collins; June Hudson,Commissioner of Parks; and Boyce Wells, Commissioner
him a fellow-helper to
of Natural Resources.
the truth. What a fitting
tribute!

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles

Win a dream trip to
SLEEPING BEAUTY'S Castle at

Disnegland
0..)A•r.-

fS14110 s

eauy
Sweepstakes,:;-:;

(20) Grand Prizes

"SPRING BREAK"
"SPECIAL"
Mon.-Fri. Noon —
V.C.R. & 1 Free Movie

-

,res Jun.. V) 1986

$1 00

'9.95

Good t•wougt, ito

441,1

Off Color Film Processing

Then, take advantage of our great
movies selection and get any 4
movies all week long for only

(Limit one special pe, roll and one roll per customer)
(Offer not valid with any other special)

47.95

,

FREE stickers of Walt Disney's
Sleeping Beauty Characters with Every
Photo Processing Order
Plus
Receive coupon for $1 50 off
one Adult Admission for "Sleeping Beauty"
at the Cheri Theater

But that's not all!

,

•Pick up Swooisstakos

Offtry

form st

SNAP SHOT PHOTO

Olympic Plaza

Then, bring back any or all and
exchange All week long for only

99c

each.

All this at your
Home Entertainment Center

SHOWTIME MOVIES
Dixieland Center
HOURS.

7594347

BOBBY WOLFF

SHOWTIME MOVIES

Not able to go to Florida? Treat your
family to our week only specials!

'

Ask us for more details!
E

Hey Kids!

Week of April 7th

A trip to DISNEYLAND for a 44 .,*u4,0"t
r!•-•
family of four and a
new KODAK VR 35 Camera.
e

THE ACES®

I \

•

753-7731

Mon Thur. 11 m.-6 p.m.
Fri -Sat 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

"Men are not prisoners of fate, but
only prisoners of their own minds."
- Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Take a good look at today's trump
suit. If you think there's only one
"percentage" way to play the
spades. look again. Sometimes our
minds make prisoners of us all.
East's
lead-directing
double
works well, and the defenders take
the first three club tricks. East exits
with a diamond to dummy's queen
and it's obviously time to start the
trumps. How should South proceed?
The popular approach is to cash
dummy's trump king before finessing to South's jack, guarding against
a possible singleton queen with
West. However, with these particular spot-cards in the spade suit, declarer would not benefit by picking
up a singleton queen with West.
East will then score a natural
trump with the 10-8-7 over dummy's 9-6-2.
The proper play is to lead a low
trump from dummy,intending to finesse the jack. East's singleton
queen is picked up, the trump jack
confirms the trump distribution and
a low trump toward dummy's K-9
picks up the suit.
When guarding against singleton
queens. one should be careful to
identify where the danger might lie.

NORTH
4-4-A
•K 9 6 2
K Q 105
•Q 10
Nolo
4K 8 5
WEST
4 108 7 3
•7 62
•J 8 4 3
•10 9

EAST

•Q

•8 43
•9 7 6 2
•AQJ 74
SOUTH
4A J 54
•A J 9
•A K 5
+632
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer South
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1 NT
Pass
2+
Dbl.
2•
Pass
4•
All pass
Opening lead: Club 10

BID WITH THE ACES
South holds:
4-4-8
•Q
•8 43
•9 7 6 2
4A Q J 7 4
North South
IN?
ANSWER: Three no-trump. Hope
that the fine club tint will provide
enough winners to score a game.
!sod Bridge osiottome to The Aces. P0 Box
MSS, Dallis, Tens 715211, wtth solt-sedresosd.
Mops/ mettles* for repty
Copplgit. INC UMW Fesion.114•44m•
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Arbor Day a time for protecting forest, woodlands
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
Newspaper editor J. Sterling
Morton is known as the founder
of Arbor Day.
The broad purpose of the day
is to point out the need to maintain and protect at least certain
portions of the natural forests
and woodlands, according to the
book "Celebrations — The Corn.
plete Book of American
Holidays" by Robert J. Meyers

with the editors of Hallmark
Cards.
When Morton and his wife
moved from Detroit to the
Nebraska Territory in 1854, he
found only open prairies. Trees
were needed for windbreaks,
fuel, lumber and shade.
Morton, as editor of
Nebraska's first newspaper,
urged people to plant trees. He
was aided by men such as
Robert W. Furnas, a prominent

WKMS annual
festival gets
underway today

1

trees were planted on the first
Arbor Day, April 10, 1872.
Governor Fumas of Nebraska
issued the first Arbor Day proclamation which stated that the
second Wednesday of April was
to be aside each year for the
planting of "forest or ornamental trees."

manent date.
The National Educational
Association and the American
Forestry Congress led the movement to observe Arbor Day nationally. Other agricultural
associations and interested civic
authorities lent their support.

In 1 885. the Nebraska
legislature legalized the day and
declared April 22, J. Sterling

There is no set date for the national observance of Arbor Day.
There have been attempts to
establish a single date for Arbor
Day but they have not been

Mrletnn'o

hirthrinsr

no tho

Open Daily 9-9; Sunday 12-6

successful.
Morton, who became
Secretary of Agriculture under
President Grover Cleveland.
said in closing his Washington
Arbor Day address i 1894. "So
every man, woman and child.
who plants trees shall be able to
say, on coming as I have come.
toward the evening of life, in all
sincerity and truth: 'If you seek
my monument, look around
you,,..

YOU CAN'T DO BETTER THAN

46=0 or-

ON SALE SUN., APRIL 6
THRU 'TUES., APRIL 8

WKMS-FM, the public radio
station at Murray State University, kicks off its spring Friendship Festival Friday, April 4,
with the goal to finish raising
$25,000 in as few days as possible.
Thanks to contributions received through the mail from nearly
150 listeners, the station has
already raised over $7,000 of the
needed amount. "There's a
definite psychological boost to being that far along already,"
declared Ann Palormo, director
of promotions and development
for the station.
"Actually there are TWO goals
in this Friendship Festival. The
dollar amount is needed and
budgeted for specific station expenses already so raising $25,000
is a must. The second is to gain
new friends for WKMS. We would
like to add 300 or more new
names to our donor list through
the fundraiser and that may be
the greittest challenge."
Adding new names to the
membership list is part of the
overall plan to expand and
strengthen the local base of financial support for the station. As
funding is reduced from federal
sources through the Graham,Ftiichn
fi
redu.ction program, new`local support
will need to be developed simply
to maintain the station's current
budget.
"The reason the Friendship
Festivals are so important is that
the staff has an opportunity for
one-on-one contact with listeners
when they call in to pledge. At
this point our average gift is
around $40, which corresponds to
the approximate cost of one hour
of broadcasting for us," Palormo
continued."We really appreciate
the fact that maintaining the
quality level of WKMS has
become so important to our
teners."
is Sunday the station will offer listeners an additional opportunity to meet with staff and
other volunteers and listeners.
There will be an open house at the
WKMS studios from 4-6 p.m. The
station is located on the 6th floor
of the Price-Doyle Fine Arts
Building on the Murray State
campus.
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Mall-in Offer
Receive o $3 check or
$6 in coupons when
you buy any 4 of the
following Temze products
•Vivid Bleach
•Glass Plus
•F()Mast*
•Spray n Wash
•Pine Power
•Spray n Starch
••••

K mart 12-oz.* Antacid With Simethicone
K mart 4-oz.* 011 01 Allure***
K mart 1S-oz.* Pure And Gentle Shampoo
11-oz.** Foamy Shaving Cream***, Formulas
6.4-oz.** Alm Toothpaste*** Or 300 Aspirin Tablets . .
'Fl pi

—

Net re

99t
99t
99t
99t
99t

— *umit 2

22-oz.* Spray'N Starch With Trigger Sprayer . . . . . . 99t
32-oz.* Vivid Liquid Bleach***
99t
Our 1.38, K mart 17-oz.** Aerosol Bathroom Cleaner . 99t
Our 1.78,50 Wooden Clothespins
99t
32-oz.* Fantastik*** Wtth Sprayer
99t
••No

DOORBUSTER SAVINGS
588

111

Our 35.87. Black &
Docker 13" double edge
hedge trimmer. An
effective tool to help
your yard look beautiful.
Double Insulated.

Michigan man arrested
A man wanted by the
Michigan Department of Corrections for escape from the
Michigan State Prison was arrested in Murray Thursday
night by Murray Police Officers,
according to a department
spokesman.
Jack Darrell Rittenberry, 32,
600 S. llth Street, was arrested
by officers and charged with
fourth degree assault and
criminal mischief. The MPD
spokesman said Rittenberry
allegedly assaulted a juvenile
and threw a concrete block
through the window of an
automobile.
Rittenberry is currently being
held in Calloway County Jail
without bond.
In another incident, local
police charged Willis B. Davis,
23, a student at Murray State
University, with four degree
assault. Davis allegedly struck
assaulted another student on
Stadium View Drive.
Davis was released on a $1,000
bond.

nurseryman and fruit grower
who became governor of
Nebraska.
In 1872, Morton presented his
Arbor Day resolution before the
State Board of Agriculture. The
resolution called for an annual
tree-planting day to be observed
with prizes given to individuals
and counties responsible for
planting the largest number of
trees on that day. As a result of
all the enthusiasm generated by
the program, over a million

BUICK&
DECKERA
50' REBATE

HYPONSI

1

Per lag
Limit 0 Bogs

k1 _wt.
Save 25%

88'

5.97 3.97

Our 1.47 Skein. Value-priced 3-oz.*, 4-ply "Dazzle
Aire" yarn of Creslan acrylic nylon. Choose from a

Details i skwe

rainbow of solid-color or ombre pull skeins

Save 42%

Save 33%

Save 40%

•Net .1

• ArnenCOn CyOnar
,
d Reg TV

Our 7.97 Pkg.6 prs.
men's over-the-calf
tub* socks. Fit 9-14

and youths. Orange

Manufacture may .or.

So.ø on sooting goods decor

Our 5.97 Ea. Flotation
vests for adults, children

1.37

ALL PURPOSE
POTTING SOIL
_r

Our 2.37. 20-lb.* bag of
all-purpose potting soil

for indoor and outdoor
plants. Helps develop
strong roots that retain
water and nutrients

OM& POTTING SOIL.

•Nel 44t
,,,.•••••••

2.99

Save
32*.

Our 4.44. Pkg. of 100 tall
kitchen garbage bags,
13 gal., lcmil plastic

2•44

Rag. 3.27
Milky Way, Snickers and
Three Musketeers.
10 Pk Candy Bars

mas van

Limit 4

98

koln mos von

Sal* Price Pkg. 80,9
heavyweight paper
plates. Grease resistant

2

For 111 Sale Price
Summit' Paper Towels
70-sq.-ft. roll. 2-ply.

Two houses burn

ill

The Calloway County
Fire/Rescue Squad responded
to a house fire which consumed
two houses in Pine Bluff Shores
Thursday night, according to Lt.
Greg Cherry.
At approximately 8:30 p.m.,
the squad responded to a fire at
a house owned by Ed Thomas in
Pine Bluff Shores, Cherry said.
The fire spread to a second
house owned by Dale White.
Both houses were destoyed, he
said.
Cause of the fire is undertermined at this time, Cherry said.
The Fire/Rescue Squad also
responded to two field fires
Thursday at approximately 5
p.m. Cherry said.
The two fires, which occurred
on Hwy. 1834 north of Coldwater.
burned a total of seven acres
and a tobacco barn, Cherry said.
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Mid By Detco Remy

Sale Price. MOtonrator 60 battery for many
U.S. and import cars. Maintenance-free.
delivers up to 525 cold-cranking amps.

1.37
Sale Price. Oil filters.
Many U S . foreign cars
Oil Filter Wrench*, Ea., 1.17
'
•supo

20% Off 2.98.. 1.99
Room Box of Your Choice.

Sale Price. Pkg. of 50
30-gal. heavy-duty
trash bogs. 30x36 size

Our 2.97. Rice strew
doormat. 141,241,1"
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SPORTS
Taylor Made

Mray Ledger & Times

Calloway County ace registers first win,
sparks Lakers with three-run home run
By Kent Brown
Sports Editor
For a short whaThursday,it didn't look like it
was going to be Sam Taylor's day.
Starting his first game of the young season,
Calloway County's ace gave up a lead-off double
and a two-out RBI single to Heath.
But then came his turn at the plate.
With two on and one out in the bottom half of
the first, Taylor crashed a three-run homer,
sparking the Lakers to their second victory in
two games.
Taylor's smash left the ballpark in a hurry and
sent his teammates rushing out of the dugout to
give him high-fives as he rounded third and
headed home.
Calloway never trailed after Taylor's blast and
went on to register a 15-10 win in the nine-inning
game.
Taylor struck out nine in five-and-a-third innings, before leaving with soreness in his arm.
"His arm started hurting him a little bit, and
he began having some control problems," said
assistant coach Stan Waller. "It wasn't anything
serious, but it's early in the season and it was
getting a little cool out there, so we didn't want to
push it."
Taylor. 1-0, was 9-1 for the Lakers last year. He
didn't lose a game in Kentucky, as his only loss
came during the club's spring road trip to
Florida.
After Taylor left, coach Jack Pack used four
pitchers - Chuck Adams, Kevin Turner. Greg
Lassiter and Greg Futrell.
Adams and Turner had some control problems. Lassiter worked a strong eighth inning,
but then walked the first two Pirate batters in the
ninth. Futrell, who started and got the win
against Marshall County Wednesday, relieved
Lassiter.
"Turner and Lassiter are freshmen, and we
thought, with a good lead. it was a good time to
•ve them some wgijc," Waller said.
cedagainst-IVIAMialriVirribr, burtfill was
Lassiter's first stint-on the mound as a varsity
pitcher."
The Lakers stretched their lead to 4-1 with a
run in the third inning. Chuck Adams singled and

came home on Mike Garland's triple.
In the fourth. the Lakers widened their advantage to 8-1. Carey Alexander walked, then Corey
Wells and Jeff Clendenon singled to load the
bases. Mike Wheeler drove in the first run with a
walk. Futrell singled in a run, then Adams
knocked in two with a double.
Heath tallied two in the fifth and three in the
sixth to make the score 8-6.
Calloway County, however, scored five runs in _
the bottom half of the sixth.
Clendenon led off with a single and scored on
Wheeler's triple. Futrell plated Wheeler with a
double. Adams' ground ball got by the shortstop
for an error and FutreH came around to score.
Garland's second triple drove in Adams. David
Lawrence walked, then Alexander dropped down
a sacrifice bunt, scoring Garland.
It was Alexander's bunt in the top half of the
seventh inning in the first round of the sub-state
last year that beat Heath by one run.
After Heath scored twice in the top half of the
seventh Thursday, the Lakers added two runs of
their own. Clendenon and Wheeler walked, then
executed a double steal. They scored on a single
by Futrell.
The Pirates, now 0-2, scored twice in the ninth.
Futrell went 3-for-5 in the game, while
Clendenon went 2-for-3, and Garland and Adams
went 2-for-5. Taylor was 1-for-3 with two intentional walks.
Calloway and Heath were supposed to play a
double-header Thursday, but Heath's coach said
he didn't have enough rested pitchers to play the
second game.
The Lakers play a double-header with Ballard
Memorial Saturday afternoon at the MurrayCalloway County Park. The first game starts at 1
p.m.
The Lakers have seven games scheduled for
their spring break next week. They play, a single
game against Graves County Monday, a doubleheader with Lone Oak Tuesday, a double-header
'W1thHopkiIITe -tivtdVsay and- a. —
angle':
header with Henderson Comitty Thursday. All the
games will by played at home,except for the two
with Henderson County. The home games start
at 1 p.m.

Gargiulo eighth in batting race;
'Breds second in scoring average
Murray State's Tom
Gargiulo is the eighth
leading hitter in the
Ohio Valley Conference,
according to statistics
released April 1 by the
OVC.
Gargiulo, who plays
shortstop for the
Thoroughbreds, is batting at a .364 clip.
Bill Hoodenpyl of
Austin Peay leads the
league with a .458
average.
MSU right fielder
Steve Groftin stands
15th in the batting race,
with a .339 average. He
also is fifth in doubles
and fourth in home runs,
having seven in both

categories.
Chris Whitehead of
Middle Tennessee has
been the top long ball
hitter, cracking ten
home runs, one more
than Steve Hawkins of
Tennessee Tech.

nessee Tech has nearly Their fielding percentwice has many tage is .949.
strikeouts than any
They are second in
other pitcher in the runs-per-game, averagleague, 57. Chris Norton ing 7.1. to Eastern's 8.3.
of Middle Tennessee has
MSC. however, is last
32. Kemp has worked in team ERA, allowing
only 32.2 innings, com- 7.13 earned runs a conpared to 47.1 for Norton test. Tennessee Tech's
Clay Elswick of
(tops in the league I.
pitching staff has the
Eastern Kentucky has
Murray State's .278 best ERA, 4.50.
knocked in 43 runs. 12
team batting average is
Team records are:
more than his nearest
sixth in the OVC (with ( Northern Division
pursuer. Hawkins of
Akron's team statistics Akron, 13-6; Eastern
Tennessee Tech.
being unavailable). Kentucky, 1 5- 9 :
Murray State short Eastern Kentucky leads Morehead State. 10-7
reliever Dave Johnson the league with a .330 and Youngstown State,
is tenth in ERA. In 10.2 average.
4-6; (Southern Division)
innings of work, he has
The 'Breds are second Tennessee Tech. 15-7;
given up four earned in fielding. having com- Middle Tennessee,
runs for a 3.37 ERA.
mitted 40 errors through 15-16; Austin Peay, 11-13
Todd Kemp of Ten- their first 20 games. and Murray State 10-12.

PICTURE YOURSELF

in one of these Escorts!
EXP the sporty two seater
2 Door, 4 Door or Wagon
World's Bes? Selling Car

STRIKEOUT ARTIST - Calloway County senior Sam Taylor, shown here scoring against Marshall
County Wednesday, earned his first win of the season yesterday against Heath. He struck out nine in
five-and-a-third innings before leaving the game with some soreness in his arm. At the plate, he crashed
a three-run homer in the first inning, as the Lakers came from behind to raise their record to 2-0. Taylor
was 9-1 last year, with his only loss coming during the team's trip to Florida during spring break.

Racers travelipg to SEMO meet
Flanagan. "He's worked exceptionally hard
and it shows in his new
strength."
The sophomore music
major is relatively new
to the field event, spending most of. his high
school career as a
runner.
Other athletes who
turned in top performances include runners
Mike Ramsey and Mike
Leveronne. Ramsey,
who ran a leg in each of
the two relays, finished
fourth in the 400 meter
dash with a career best
time of 49.60. Leveronne
finished second in the
5,000 meter run with a
time of 154:24.41.
"We were very pleased with the whole team
effort," said Flanagan.
"Leveronne has overcome a number of injuries this season and
his performance on
Saturday demonstrated
his mental strength as a
runner."
The Racers travel
next to University of
Tennessee Dogwood

The Murray State
men's track team
leaves for Southeast
Missouri State expecting good weather, fun
and stiff competition
from some of the
Midwest's top teams.
SEMOtion Relays, in
Cape Girardeau. Mo.,
will include 1985 NAIA
champion Wayland
Baptist, plus teams
from Alabama,
Southern Illinois,
Mankato State and Middle Tennessee.
"It's a great field of
teams," said head
coach Jay Flanagan.
"With good performances we should finish
strong."
The team has
qualified one member
for the NCAA Nationals,
triple-jumper Patterson
Johnson. In last
weekend's MSU Invitational, Johnson rewrote
the school record with a
jump of 52' 8 3/4".
"We knew it was only
a matter of time before
Patterson qualified for
nationals," said

H&R Block Found Marge Caputo

$1,723
"Couldn't have done a
without you!"
This year we're
pledged to finding
more Americans the
biggest tax refund they
have coming. What can
we find for you?

KIR BLOCK
WHERE MORE AMERICANS
FIND A BIGGER REFUND.

903 Arcadia St.

Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Weekdays, 9-5 Sat. Phone 753-9204
Master Card Si Visa Accepted At Most Area Locations.
Appointments Available

TUCK'S

PANELING

4x8 LATTICE and
Treated Lumber For
PATIOS and DECKS

PARKE

-701 Main St.

Murray

FORD

753-5273

Relays on April 12-13.
They return home April
26 for the Twilight Invitational in Stewart
Stadium.
The Murray State
women's tennis team
will compete in the UT.
Martin Invitational this
weekend. looking to improve on their 4-7 season
tally.
Joining MSU in Martin., are teams from
Arkansas-Little Rock,
Illinois State, Western
Kentucky, Austin Peay
State and Lincoln
University. ArkansasLittle Rock, defending
NAIA national champion, is favored to
repeat their 1985 invitational victory.
Head coach Connie
Keasling looks forward
to the trip as a trial run
for a lineup she hopes to
use in the OVC Tournament, scheduled for
April 25 - 26 , in
Clarksville, Tenn.
"We plan to run Starr
Jones as our No. 1 seed,
followed by Salley Henle
and Sheri Chong," said
Keasling. "Our doubles
lineup will start with
Jones and Henle at No. 1
and Chong and Laura
Talbot at No. 2.
"This invitational is
an ideal test for the
possible success of our
lineup because of the
strong competition and
talents of the other
teams:"
The Lady Racers
picked up their fourth
win of the spring season,
defeating Southern Illinois 5-4 in a match last
Thursday. Top performances from Jones, Henle, Chong and Talbot
led to four singles wins,

7:30-5:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7:30-3:00

PLYWOOD • PAINT
BUILDING MATERIALS
KITCHEN CABINETS
BATHROOM VANITIES
ROOFING MATERIALS
EXTERIOR SIDING
DOOR UNITS

Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
Martin, TN
901/587-3000

plus a doubles match
win at Chong and
Talbot.
"Southern Illinois is a
team of equal talent to
MSU," said Keasling.
"We were pleased with
the win because it's„the
first match where we've
defeated similar
talent."
The Lady Racers
return to their home
court on April 11, when
they play host to the
University of Louisville
at 2 p.m.
The Murray State
men's tennis team has a
busy week ahead, as
they play host to
Southern Illinois Edwardsville and
Southern Illinois and
travel to Austin Peay
State and Tennesse
Tech for conference,
matches.
With a win over Middle Tennessee State last
week, the Racers improved to an 8-6 record.
They played the match
without the services of
No. 1 seed Jens
Bergrahm, who was
sidelined with a groin
injury.
"We lost tough matches earlier this year,"
said head coach Bennie Purcell. "The competition we've had makes us
ready to play and win
now."
After a successful second place finish at the
Saluki Invitational at
Southern Illinois last
weekend, the Murray
State Lady Racers are
ready to take on the
challenge of the SEMOtion Relays.
Joining the field of fifteen teams, including
national indoor champions Alabama and
NAIA powerhouse
Wayland Baptist. the
Lad' Racers will
challenge with proven
strength in field events
and continually improving times.
"We're very excited
about our team right
now," said head coach
Margaret Simmons.
"Teresa Colby and Nina
Funderburk are providing us with consistency on the track, and the
field events are becoming more exciting as the
season moves along."
In last Saturday's
meet in Carbondale.
Colby turned in a second
(Cont'd on page II)
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Guerrero hurt, out three months
Baseball's anatomy
lesson for today centers
on Pedro Guerrero's
knee, Phil Niekro's
knuckles and Steve
Canton's shoulder.
Guerrero, the Los
Angeles Dodgers' slugging outfielder, suffered
a ruptured patella tendon in his left knee while
trying to steal third base
in Thursday's 8-5
11-inning exhibition loss
to the Atlanta Braves
and will be sidelined for
at least three months.
The injury occurred
when Guerrero's spikes
apparently caught in the

dirt.
Guerrero, who hit .320
with 33 home runs and
87 runs batted for last
year's National Leave
West champions, will
have to undergo
surgery.
"I just hope I can
come back," said the
29-year-old Guerrero.
"I'm trying not to put
anything in my mind
before the operation.
Why go crazy?"
Pitcher Orel Her.
shiser also had to leave
Thursday's game when
he was struck in the rib
cage by Dale Murphy's

line drive. Hershiser.
19-3 with a 2.03 ERA last
year, suffered a bruise
but should be able to
pitch the second game
of the season next Tuesday night.
The Braves won
Thursday's exhibition
game when Andres
Thomas lashed a tworun single to spark a
three-run 11th inning off
Ken Howell. Murphy
homered for Atlanta,
Bill Russell for Los
Angeles.
The 47-year -old
Niekro, meanwhile, the
300-game winner who

was dropped last week
by the New York
Yankees, was picked up
on waivers by pitchingpoor Cleveland and Immediately was inserted
into the Indians' starting rotation.
"I'm ready to go,"
said the veteran
knuckleballer, who actually thwows his flutterball off his fingertips.
"I'm excited. When they
first claimed me on
waivers, it didn't hit me
hai;c1 at that time. I talked about it with my
family. Then the blood
started circulating and I

Shooters named All-Americans
Five members of they won and
West
Murray State's rifle Virginia placed second
.
team were among the 50
Spurgin, a junior from
collegiate shooters na- Billings, Mont.,
Wigger,
tionwide named Na- a freshman from
Coltional Rifle Association umbus, Ga..
and
Collegiate All- Stephens, a
sophomore
Americans.
from Columbus, Ga.,
Pat Spurgin, Deena won this award on
the
Wigger, Gary Stephens, basis of their
smallbore
Marianne Wallace and rifle and air
rifle
Alison Schultz received shooting excellence.
the honor.
Wallace, a sophomore
Murray State finished from Downers
Grove,
second in the NCAA
and Schultz, a
Championships this sophomore
from Ann
year behind West Arbor, Mich., won
the
Virginia. Last year. award due to their
air ri-

Wigger

fle shooting expertise.
"In choosing the Collegiate All-Americans,
we first compare season
averages," said
Margaret Maurer,
NRA's manager of air
gun and collegiate
shooting activities.
The NRA Collegiate
All-American program
began in 1936 with rifle
shooting. It now includes all three Olympic
shooting disciplines: rifle, pistol and shotgun.
"We give the kids a
good start in their col-

Stephens

legiate shooting years,"
Maurer said. "We expose them to the sustained pressure of
shooting high season
averages and then to
competing in national
collegiate shooting
championsiiips. If they
are successful, we then
provide them with the
opportunity of trying out
for the U.S. Shooting
Team at the U.S.
Shooting Team tryouts,
scheduled"
!this year
from June 15-28 in Los
Angeles."

Wallace

Schultz

Andujar has suspension reduced
BASEBALL
PHOENIX, Ariz.
(API — Baseball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth announced he has
reduced the suspension
to Oakland Athletics pitcher Joaquin Andujar.
Andujar who was
scheduled to begin the
baseball season under a
10-day 'suspension, had
the penalty reduced to
five days.
The right-hander, acquired from the St.
Louis Cardinals in a
December trade, had
appealed the suspension
he drew for his outburst
in the final game of the
1985 World Series. He
charged off the mound
and screamed at plate
umpire Don Denkinger,
protesting calls on pit-

ches, and was ejected
from the game, which
St. Louis lost 11-0.
FOOTBALL
ATLANTA (API —
Harmon Wages. former
National Football
League running back
and television sportscaster, was released
from a federal prison
after serving three months for a cocaine
conviction.
Wages convicted last
November on four
counts of cocaine
possession is still
sentenced to five years
of probation and eight
hours of community service work each week.
GOLF
GREENSBORO. N.C.
t API — Veteran
Leonard Thompson shot
a 6-under-par 66 and

took the first round lead Bias of Maryla
nd and
in the $500,000 Greater David Robin
son of
Greensboro Open Golf Navy. The
6-foot -8
Tournament.
junior forward from St.
Dave Edwards who John's averaged
23
ripped the front side on points and 11.1 reboun
ds
the Forest Oaks Country per game last season.
Club course with a 31
TENNIS
_ and parred in for a 67 is
MARCO - ISLAND,'
currently in second Fla.(AP) — Top-se
eded
place. And Danny Ed- Chris Evert Lloyd,
playwards older brother to ing her second match
in
Dave is in third place 24 hours, whippe
d fifthone stroke back at 68.
seeded Kathy Rinaldi in
straight sets in the
BASKETBALL
quarterfinals of the
NEW YORK (API — $150.000 Chrysler Forward Walter Berry Plymouth Tournament
of St. John's was named of Champions.
Eastern Basketball
In the other quarterMagazine's player of final play second-seeded
the year for the 1985-86 Claudia Kohde-Kilsch of
season.
West Germany came
Berry beat out a back from a 3-1 deficit to
group of players that beat sixth -seeded
also included Johnny Gabriela Sabatini 6-3,
Dawkins of Duke, Len 6-2.
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started getting more
excited."
Niekro was 16-12 with
a 4.09 earned run
average for the Yankees
last season. Niekro also
is expected to help Tom
Candiotti. another
Cleveland pitcher who
throws the knuckleball.
The Indians showed
why they need all the
pitching help they can
get, blowing a 4-0 lead
and losing 8-6 to the
Milwaukee Brewers
when Rick Manning's
bases-loaded triple off
Jim Kern keyed a fourrun eighth inning. Andre
Thorton and Brook
Jacoby homered . for
Cleveland.
Another 300-game
winner, the 41-year-old
Carlton, was named to
pitch the' Phillies'
opener despite a 1-8
record in 1985 and 72
days on the disabled list
with a strained rotator
cuff in his left shoulder.
According to Manager
John Felske and pitching coach Claude Osteen, Carlton has not experienced any pain this
spring.
If the Phillies hit like
they did Thursday — 21
hits in a 13-7 victory
over the St. Louis Cardinals — it won't much
matter who pitches.
The Houston Astros
trounced the Minnesota
Twins 11-1. Tony Walker
drove in three runs with
two singles and a
homer.
Other scores:
Cincinnati 17. New
York Mets 4; Toronto
12, Chicago White Sox
10: San Francisco 10,
Chicago Cubs split
squad 7; Cubs 7,
BaltiwevssaweL
(lay tans.'
New York Yankees 0;
Detroit 7. Kansas City 2.
Pittsburgh 4, Boston 3 in
11 innings; San Diego 8,
San Diego State U. 0;
Seattle 14, U. of
Washington 2.

For Universal
Life Insurance,

d
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State Farm is Meer

check with
State Farm.
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National Basketball League
National Basketball Association
At A Glance
By The AsSOaated Presa
EASTERN CONFERENCE
AtlantsC Divisa0ei
W L
13
27
669 13%
41
474 77
36 41
468 27%
22 56
286 41%

z Boston
x-Philadelphia
it New Jersey
x Aiashington
New York

63
50
37

Central Division
y Milwaukee
it Atlanta
it Detroit
Cleveland
Chicago
Indiana

54 23
47 30
13 34
28 48
27 50
25 52
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

x Houston
x I ienver
S Dallas
it (Lab
Sacramento
San Antonio

1°

701 —
610
7
568 11
368 25%
351 27
325 29

44
12
39
34
33

29
33
34
39
4:I
44

623 —
571 1
553
5It
5411
96,
44.: 14
11. 16

59
Si.

lk
39

766
494

Pacific Division
2-1. A takers
x Portland

—
21

Phoenix
30 45
400
I. A Clippers
30 47
3110
Seattle
29 49
372
I;olden State
26 50
359
x
lied plasoft berth
v clinched di,isiun title anti
playoff berth
c I lm( fled (onference title
Thursdays Games
Mashington 120 Nev. Jersey 104.
Chliago 1014 Indiana 108
Milaaukee 114 Cleseland kH
I iallas 115 Denser 114
Houston 138 San Antonio Ito
I. A Laker,: 135 Sii,ramentti 1U5
Friday's Games
('I,-.,-land at Philadelphia
Atlanta at Mashington
Maluaukee at Detroit
'Sea York at Boston
Houston at Phoenix

Saturday s Games
Ness York at Neu lerses
Detroit at Indiana
Atlanta at Chu ago
Seattle at Dallas
Portland at I tan
Golden State at I. A Clippers
Phoenix at l.a rarnento

Exhibition Baseball
Baseball At A Glance
By The Associated Press

NOTE Split-squad games count it standings

ties do not

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Pct
Detroit
Toronto
Milwaukee
(Oakland
New York
Texas
Baltimore

667
15
16
15
13
13
13

Cleveland
California
Chicago
Kansas Cgs
Boston
Seattle
Minnesota

12
13
III
II
lo
Ito

10
11
11
12
13
14
13
15
12
15
15
17

825
6041
593
577
52'0
5180
481
480
464
455
423
446,
370

Thursday s Games
Toronto 12 Chi( ago OA Ode Sox to
Texas 3 Montreal L
Atlanta v Los Angeles 5 11 innings
Cincinnati IT Neu York Mets 4
Philadelphia 13 St Louis 7
Pittsburgh 4 BOSt011
41 innings
Iietroit 7 Kansas Cits
Houston II Minnesota 1
Baltimore 5 Ness York Yankees 11
Chicago Cubs iss. 7 Oakland 4
San Francisco I0 Chicago Cubs so
Milssaukee
Cleveland 8
San Diego 8 San Diego State o
Seattle 14 1 niversity of Washingto
n 2

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Atlanta
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Neu York
San Frani to..

Friday's Games
630
609
583
565
560
556
536

innati
San 'neg.
Los Angeles
StIAMIS

Mk
417

nuston

360
333

Baltimore ss Minnesota at Orlando Fla
noon
Texas vs Atlanta at IA est Palm Beach
Fla
St Louis ss Cincinnati at Tampa Fla
Detroit so Chi,ago Volute Sox at Sarasota
Fla
Pittsburgh vs Kansas City at Fort Myers
Fla
Boston vs Houston at Kissimmee Fla
Cleveland vs Chicago Cubs at Mesa Ariz
Toronto vs New York Yankees at Denver
California at Los Angeles
Ftwisseelphis.
,
...:7=2"-17::0141,9181-Pr- Pefkroibb
Fla
Seattle vs Montreal at

ancouver H C

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

Come by now and see
what makes Nissan #1
We'll also show you the All-New
1987 Sentra and Maxima

Murray State athletic camps scheduled
(Cont'd from page 10)
place finish in the 10,000
meter run with a 41:25
performance. Funderburk picked up a first
place finish in the 400
meter dash with a 57.53
time.
Other standout contributions included a second place finish in the
5,000 meter run by
Jackie Murzynowski

with a 19:08 time and a
first place tie in the high
jump by Jamie Ahrens
and Amy Anderson with
a 5'6" finish.

The Summer Youth
Program of Murray
State University is once
again repeating the
athletic camp program
for 1986.

Tipping off the season schedule will be roundin Racer Arena will be ed off by the men's team
the Boys Individual camp, on slate for June
Camp on Sunday. June 8 29 through July 3.
thru Friday. June 13.
Football camp is
The Lady Racer In- scheduled for the week
dividual Camp will of June 22-26 at Roy
follow during the week Stewart Stadium.
of June 15-20, and the
girls' team camp will
For more informarun June 22-27.
tion. contact the MSU
athletics depextment at
The basketball 762-6184
-4

COME TO THE

1987 Nissan Sentra XE
4-Door Sedan

1987 Nissan Maxima
GXE Sedan

BARGAIN

OF THE MONTH
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11vo Value 45-Gal. Wash/
Yard Begs in a handy 35.
COunt r011 Us* Mem indoors
or
out W twist ties

Start
Spring
Break
With Some
Movies

3 Movies
Get 1 FREE
Rent

OtiArmriES tralITID

$9.95 for the weekend
$12.50 for a week
--

-Your movie professionals have over 50
VCR's to rent and 1875 movie tides
Omen 5 8 Fri end 6 Sal

Rent any
number of
movies you
want
No Limit

=Liam
RENTAOSALES

CENTER
2001

Mon

753 8201

29
30%

*According to R. L. Polk, Nissan was the #1 selling import car in the
U.S.A. in 1985.

Murray Nissan

CHRISUR,

Chrysler Dodge Inc ;•yagna
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A dusty good time
A large crowd of spectators were on hand recently at the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center as members
of the West Kentucky Competition Riders Association
gathered for an evening of exciting races. Dust flew and
motors roared as riders ortei ages took part in the competition. The races, which are Kentucky sanctioned, are held in
various parts of the state. Pictured at left, four riders in the
pack, appear to be headed in different directions while rounding a turn in the track. Expert skill and determination was required to maneuver the bikes on the course. Above, Benji
Owen, Darlene Taylor, Kim Taylor and Larry Taylor discuss
an upcoming race. In addition to the three-wheelers there
were also assorted trail bike races.
Staff photos by t,r.-t Tras

LBL patrol officer
Bomar completes
police training

•
i eic4d

o
If you have been Jim and Judy Burhans
waiting for the crappie to came down from Bloomcome into shallow water. ington. Indiana to fish
now is the time to go! We with me for two days and
-itrets;jA
;
;VMPkelTritrifitlithey have fallen
lake level and the big. I in love with Kentucky
mean big, crappie have Lake!
moved in close to shore.
Jim and Judy are both
We are finding good outdoor people who enjoy
concentrations of fish the surroundings, such
around treetops and as the many different
brushpiles in the bays species of birds, almost
and on the main lake.
as much as fishing.
Most of the dropoff
They are amazed at
fishermen are working the size of our "slab",
the tops of the ledges and crappie too! We caught
are really doing great over a hundred in two
also
mornings of fishing that
- Max Boyd took a limit filleted out at 40 pounds
of 60 on jigs this week of meat!
while Gary Darnell and
I enjoyed being with
Buddy Boyd caught 120 them and hope they will
last Saturday in the come back to fish for
Blood River area
bass. sauger and stripes
Many. many anglers later on in the year. _
have gone entirely to jigs
Our
water
but the good minnow temperature continues to
fishermen are still tak- climb and now reads a
ing their share.
very nice 68 degrees in
I fished out of Kenlake most bays while the
all week and with some main lake is slightly
newcomers to this area. lower at 62 degrees.

E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.

This should help the
gamefish make up their
minds about spawning in
April this year.
I have examined
several egg sacs this
week and some of them
are pretty far along.
They lack a week or two
being fully developed so
maybe we can have an
extended genuine "crappie run" like old times!
David King stopped by
The station to show some
big bass he caught
Thursday afternoon.
He was so excited, he
left the late with'at least
an hour and a half of
prime time to go.
The largest bass

weighed 7 pounds 1
ounce and the smallest.
was 4 pounds 6 ounces!
Now David said the
really "big" bass got
away before he caught
the two smaller ones!
He was using bass
tackle too, but he
couldn't stop the fish
from taking out so much
line it got tangled in a
bush and freed itself!
Nice going King!
I want to remind you
that there is still plenty
of shallow water and
scads of stumps just
waiting for an unsuspecting prop to come along.
Take it slow if you don't
know where you are

going!
Happy Fishing!
Patrol Officer Richard Bomar
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Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
141
., Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McCLURE

1 1/2 Miles From Murray On 94E.
Telephone 502-753-6116
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Terry Orr

bagged this 22 pound wild turkey in
Henry County on April 2. The turkey had a ten
inch beard.

Hw .641 South

753-4563

LAUREL — Clear:
stable at pool, 50.
CAVE RUN — Muddy; falling, eight feet
below pool, 49 main
lake. 51 headwaters.

BUCKHORN —
Murky to muddy;
stable, 30 feet below
pool. 53.
GRAYSON — Murky;
stable, eight feet below
pool. 45.
DEWEY — Clear to
murky to muddy;
stable, five feet below
pool, 49.
FISHTRAP —
Murky; stable, 30 feet
below pool, 54.

anna

Boat, Motor, Ski &

On 13-eautiful Kentucky Lake

Pay More For Your Next Boat?
J.C. Pontoo

4110
A
F

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
H
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I
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• 502

753-91
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Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

/

CUMBERLAND —
Clear to murky; rising
slowly, eight feet below
pool. 49.
DALE HOLLOW —
Clear to murky: stable,
four feet below pool. 49.

PAINTSVILLE —
Clear to murky; rising
slowly, four feet below
pool. 48.

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Kenlake

'Bass Hawk Boots
'Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

pool, 52.
GREEN RIVER —
Murky to muddy;
stable, 11 feet below
p001, 50.

Where "Service Is Our Business"

We Install Automotive Glass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.

Why

FRANKFORT, Ky. stable, four feet below
(API — Colder pool, 53.
temperatures and high
BARREN — Clear to
winds kept many murky; rising, 14 feet
anglers off the water below pool, 49.
this past weekend, but
NOLIN — Clear to
the fishing prospects
muddy; rising, 14 feet
continue to improve, the
below pool, 49.
Department of Fish and
ROUGH RIVER —
Wildlife Resources
Muddy to murky; rising
reported Monday.
slowly, nine feet below
Here is the lake-bypool, 49.
lake rundown of
conditions.
TAYLORSVILLE —
KENTUCKY —
Muddy; falling at pool.
Murky; rising slowly, 48.
four feet below summer
HERRINGTON —
pool. 54 degrees.
Clear to murky; falling
BARKLEY — Murky; slightly, five feet below

41 Super Shell

& W AUT
SUPPLY jo
512 S. 12th

driver speciality program. Included arcolectures. laboratory. and
practical exercises emphasizing situations encountered in rural areas.
The school is a division
of the Department of
Treasury and is used by
25 Federal law enforcemenr agencies. Since
1979, nineteen LBL
Patrol Officers have
graduated from FLETC.
During graduation
ceremonies, Officer
Bomar was recognized
for excellence in the area
of firearms qualification.
Officer Bomar and his
wife Diane, reside at
Route 2, Hidden Acres.
Paris, Tennessee.

Lake-by-lake conditions listed

Of

0

Land Between The
Lakes (LBL) Patrol Officer Richard Bomar of
,....EAM§,,„A,Tennessee, has
successfully completed
nine weeks of basic
police training at the
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
FLETC) at Glynco.
Georgia.
The course is designed
for land management
law enforcement personnel whose duties are concentrated
in
rutal/recreational
areas. Instruction included Federal constitutional law, behavioral
sciences, enforcement
operations, firearms.
defensive tactics, and a

74-2245 4.474-2211 EN, 71
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105 Amp

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

Trolling Battery

$55
5 Gal.

(30 month)

Hydraulic Oil

$13.75
East Side Gulf
119 Main St

753-6266

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
40

410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779

V.

,
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OUTDOOR LIFE

Miierray Ledi

A dusty good ti

A large crowd of spectators were on hand re
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition C4
of the West Kentucky Competition RI
gathered for an evening of exciting race
motors roared as riders orlInt ages took pa
tion. The races, which are Kentucky sancti
various parts of the state. Pictured at left,
pack, appear to be headed in different dire(
ding a turn in the track. Expert skill and dete
quired to maneuver the bikes on the cour
Owen, Darlene Taylor, Kim Taylor and Lar
an upcoming race. In addition to the thrc
were also assorted trail bike races.

LBL patro]
Bomar con
police trai]

yoW

-

If you have been Jim and Judy Burhans
waiting for the crappie to came down from Bloom come into shallow water, ington. Indiana to fish
now is the time to go! We with me for two days and
-itra-4k•-a-s;iii;CMFAek briffiliirthey have fallen
lake level and the big. I in love with Kentucky
mean big, crappie have Lake!
moved in close to shore.
Jim and Judy are both
We are finding good outdoor people who enjoy
concentrations of fish the surroundings, such
around treetops and as the many different
brushpiles in the bays species of birds, almost
and on the main lake.
as much as fishing.
Most of the dropoff
They are amazed at
fishermen are working the size of our "slab",
the tops of the ledges and crappie too! We caught
are really doing . great over a hundred in 'two
also.
mornings of fishing that
- Max-Boyd took a limit filleted out at 40 pounds
of 60 on jigs this week of meat!
while Gary Darnell and
I enjoyed being with
Buddy Boyd caught 120 them and hope they will
last Saturday in the come back to fish for
Blood River area.
bass. sauger and stripes
Many. many anglers later on in the year.
have gone entirely to jigs
Our
water
but the good minnow temperature continues to
fishermen are still tak- climb and now reads a
ing their share.
very nice 68 degrees in
I fished out of Kenlake most bays while the
all week and with some main lake is slightly
newcomers to this area. lower at 62 degrees,

This should help the
gamefish make up their
minds about spawning in
April this year.
I have examined
several egg sacs this
week and some of them
are pretty far along.
They lack a week or two
being fully developed so
maybe we can have an
extended genuine "crappie run" like old times!
David King stopped by
The station to show some
big bass he caught
Thursday afternoon.
He was so excited, he
left the take wttfrat least
an hour and a half of
prime time to go.
The largest bass

weighed 7 pounds
ounce and the smallest.
was 4 pounds 6 ounces!
Now David said the
really "big" bass got
away before he caught
the two smaller ones!
He was using bass
tackle too, but he
couldn't stop the fish
from taking out so much
line it got tangled in a
bush and freed itself!
Nice going King!
I want to remind you
that there is still plenty
of shallow water and
scads of stumps just
waiting for an unsuspecting prop to come along.
Take it slow if you don't
know where you are
going!
Happy Fishing!
Patrol Officer Richard Bomar

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc,
,
01,1 Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McCLURE

1 1/2 Miles From Murray On 94E.
Terry Orr bagged this 22 pound wild turkey in
Henry County on April 2. The turkey had a ten
inch beard.

Telephone 502-753-6116
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Where "Service Is Our Business"
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pool, 52.
GREEN RIVER —
Murky to muddy;
stable. 11 feet below
pool, 50.
CUMBERLAND —
Clear to murky; rising
slowly, eight feet below
pool. 49.
DALE HOLLOW —
Clear to murky; stable,
four feet below pool. 49.
LAUREL — Clear;
stable at pool, 50.
CAVE RUN — Muddy; falling, eight feet
below pool. 49 main
lake, 51 headwaters.
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We install Automotive Glass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.

Your U-Haul Headquarters
Hw .641 South

753-4563

753-91

r`)erokee Pioneer

Hwy.641 North

E.E.E.E.E.ILE.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.

Kenlake

anna

Complete Line of Fishing
ond Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &

On Beautiful Kentacky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
*Boss Hawk Boats
•AuthorizedEvinrude
Soles &Service

•j

Pontoon Rentals

pot

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.

I OP I I/Pf

40PR

FRANKFORT. Ky. stable, four feet below
(AP) — Colder pool, 53.
temperatures and high
BARREN — Clear to
winds kept many murky; rising, 14 feet
anglers off the water below pool. 49.
this past weekend, but
NOLAN — Clear to
the fishing prospects
muddy; rising. 14 feet
continue to improve, the
below pool. 49.
Department of Fish and
ROUGH RIVER —
Wildlife Resources
Muddy to murky; rising
reported Monday.
slowly, nine feet below
Here is the lake-bypool, 49.
lake rundown of
conditions.
TAYLORSVILLE —
KENTUCKY —
Muddy; falling at pool,
Murky; rising slowly, 48.
four feet below summer
HERRINGTON —
pool. 54 degrees.
Clear to murky; falling
BARKLEY — Murky; slightly, five feet below

41 Super Siag
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Lake-by-lake conditions 1
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Land Between The
Lakes (LBL) Patrol Officer Richard Bomar of
ici&AT?nnessee, has
successfully completed
nine weeks of basic
police training at the
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
(FLETC) at Glynco.
Georgia.
The course is designed
for land management
law enforcement personnel whose duties are concentrated
in
rutal/recreational
areas. Instruction included Federal constitutional law, behavioral
sciences, enforcement
operations, firearms.
defensive tactics, and a

(901)2328221
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105 Amp

Trolling Battery

$55
5 Gal

(30 month)

Hydraulic Oil
$13.75

East Side Gulf
119 Main St.

753-6266
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Your Individual
Horoscope

1

A group of Purchase
Area senior citizens will
soon have the skills
necessary to become
Home Health Aides of
Eldercare-givers.

Frames Drake

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
This is a time to let go and enjoy
yourself. A new romance has some of
you enthralled. Plan a special entertainment, but don't spend more than
you can afford.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de
You're cautious now at a time
when perhaps you shouldn't be. Both
work and home developments are
fortunate. Income, too, looks promising.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You're adventurous now and in the
mood for romance. This day won't
disappoint you! The afternoon finds
you in a slump, but you'll work your
way out of it.
AQUARIUS
*(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
The money picture brightens for
you. No doubt you'U go on a shopping
trip. Don't let a friend's negative
mood get you down. Just enjoy
yourself.
PISCES
WIS•
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
.1804
It's not the time to press career
concerns. Social life affords you
wonderful chances for fun. Be sure to
accept invitations.
YOU BORN TODAY are adventurous and versatile. The world of stocks
and bonds attracts you and you may
have a special talent for the theater.
You're liable to experiment before
settling on a career. You're also
interested in the larger picture and
may be drawn to politics and public
service. You're at your best when
motivated by something larger than
personal interest.

GNIE

PI/

Twenty-two people
from the eight Purchase
Counties have received
training through the
Purchase Senior
Employment program.
The program is designed to give the training
participants the skills
necessary to find
stimulating employment in their communities. The participants are gaining
skills and knowledge
necessary to care for
elderly individuals in
their homes.
The courses which
ended April 2, were being taught by Nancy
Smith, a registered
nurse.

A

By The Associated Press

The following are
Billboard's hot record
hits as they appear in
April 7th issue of
Billboard magazine.
Copyright 1986,
Billboard Publications,
Inc. Reprinted with
permission.

ACROSS
1 Ebon
11 Communication plate
12 Buccaneer
14 Roman 51
15 Foes
17 Sun god
18 Unit of
Siamese
currency
20 Rips
21 Prefix - wrong
22 Slender
24 Caustic
substance
25 Gaming
cubes
26 Mediterranean
vessels
28 Small fish: pl
30 Golf mound
31 Cloth
measure
32 Sewing
implement
35 Soaks
2

1

1 Joyous
2 Note of scale
3 Devoured
4 Coin
5 Rests on the
knees
6 Steeples
7 Baker's
products
8 Federal agcy.

3

4

5

15

le

19

20
23

22

24
27

26

30

32

33

T 0 I am
OULIOU
DIESULT POR IOD
la B DOODLES L I
PUT TRIED WET
K I P TEA DAMS
ELIA STRAIN
LEVI SORT
RECEDE DEEM
HERE ETA DRIP
ADS LANCE STA
OE Dill AT ED TO
1111EUALS SLIM ER
iamE L T
SPINS

DOWN

11
14

Answer to Previous Puzzle

38 Broadcasts
39 Small_ rug.
41 Fall in drops
42 Cyprinoid
fish: pl.
43 Doctrine
45 Health resort
46 Brother of
Odin
47 Ashes
49 Math term
50 Commission
52 Hold back
54 Painful spots
55 Blemish

23 wants
25 Erased:
printing
27.Lamprey
29 Encountered
32 Ingenuous
33 Downy ducks
34 Corrects
35 Spirited
horses
9
1(:)
11II8
36 Variety of
apple
37 Country of
Europe
12UUUUi
17
40 In addition
43 Folk prong
isUUU
44 Allowance for
waste
illUU
47 Vehicle
25
48 Music: as
written
28 WI
51 Artificial
language
31
53 Three-toed
sloth
9 Babylonian
deity
10 Rigorous
11 Real estate
maps
13 Mollifies
16 Spring month
19 Snickers
21 Moths

UUU

UU
UUUillUUUd
UUU
34

39

40

41

38UUU

42

44

45

43UUU
46

49
IUUUU.
ill
52

50

U•54

51UUU
55

5IR, THAT
YOUR FOURTH
MARTINI I

UUUU
UUUU

The Home Health
course involved 90 hours
of training in such areas
as home management
and personal care.

Seventeen participants
learned to plan and
prepare nutritious
meals, provide special
care to patients confin-

ed to a bed, and understand the special medical
problems of the ill.
disabled, and the elderly. The aide can provide
safe health care in a
home situation.
The range of duties of
a Home Health Aide include helping with
prescribed therapy,
assisting with prescribed skin care. supervising meals and assisting
with household duties
that can prevent or
postpone
institutionalization.
The Eldercare course

•

lion I MCA
5 "I Can't 14 ait
Nis Show.
Allantit
fi 'Crush On You
The Jets
MCA
7 Love 42 Teddy Pendergrass
Asylum

00 VOu
PIN0 TIME
0Q S0 '

MANY
ACTIVITIES

Anyone interested in
hiring a person who has
completed either training course should contact their county senior
Citizens Center.

I He,e Lenrhed to ftespet I the
Power Oi Love
Stephanie MriI
MCA
9 Overjoyed' Stevie Yonder
Tainla
III Rock Me Amadeus
Falco
• A&M•

WSJP and
student of the Week for
March 24 - March 30 front Robertson Elementary,
and Caroline
Page. From left to
Thurman,
Kindergarten teacher, Jeffrey Page, student of
the
and Amos McCarty, Century 21.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

IGrandpa"
Bro
l -:
The Judds • RCA Curb •
Adult Contemporary Singles
I "Overjoyed'• Stevie Yonder
I Tornio.
2 ''Tender Love- Force MI/ s
Warner Bros •Tommy Boy'
3 "These Dreams" Heart
Capitol I
4 "Secret Lovers" Atlantic Starr
(A&MI
5 "Nikita" Elton John • Geffen •
6."I Think It's Love" Jermaine
Jackson Arista;
7."Whisper in the Dark - Dionne
Warwick I Arista
8 "Now and Forever'. Anne Murray I Capitol.
9 "Take Me Home" Phil Collins
AUantic
10 "Greatest Love of All" Whitney
Houston Arista.
SACK SINGLES
I "Kiss Prince & The Revolution
Paisley Park
2 -Going In Circles- The Gap
Band I Total Experience.
3 "What Have You Done For Me
Lately" Janet Jackson i Ai M.
4 "A Little Bit of Love" Net. Edi

MY WIFE'S

AWAY...WHO'S

Legal

Legal
1
Civil Action File No. 88-CI-018
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky Calloway
Circuit Court Anna Humphreys, Plaintiff versus Potter Enterprises, Inc., Farmers Bank
capital Trust Company, Calloway County,
Kentucky. and Commonwealth of Kentucky
Defendants.
Notice of Sale
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
February 28 Term thereof. 1986. in the above

cause, for the sum of Thirty Thousand Three
Hundred Eighty-seven and 15/100 Dollars
1$30.387.15) with interest until paid, and its
cost therein, I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on,the 28th day of April. 1986, at 10:00 am
or thereabout, for cash, the following described property, to-wit:
Being 43.28 acres adjacent to the Tennessee
Valley Authority Kentucky Lake property in
Calloway County, Kentucky. and described as
follows: Beginning at T.V.A. Monument No.
49-1 and running thence South 4 degrees 10
minutes 19 seconds West leaving said T.V.A.
property 1103.98 feet to an approximately 1
inch diameter galvanized pipe: thence North
80 degrees 27 minutes and 43 seconds East
1650 feet to an iron rod: thence South 00
degrees 19 minutes 15 seconds East 34)5.03 feet
to an iron rod; thence South 89 degrees 32
minutes 09 seconds East 540.12 feet to an iron
rod; thence North 19 degrees 35 minutes 09
seconds Eastk100 feet to an iron rod: thence
South 89 degrees 32 minutes 09 seconds East
165.88 feet to the center of a public road:
thence North 19 degrees 35 minutes 59 seconds
East along the center of said road 131.0544et :
thence North 17 degrees 15 minutes 22 seconds
East along the center of said road 78.24 feet
thence North 00 degrees 37 minutes 55 seconds
West along the center of said road 260.85 feet:
thence north 68 degrees 14 minutes 52 seconds
West leaving said Road 258.52 feet to an iron
rod; thence North 00 degrees 50 minutes East
165 feet to the center of said previously mentioned road; thence South 89 degrees 31
minutes 05 seconds West along the center of
said road 130.19 feet; thence South 73 degrees
29 minutes 35 seconds West along the center
of said road 252.88 feet: thence North 37
degrees 50 minutes 25 seconds West along the
center of said road 119.26 feet: thence North
5 degrees 46 minutes 05 seconds East along the
center of said road 102.80 feet; thence North
12 degrees 58 minutes 55 seconds East along
the center of said 58.62 feet to a south line of
the T.V.A. property: thence South 79 degrees
MitiliteS West leaving said road and running along the T.V.A. line 1079 feet to T V.A
Monument No. 50-9; thence North 2 degrees
26 minutes East along the TV . A . line 446 feet
to the T.V.A. Monument No. 50-10 thence
South 81 degrees. 27 minutes West along the
T.V.A. line 659 feet to the point of beginning
and containing 43.28 acres.
EXCEPT: 0.46 acres conveyed by deed of
record in Deed Book 114, page 500.
NOTE: Said property being subject to the
prevailing right of way requirements for all
public roads touching same.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
pay cash. Bidders $.0.11,be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan. Master Commissioner
Calloway Circii d Court
Civil Action File No. 84i.C1-0184
Commissioner's sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky Calloway
Circuit Court Donald E. Moore and wife I'am
Moore. d/b/a Pirate's Cove PlitintAt.
.Charles Wilson and wife. Bett:,Vs
Defendant.
Notice of Sale
By virtue of judgment and order' Hi s.:ie of
the Calloway Circuit Court renclei*t‘ti i I the
February 28th Term thereof ll-P•h. in the above
cause, for the sum of Thirty Four Hundred
Forty One and 28 100 $3.441 2 , Ilollars. with
interest at the rate of Si 7o per day from the
15th day of November 19,85, until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at the public
auction on the 28th day of April 1986. at 10:0o
o'clock A.M., or thereabout, for cash. th
following described property to wit
•
Lot 3 in HILLANDALE SUM
Calloway County. Ky.as shown by a plat if
record in Deed Book 156, Page 539. Ca llnx+ ay
County Court Clerk's Office
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
pay cash. Bidders will he prepared to (('t1))
ly promptly with these terms
Frank I.
Master Commissioner Callow a ('irk ut lurt

4i1

COUNTING Z.

4 tt
,
140W

The Senior Employment Program is funded
through the Job Training Partnership Act in
cooperation with the
West Kentucky Private
Industry Council and
the Purchase Area
Development District.

HOT SINGLES
1 "Rock Me Amadeus
Falco
I A8,341
2 "Kiss- Prince & The Revolution
Paisley Park I
3 'Manic Monday
Bangles
i Columbia
4 "R 0 C K in the U.S A " John
Cougar Mellencamp (Rive
5 "What You Need' Inks
Atlantic I
6."Addicted to I.ove" Robert
Palmer i Island
7."Let's Go All the Way" Sly Fox
Capitol
8."West End Girls" ret Shop Boys
• EMI-America
9 "Harlem Shuffle" The Rolling
Stones (Rolling Stones,
10 Tender Love" Force M.D.'s
I Warner Bros -Tommy Boy I
TOP LP's
•'Whitney Houston" Whitney
l'tfittenuai-4412than 1 million units sold
2. Heart" Heart ;Capitol I -Platinum
3 "Promise" Sade
Portrait,
Platinum
4."Scarecrow" John Cougar
Mellencamp iRiva I-Platinum
5 "Falco 3" Falco A&M
6 "The Ultimate Sin" Ozzy
Osbourne (CBS Associated
7.-Brothers In Arms" Dire Straits
!Warner Bros. i-•Platinum
8 "'Pretty in Pink' Soundtrack.'
A&M
9."Welcome to the Real World'.
Mr Mister RCA)-Platinum
10 "The Broadway Album" Bar•
bra Streisand (Columbia I Platinum
COUNTRY SINGLES
Century 21
1."She and
Alabama I ReA
2.-Cajun Moon" Ricky Skaggs
i Epic
Jeffrey Page, son of Gary
3 "We've Got a Good Fire Groin"'
Don Williams ; Capitol
right: Nancy
4 "You're Something Special to
Me" George Strait IMCA •
5 "Now and Forever" Anne Murweek,
ray Capitol •
6 "Once in a Blue Moon" Earl
Thomas Conley • RCA I
7 "Feelln' the Feel In•" The
Bellamy Bros I MCA-Curb
C.
, 1986
8 "I Had a Beautiful Time" Merle
Haggard Epic i
9 "1982" Randy Travis • N arner

I ALWAYS FEE_
50 GO LT

4-4

is four hours of training
to acquaint participants
with the problems and
concerns of the elderly.
Twenty-two Eldercaregivers have been trained to recognize, identify
and correct common
and ordinary problems
associated with aging
and provide basic and
safe companionship for
the elderly.

Billboard's top records listed

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
6 Secret agents

PAGF: 13

Senior citizens receive training CLASSIFIEDS!...

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars
say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 5, 1986
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Pit
Don't let an adviser get you down.
You're on the right track with both
personal and professional interests.
Social life is rewarding.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Travel may have romantic overtones. Partners are in rapport. Even
though one person lets you down,the
good clearly outweighs the bad now.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Sex appeal is high. You've done
your homework and now career goals
are in sight. Don't let one delay upset
you. You're going places now!
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
/46
These are romantimimes for both_
singles and marrieds. Luck is with
you regarding distant interests.
Throw away worry and enjoy relaxing pursuits.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Social contacts help your career.
Financial benefits are likely to
accrue, though at the same time
expenses may be heavy.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
It's a thrilling day for romance and
recreation. A responsibility has to be
dealt with in the afternoon, but you
should enjoy wonderful rapport with
a loved one.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
You're excited about a project and
may be working overtime. You may
not accomplish all that you'd like, but
be satisfied with the prowess you do
Make.

FRIDAY, APRIL 4, P-044-i

BUT LOW( 51-1000 I 7
WHY CAN'T I JUST
TAKE OFF WITHOUT
5AYIN6 ANYTHING
'

brot
EASY...
I'M A
MIRACLE
WORKER

1

-.-tAT _c:. v\IkA'r"
I CAL_, A

PAL.I. 4,.
.,,,v
- CURVE
,.
,,k.-:-L"
- .
, -`
.,
•

JON WILL KILL ME. IG HE FINDS
OUT I LET RATS INTO THE HOOSE.
I'LL LORE THEM our WITH THE.
OLC"PIED PIPER'PLOY

Wit

•

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

Legal

1
Legal
2
Notice
Help Wanted
6
16. Home Furnishings
24 Miscellaneous
28 Mobile Homes for Rent 38. Pets-Supplies
38. Pets•Supplies
Commissioner's Sale
STOVE,
GE,
double
The Commonwealth of Kentucky Calloway
HELP WANTED
AKC female Collie. 2 DOG training for obThe bid will be
oven, self cleaning,
Circuit Court Bank of Marshall County. Plainyrs. old, golden sable & edience, personal
avocado. Deep freeze,
Assistant Bookkeeper
let
for
the
Friendtiff versus Lynn Thomas Mathis, Et Al,
white, $150. Call protection- guard & dog
upright. Call 753 0422 or
Salary plus benefits.
Nice 2 BR trailer, 753-2296.
showing. Boarding.
Defendants.
7-59 4047.
ship Cemetery
Send resume to P.O.
AKC registered Rott- AKC German
WHIRLPOOL heavy
Notice of Sale
washer
,
dryer
&
mowing
weiler puppies, $200. Shepherds & AKC
Box 1040E, Murray,
duty dryer with 3 temp
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale
Australian Cattle dogs.
Call 502-395-7835.'
dishwas
her,
censelections, only $4.00
upkeep
on
April
42071
Ky
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
502-436-2858.
per week. Rudolph
tral
heat
on private PURE bred miniature HOME wanted for a 1
. March 20th Term thereof. 1986, in the above
5th at 1:00 p.m.
Goodyear, 753 0595.
FOR a limited time. sell
cause, for the sum of Seventeen Thousand
Dachshund puppies. 1/2 *year old Collie.
lot.
Couple
s only. Call
For more inforAvon for $5 For in- 19. Farm Equipment
Needs room to run. Call
753-0278.
Ttiree Hundred Forty-nine and 88/100 Dollars
References and
formation call 753-0171.
753-0252
mation
call
($17,349.881 with interest, from the 2nd day of
1052
RED•Bel
ly Ford
GOVERNMENT jobs.
deposit.
753-5850 Of
December. 1985. until paid. and its costs
Public Sales
41
Public Sales
41
116.040- $59.230 yr. tractor, plow, disc.
cultivat
or,
bush
hog
therein. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Now
hiring.
Call
805-687753-2370.
Phone
436-2145.
6000 Ext. R-8155 for
Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Ken2290 CASE tractor with
current federal list.
tucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction
cab air, weights &
HOME
ASSEMBLV bridge
Arts & Crafts
on the 28th day of April. 1986, at 10:00 a.m..
hitch. Bought
INCOME
Assemble new in
1980. Call 48929. Heating and Cooling
or thereabout, upon a credit of sLx 161 months
products
at home. PartShow May 3
2696
or 489-2704.
with a ten percent I 10e'r 1 down payment at
time. Details. Call 8136000 BTU air conditioSat. April 5
43 H.P. Case diesel
Dresden Iris
327-0896. Ext. 188.
time of sale, the following described properner. Emerson Quiet
1400 Story
tractor,
wagon.
blade
NEED a job? 4 openings
8:30-11
Cool, new in the box.
ty, to-wit:
Festival
Saturday
now You may qualify Call after 5p.m
Call 759-1556 after 4p.m.
BEGINNING at a point in the North proper435-4268.
2213
if: 11 iyou do not have
Big Parade
8-4
ty line of a tract of land owned by Westvaco
GEL) or your high ALL kinds grass seeds.
Edinbo
rough Dr.
32.
Apts for Rent
Huge Crowd
school diploma. (21 you Clover, Kobe. Fescue SLABS, $4 per bundle.
Corporation, said point being located approxBaby
items,
materetc.
Also,
Toys,
other
clothin
farm
g, gas
2
BR.
almost
have been out of school
new
Limited supply.
For space info.
imately 1.587 feet West of where the South pronity
clothes
and
9 months or more, (31 supplies. AG Broker, Carrolls Saw Mill, duplex. in Northwood.
grill,
bike
and
misc.
write
perty line of a private roadway described
P.O. Box
you are between ages 16 Industrial Rd. 753-4533.
household items.
Henry. Tenn. 901-243- Carpeted. refrigerator,
items.
109 Dresden, TN
herein intersects with the West right of way
FERGUS
ON
tractor
dishwash
20,
er,
& 21. call J.T.P.A. Out
stove, cen7230.
of the Fred Jones,road; thence, continuing in
38225 or call
Of School 753-9378 be- excellent condition. WE- have garden sup- tral heat & air, quiet
plow
and
5
ft.
bushhog.
neighbor
hood.
tween
$275. Call
8:30-12:00 5 days
a Westerly directaon for a distance of approx901-364-3193.
plies, fertilizer seed etc.
Call 436-2289 after 6p.m.
a week.
Also organic fertilizer. 759-4406.
imately 572.88 feet to an iron stake; thence.
YARD SALE
PIRATES Cove is now 22.
Antiques, decorative
AG Brokers, Industrial 2 BR apt. S175. 207 S
Musical
PLAN early for your
in a northerly direction for a distance of ap11th. Call 753-3415 till.
acceptin
g
applicat
Rd.
ions
753-4533.
Sat.,
items, shop items
April
5th
summer loan care. Call
proximately 380.18 feet to an iron stake;
FENDE
Call after 5p.m
R bass amp.. WE have good clean
for social director. Must
55 753-7123.
and more.
now for free estimate
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Randall guitar amp., gal. drums.
have imagination &
thence in an Easterly direction for a distance
$6 each. AG
Lawns mowed at reSat. April 5th
lbenez
electric guitar Brokers, Industria
creativity. Apply in
2
BR
duplex,
Sun..
shade,
April
of approximatley 572.88 feet to an iron stake;
6th
l
Rd.
asonable prices. 7537-1
person at Pirates Cove. and a low priced student 753-4533.
washer/
dryer
hook-up.
thence, in a Southerly direction for a distance
0305.
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
guitar. Must sell 759Call for an appointment
Nottingham Drive in
WHIRLPOOL carport, couples
of approximately 380.18 feet to an iron stake
1081.
354-6377.
East 2 miles on
Sherwood
microwave oven with preferred. No pets. Call
Forest
at the point of beginning.
A Bad Time For
TAKING applications 24 Miscell
94. Turn on Van
700 watts cooking 753-6931.
Subdivision. Go out
aneous
The above described property is,sold subfor receptionist & phone
2
BR
furnishe
d
apt.,
power.
only $4.50 week.
PREGNANCY?
Wiswell Rd, left on
Cleve Rd./
1
4 mile,
girl. full & part time.
ject to a private roadway easement reserved
Rudoph Goodyear, 753- water furnished. Call
Call
Yearry
Gibbs
's
Call
take
Store Rd
Tree
for
first
after
road
appoint
6p.m.
753-0087.
to
ment
0595.
by Roger Jones and wife. Edna Jones, their
502-247-6577 or 6604.
Watch for signs.
APARTMENT for rent,
LIFE HOUSE
right, 3rd trailer.
&
Yard
Servic
heirs and assigns over the following describe
TEN overweight people
402 N. 8th St. 3 rooms
25. Business Services
759-1 165
753-0700
Clothes, housimare
Free Estimates
ed property:
wanted to earn between
and bath. Adults only.
1
tools, furniture, old
506
Chestnut
$550 - $2000 per month.
BEGINNING at a point in the North bounPhone 436-2562
No pets. Call 753-2719.
Call 762-4003.
Richard Jones ThUPLEX, 2 BR. quief misc. items, collectors
dary line of a tract of land owned by Westvaco
492-8542
items, bottles 8. green
residential neighborCorporation. said point being located approxTax Service
Experienced
hood. $250 per month.
fruit jars. For informaimately 1.587 feet west of where the South proApplications are being
Confid•ntial prof•s753-8096 after 5p.m.
1075 350 CHM:Y engine.
tion
call
*lanai service. 1115 in acPeggy
perty line of a private roadway described
accepted by the Murray
NEAR university, furtransmission. 1969
counting
with
15 years
Prichard at 753-2366,
herein intersects with the West right of way
nished apt. Electric
Calloway County Parks
Fri. & Sat.
Chevy truck front cap,
•sperience In preparing
Rt.8 Box 312 Murray,
pf the Fred Jones Road; thence, in a Westerheat & air, living
rear end, transmission.
Start At
Dept. for pool manager
personal. business and
7 a.m.
Ky.
room/kitchen comCall 753-3089.
ly direction for a distance of approximately
farm returns.
& life guard. Deadline
bination,
Corner
bedroom
of Dudley &
,
bath
ANTIQU
94
West
ES
and
for
Oaks Rd.
sale.
572.88 feet to an iron stake; thence, in a Norwith shower and tub.
for application for pool
Oak ladies desk. oak
Call 753-3215 for apSunny
Lane.
therly direction for a distance of 30 feet to an
Well insulated for low
pointment day or night.
English pub table & 4
manager will be April
Good variety of
iron stake; thence, in an Easterly direction for
utilities.
$135
deposit,
chairs,
oak
buffet,
oak
Sat. April 5
14. Applications for life
$135 mo. 753-4560.
clothes
a distance of 572.88 feet to an iron stake;
hutch, walnut armoire. JOYCE Noel
Tax Ser- NEWLY decorated.
guard will also be ac2
All professionally re- vice Individua
thence, in a Southerly direction for a distance
8:00-2:00
household items.
l, farm, BR, spacious. built-in
finished. 759-1165.
cepted at the Parks Ofof 30 feet to the point of beginning.
small businesses. Re- oven 8z range,
1305
So.
reATTENTION tobacco asonable rates.' Call
Martin, TN
fice, 10th & Payne St
Roadway easement on and over the followgrowers- slabs & 4 8 9-2 4 40 for frigerator, *utility room
16th
St.
587-2
301
ing piece of property described as follows:
with washer/dryer
Phone 753-7640.
sawdust for sale. G&G appointment.
(Across how Fox
hook-up. Quiet
Beginning at a point in the West right of way
Lumber, loaced behind JOYCE Noelre Keadow-s
rail-el
5. -Lo-si---a-nci---Fo-und- --9=-Stlifati0n Wanted
extrirrete-r altered investment neighborhoact,__ND
Frect-lartes-Rbad at tliFSOlitfieNsrcor759-1987.
79S Paris. TN. 642-4543.
Park) O'Brien water
ner of a tract of land conveyed by Roger
represe
ntative
LOST
with
brown Levi
I WOULD like to stay BEAUT
IFUL satin Twomey Securities Inc. NOW renting 2 BR apt.
ski; car radio; baby
billfold at 641 N. car
Jones. et ux. to James Chaney. et ux. by deed
with eldrly day or wedding gown,
short of Benton, Ky. Call for Embassy Apts. & Colswing & car seat,
wash.
Reward
. Call
night or live-in. Also, sit train built
lege
dated the 28th day of September, 1973. and
Farm
Rd.
apts.
into dress. free consultation...
in hospital day or night. size 8
odds & ends
recorded on Microfilm in Book 152. Cabinet 1, 753-240.
or 9, best offer. IRA's. Keoghs Mutual Call 753-3530. _
LOSTladies 14 KT. Good references. Call 759-4495
1 or 2 bedroom Apart
after
I >rawer 4, Card 2967, in the office of the Clerk
5p.m.
Funds
Membe
.
r:
gold pearl ring. Lost anytime 753-4590.
ment near downtown
of the Calloway County Court, and said point
monday March 31st. LAWNS mowed, any. BOAT trailer and NASD. SIPC 489-2440.
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
machine
st
microme
ter
possibly at Murray
being located at the Northeast corner of a
time. Adult. Call 436- for sale.
762-6650.
Call 489-2595.
High School. If found
2879.
MIKE HODGE'S
tract of land owned by Westvaco Corporation;
TAKING applications
FIREW
OOD
for
sale,
please call 753-6931.
MOW yards. painting. - 100r;
for Section 8. Rent
thence, in a Westerly direction for a distance
TAX SERVICE
oak. $20 a rick for 5
Reasonable rates. De- or more. Call
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
Enrolled to practice.
Help Wanted
of approximately 1587feet and along the pro- 6
382-2856.
Sat., April 5
rndable. Call 759-1575_
BR. Apply Hilldale
Before the IRS-Bachelor
FIRE sale. Wallin
perty line of Westvaco Corporation to an iron
Apts.,- Hardin, Ky
WANT to do lawn clean Hardwar
Degree
in
Accountin
g
MurHelp
e,
Paris.
Wante
8-3
Tn.
d
stake; thence, in a Northerly direction for a
Equal Housing
up & yard mowing. For
ray State. Nine years of exParts manager new
distance of 30 feet to aieiron stake; thence, in
Opportunity.
information call 17.5191t FOUR very prime, lots
1503
Chaucer 44.Lots for Sale
perience
preparing
at the beautiful Murray
in7312.
-TWO bedroom apartcar dealership Send
5 WOODED acres near
an Easterly direction for a distanee of 30 feet
dividual,
business, partnerMemorial Gardens. Buy
Canterbury
ment for rent. -near
WILL do babysttting 2
lake, close to Pine Bluff.
to an iron stake; thence, in an Easterly direcresume to P.O.Box
ship, and corporate
or 4. Call 247-9326 after
campus. c 'a. cih,
day or night. Have 6p.m.
Black top road. Small
Estates
returns. Low rates and
tion for a distance of approximately 1587 feet
1040 D Murray Ky.
unfurnished
references. Call
down payment. Owner
Lots of nice mens &
hundreds of satisfied
HARDW
OOD
frames
to an iron stake in the East right of way of the
washer/dryer,
753-8002_
financing at 8G. Call
• 2071
clients. Now preparing
ladies clothes, elec.
perfect for
range/ref. furnished 1.
Fred Jones Road; thence, in a Southerly
753-7531.
WILL do house clean- together, sheds, bolted
returns.
Day
or
night
call
steel
braces
at
grill
&
other
3400-812
items
00 per month. ing, experienced. ReCall 753-4054 Tuesday.
CLOSE to town. condirection and along the West right of way of
759-1425' for
an
Your hours. Your area. ferences available upon corners, very sturdy. 4
Friday or Saturday
venience. Country
the Fred Jones Road for a distance of 30 feet
1/2'x7 1/2'x7 1/2'. $20
appointment.
No door to door sales
evenings
request. Call 753-7161.
privacy. 4 acre wooded
delivered while they
to the point of beginning.
Call 753-6706 ext. 45.
lot. Sherwood Forest.
WILL sit for your kids
8 PARTY
'
The Grantees hereby agree that they, their
34 Houses for Rent
COL NTRY band needs in my home, days. Call last. 759-9661.
753-9571.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
KING
size
frames,
box
YARD
SALE
male vocalist , guita- 759-4978 ask for Nikki
heirs or assigns will hold the Grantors. their
LOVELY partly wooded
springs & mattress; 12x60 MOBILE home. 2 BR, 2 bath, partly
rist. Call 753-1393. 753this is the right uprigh
building lot, 2 miles SE
Sat,
heirs or assigns, harmless from any damage
April
5th
furnished house in
t
freeze
partiall
r,
furnish
y
ed,
4636. 382-2541.
number
of Murray. 15.500. Call
county. No pets. $200
arising from their use of said roadway.
a.m.
microwav
8
til
?
e;
high
chair;
underpin
ning
& utility
EASY ASSEMBLY
Kopperud Realty 753bunkbeds & misc. 753- pole. $3500. Call per month plus $200
Being the same property conveyed to Lynn
10 Business Opportunity
315 Irvan
WORK! $600.00 per 100
1222.
deposit. Ref. required.
5292
after
5p.m.
759-1051.
Thomas Mathis, et ux. by deed from Jimmy
Guaranteed payment. 19 HOLE miniatur
Old dolls, antiques,
SALE or rent mobile
Call 753-9213.
e golf LIKE new, 4-piece set, 12x60. TWO bedroom
, 2
No- experience, no course for
McLeod, et ux. dated April 9, 1977, and recordhome lot. 3 miles east of
prom dress, play pen,
BR brick. $225 plus
lease- No grape design, cast $4500 with 1 acre
land. deposit.
sales. Details send self- Risk- only
Murray. Call 753-1874
ed in Deed Book 157, Page 412, of the records
pay on -aluminum porch furni- Call after 5:30 pm
Call 753-1513
lots
of
baby
and
little
437addressed stamped en- money you
after 5p.m.
after 4p.m.
receive ture, $150; glass top 4272 or 753-4385.
of the Calloway County Court Clerk's office.
boys clothing and
velope; Elan Vital- 332, 50 - 50Two lots on Johnny
tremendous patio table & chairs,
Murray, KY.
1970 12x68 SATUELLA. 3 BR frame house. 1
3418 Enterprise Rd.. Ft. financial opportu
adult. Toys, dishes,
Robertson Rd. Call
nity $100: antique 10-door 1
mile
east
of
Murray,
bath,
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
Pierce. Fl 33482.
3
BR,
good
romance
for existing business In pie safe, excellent con753-3119.
books,
$225. with pets or chilconditio
n
with
service
execute bond, with approved securities, bearWAITRESS & dis- one month alone this dition, $200; King size
UNIMPROVED lot for
maternity clothes.
pole. $3500. Must be dren $250. Call 753-0089.
hwasher needed for same course brought in mattress, box springs
ing legal interest from the day of sale, until
sale. Keniana Shores.
3 BR house on
& moved. Call 436-2559.
New Hong Kong Re- over --$3,000 in Murray. bedding, $100; 753-0814
$1400 Firm. Call 753paid. and having the force and effect of a
1973, 12 x 65. 2 bedroom. Sycamore. Lease or
staurant. Experience Ky. I will consider after 5p.m.
8257.
lease with option to buy.
Judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comNeeds
work.
$2000
or
best
necessary. Apply in selling- Can be set up in NEW shipme
Call 753-4109 or 762-6650
nt of offer. Call 436-2507.
ply promptly with these terms.
45 Farms for Sale
less than a week- Call Wheel
person.
or 436-2844
Horse lawn 1983 BUCANEER
SALE
14x70.
Frank L. Ryan. Master Commissioner
WANTED 30 over- Mark at 753-9786 or mowers. 8 H.P. rear
35.5 ACRE farm, comLARGE
4 BR, 3 bath. 2
Call 474-2325.
weight people serious 753-9623.
Fri. & Sat.
pletely fenced with good
story house near
engine riders to 17 H.P.
Calloway Circuit Court
about losing 10
29 11 . Instru
pasture, trees, beautiful
twins.r.ly. We have them GREAT weekend', Murray. Call 753-6035.
8-5
ction
pounds in 30 days. 100
building sites. 3 ponds,
all. gi'est service in getaway or comfortable
2
2
Nott"ce
Notice
percent guaranteed. CHINA painting classes town! Stokes Tractor.
'1523 Oxford Dr stocked with fish.
year round mobile 37 Livestock-Supplies
Call 762-4003.
starting 3rd week of Industrial Road. 753- home,
Paved road frontage. 6
only minutes 2 REGISTERED
in Canterbury
SON OR DAUGHTER
Christian
WANTED
mature, re: April. 1 day each week. 1319.
1 / 2 miles from
from lake. Has central purebred Arabian
Rain or Shine
liable person to care for 9-3:30 for 6 weeks. For NEW tobacco sticks
Murray. Call 753-2280.
AGE 19?
heat
for
air
&
mares.
and
large
Also
purebred
Radio
11 month old baby_ complete _ information sale .15 cents each while outdoor
Natural gas grill, T V.,
LESS than $350 per
stallion,
storage
build
good
trail
ridUnless still
in
Would prefer sitter in call 502-436-5833.
small appliances, furthey last: George ing. Just reduced to ing horse. Call after
acre. These 225 acres of
89.3 FM
School or College
my home Needed partPatrum. Founder Hill $10,500. Phone Kop- 4p.m 328-8681.
niture, nursery items,
crop land & marketable
time Must have excel- 14. Want to Buy
their family group
Cable Ch. 32
Rd., Puryear, TN. perud Realty 753 1222.
clothes, prom dress,
timber can be yours.
Young BEEFMASTER
lent
referenc
es
Call
WANTED: small light Phone 247-5549.
WNKJ-Hopkinsville
hospital insurance
Black top road, 2
lamp, lots of misc
BULLS: Regist. &
759-1673 after 5p.m
weight fiberglass or OAK & hickory $27.50 28. Mobile Homes for Rent Commercial. Arterburn
creeks, fencing & be
may have expired
WANTED- sales per- aluminum boat. Call full rick delivered. Call
autiful building sites
PAM'S CAKE HI_ T is the
1983 BUCCANEER Farms-- Wickliffe-- 876due to age. Our
sonnel for south western
436-2778.
753-6244.
Southeast of New Con
7248.
place to call the next time
14x60,
bedroom
2
all
,
most popular MaKy & Tn
Male Sr
I WILL pay full price OFFICE FURNITUREcord. Call 753-7531.
you need a cake for any.
electric, nice condition. 38.
female $200 weekly for your
jor Medical Policy
Pets-Supplies
house in 24 hrs. NEW shipment of Call 436
reason They make cakes
5648.
salary PLUS! No ex46 Homes for Sale
as long as is no down or shelving- 1 load compuoffers comprehenof all kinds including
AKC Black Labrador
perience necessary
low down with flexible ter desks, storage 1984 14x70. FUR , Retrieve
sive benefits at
character and novelty
20 ACRES with beauti•
puppies,
r
$75.
Will train Must have
NISHED,
2
BR,
2
bath
terms. Call 753-7642.
cabinets, desks, chairs.
cakes So call 759-4492 or
ful building site, house
reasonable rates.
on transportation
mobile home See at Call 492-8603.
files.
etc.
442-4302,
Cryts
with 3 BR. 1 bath, living
437-4455 410 Main
on
Call 502-247-6577 or 24715. Articles for Sale
For free informaUsed Office Furniture. Mobile Home Village 4 1 . Public Sales
room, kitchen with dinCourt square
6604
tion call:
1016 Jefferson St., B•6. 753-7624 after 5p.m.
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft
ing area, utility room.
FLEETWOOD mobile
JOE S Corner Buy. sell
refrigerator with tex- Paducah. Ky.
1/4 mile south Lynn
-Jerry McConnell
home,
12x60,
central
heat
or trade Wholesale &
PANASO
tured
NTC
steel door. only
stereo
Grove. Call 753-5945
LICENSED
Fri. & Sat.
air,
and
storm
Insurance
windows,
retail
Antiquesreceive
r.
1800
100
after 5p.m.
watts.
per week Rudolph
PSYCHOLOGIST
collectibles- used mer7 a.m.-4 p.m.
$100. Altec Lansing washer dryer complete,
753-4199
Goodyear 753-0595
BY onwer, beautiful
dish
washer,
Kentucky State Penitennewly
chandise
de
Bottles,
speaker
s,
15" With
WHIRLPOOL heavy
'tree Meal claim ...mice
1108 Main St. brick home in
books, cast iron ware.
tiary in Lyon County has
duty washer with 4 midrange horns, base corated, new carpet. Mint
Lynnwood Estates, 3
conditi
Locate
Rain or Shine
glassware. furniture.
on.
d
reflex
an immediate opening
cabinets
, $225
cycles, only 16 00 per
BR, 1 1/2 bath, large
Souther
kamfort
n
stoneware. tins, wood ALPHA Kappa Phi
Ky
takes
Saturd
ay
the
pair.
for full-time Licensed
Love
week
Console stereo, family room, large rec
Rudolph
Lake
Phone
boxes. vases North 641 professional business
502
1
247
seat.
S25.
Umbrel
la
Goodyear, 753-0595.
Psychologist
childrens clothes, room or office, utility
7-12
Craft & Flea Market. fraternity will be washstyle clothesline. $15. 5097. Must sell due to
room, large kitchen &
Rt S. Murray. Ky
16 Home Furnishings
baby acces., 3 piece dining
MINIMUM
Antique table, blue,!. illness.
RE
ing windows on Wed 9th
1528 Oxford
room, fenced in
42071 Market 753-4566, & Thur
2
OR
3
white
BR.
OUIREME
furnished
checker
NTS
.
Must be
ed encedar bedroom suite, yard. deck_ T.V.A. in17th
COUCH country style amel top. $30.
Furnitur
clothes
e,
Home 753-2366
,
AC.natur
al
gas
Shady
753-6487.
3p m -6p m . Sat 12th
licensed
as
a
sulation wood stove,
plus more.
large pillows, dark blue
Thurs -Sat 9-6, Sun 1-5
bike. VCR, books,
12-5 Donations are
dresses- one Oaks 753-5209
Psychologist by the
central air & heat
background with rust, light
LOSE 10-29 lbs per greatly appreciated
rent- nice 2 BR
SAVINGS YOU
pink & one red &
Kentucky Board of Ex
Priced under appraised
toys, antiques, etc.
green & light brown
month Increase en- For more information
white, size 10. Call trailer, near Murray
value S43,900. Call 753aminers in Psychology
flowers Only
CAN'T BEAT!
mos. 762-2309
ergy No drugs No call Ginnie at 762-4010 or
No pets Call 489-2611
9786 or 753-6098.
old Bargain priced at
exercise. Dr
re- Tony at 753.54901
Salary commensurate
S300. Can be seen at ROTO-Hoe Rear Tine
commended: 753-6706
tillers. 5 H P to 8 HP.with experience
Southside Manor, Apt
Ext. 45
Cross Ties
Best service in town
J
2
or
call
753
4590
Full
range
of
NOTICE IV; off in stock
benefits.
Stokes Tractor. IndustWhile They Last
between 4 7p r.
wallpaper Over 100
including life and health
rial Road. 753-1319.
DRASTIC savings on all RUBBER
patterns in stock.
insurance, retirement
bed mats for
bedroom
,
dining
room,
Black's Decorating
plan. paid vacation and
pickup trucks' Most all
Flower pots, brick,
Hying room groups
Center. 701 S 4th.
sizes in stock' Cheap
sick leave
Also extra special bed
patio pavers, step
753-0839
Stokes Tractor 753-1319
ding
prices
New
ship
Contact
Mrs Anne
ping stones
ments arriving daily
Want 3 or 4 BR
Ghost. Personnel Ad
Carraway Furniture,
ROOFING
ministrator. Kentucky
house to rent in
105 N. 3rd. 753 1502.
m•ted a shingles.
State Penitentiary Box
Murray by respon
RATTAN dining room
Aluminum IL Vinyl
128. Eddyville. KY
table with 4 chairs
sible family. Ref.
Hwy. 641
641 N. Next To Roller Skating of Murray
42038 0128. 15021
Siding.
Fr••
A
I so rattan coffee
available. Call
Puryear, Tn.
388 2211
estimates.
table, like new Call
An Equal Opporyunhy
753-8190.
901-247-3232
753 9200 between 8 5
Call 759-1600
4
Employs. WC II
Mon Fri.

We rent
trenchers,
tillers,
mowers,
thatchers,
etc.

FOR RENT

Murray
Rental
& Sales

Call
753-5209

200 E. Main
Murray
753-8201

Garage
Sale

YARD
SALE

Moving Sale

Garage
Sale

Face
Brick

'137°2..

Garage Sale

VowelI &
Son Inc.

[Moving
Sale

GARAGE
SALE

Saturday
April 5
413 S. 9th
Street

3 PARTY
YARD

5 Families
Joint Effort
MORE
THAN A
YARD SALE

Garage
Sale

PROM

$6.00

Laird
Brick Co.

roR

CLOSE OUT SALE
On All In Stock
Magic Chef
Appliances

West Ky. Appliances
753-4475

We Rent
Camping Supplies!

MURRAY
RENTAL & SALES
200 E. Main, Murray
753-8201

1 kilt %' .

CLASSIFIEDS
46

Homes for Sale
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Homes for Sale

2 BR modern home on 3 BY owner: 3 bedroom, 1
lots with garage, stor- bath, full basement. 18
age & guest house. ft. swimming pool with
Located off Hwy. 280, In -large deck, wood stove.
walking distance of the large lot. North 4th St.
lake. Priced to sell
$36,000. 753-9553 after
436.5495.
6.00.
2 STORY, 4 bedroom. 2
3 BR,
bath, den & fireplace. 2 bath, brick home,
rec. room, .extra nice.Alving room, large den
kitchen & dining, gar- with fireplace, custom
age. central heat & air. kitchen, fenced in
appliances. Super in- backyard, central air.
sulated, average elec- gas heat & much more.
tric bill last year $67. Phone 753-4679 after
Deck, fenced in back- 5:30p.m.
yard. Reduced to $71. FOR sale by owner- 192
OW. Call 753-7457.
acres- 70 acres tillable.
BR. 2 bath, brick 16 yr. old brick home, 2
home. 2 Miles SW of city BR, basement. 5 miles
limits. Priced in $50's. from Paris. $110,000. By
Call 753-3119.
appointment only 901642-6979.
3 BR brick home, gas MUST see to apheat, fireplace, full preciated! This charmbasement. For extra ing brick ranch with
income has 1 BR up- living room, warm
stairs apt., outside en- spacious family and
trance Sr 2 BR garage dining room. Country
apt. Large backyard eat-in kitchen, 3 large
with. garden spot. 713 bedrooms2 baths. AtElm. Call 1-395-4756.
tached garage on priv3 BR, new vinyl siding. ate lot. Just painted.
910 N. 18th St Call new carpet. Excellent
753-6842 or 753-0864
condition. Priced to sell.
BUY owner, near Ky. Call 759-1165.
Lake- 2 BR & bath. 8 SMALL house with
year old frame home, large lot, city water.
lot 75x100, electric or across from Post Office
stove heat, air, car- in Dexter. $5,500 or best
peted, deep well, gar- offer. Call 759-9591 after
den spot & shed. Nice 5p.m.
for retired couple. TWO story, two bedroom,
Quiet, best fishing & two bath, Lakeview
hunting. Year round
brick. Recreation room.
living. 16 miles from
central heat and air,
Murray. $12,500. Call garage. 859.500. Call 436436-5439.
2511.

rANTERBURY-

All Around Coverage
All Around Murray
and
Calloway County
All Lines of Insurance

46

Homes for Sale

Motorcycles

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 336.80
Opened
Today
335.75
Down
1.05

Ky. Farm
Bureau Insurance
753-4703
Ray T. Broach
Bob Cornelison

47

NEWLY decorated, 2 1985 700 VIRAGO
BR. living, bath, utility, Yamaha. like new, less
kitchen It dining, lots of than 1,000 mi. Ca,11
cabinet, closet & stor- 759-4712 after 6p.m.
age space. Good loca- '85 HONDA 250 SR
tion. Priced to sell. Call 3-wheeler. Shift drive,
753-2237 after 4p.m.
reverse & electric start.
PRETTY home for Call 435-4472 after 6p.m.
single person or retired '86 YAMAHA moped.
couple. Convenient to 100 mi.. excellent conshopping, schools & dition, $250. Phone 489churches. 2 BR. central 2787.
kas heat & air conditioning, vinyl siding &
Used Cars
trim, storm windows & 49
doors, paved driveway. 1972 NOVA. 2 door. 350
Washer, dryer, re- engine Call after 5p m.
frigerator. stove, dis- 753-2676.
hwasher, riding lawn 1972 VOLKSWA
GON
mower included. Call Bug, good
shape. Call
753-0778 after 5p.m
after 5p.m. 753-0456.
1973 SUCK. good en4 7 . Motorcycles
gine, $250. Call 753-6783.
1974 500cc YAMAHA. 1973 CHEVROLET rm.
$450 or consider trading palla, good condition,
for 3-wheeler. Call 753- $650. Call after 5p.m
7566.
762-6156.
1981 YAMAHA 650 1973 DATSUN 240Z.
special, 5,000 miles, runs good, needs body
$850. Call 435-4305
work. A real collectors
1983 HONDA 756 item. $1500. Call 753Shadow, runs & looks 1539.
great, low mileage. 2 1974 FORD Galaxy, PS.
helmet included. $2,350. pls, ac, $275. 753-3089.
Call 753-1539.
1974 OLDS 98, beige,
1984 HONDA Shadow good transportation,
500, shaft drive, wind- $500 Call 753-2701
shield, 2 Fulmer 8:30a.m.-4:30p.m.
helmets. Extra sharp. 1974 PONTIAC Firebird
3,000 miles. $1500. Call Formula. 350 engine,
753-7312.
new tire and shacks,
1984 YAMAHA RZ-350, $1200. Call 753-8464.
yellow. 1200 miles, like 1975 FORD LTD, 4 door,
new. $1450. Call very clean. $850. Call
436-5610
753-0220.
GENE Caldwell 1976 TRANS Am, white,
Yamaha- lowest prices pb. ps, am/fm cassanywhere. ette, 68.000 actual, exYTM225DXN $1579, cellent condition. Best
YTM200ERN $1564, offer. 753-0552.
YTM 200EL $1479, 1977 MOB convertible,
YTM200LY $1215. yellow & black interior,
YTM175K $1039. new tires, AM -FM
YFM225S $2049. 430 stereo cassette. Call
West Main, Waverly. 7 5 3 - 9 7 1 0 . 1 5 0 0
TN. 37185. 296-4262.
Canterbury Dr

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
5.17
Opened
Today
5.14
Down
.03

Compliments of:
.
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
753 7113
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10.6 Daily, Closed Sunday

I. fee.;

15

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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Used

Cars
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1977 OLDS 98 Regency,
good condition, fully
automatic. AM-FM casette stereo. Excellent
body and interior. 7624696.
1978 MERCURY Mon.
arch 4 door, real nice.
good condition Call
498-8626.
1978 OLDS Cutlass, 2
door. ac. am fm
cassette, high mileage
but mechanically
sound. 82.000. See at 802
N 20th after 5p.m
1979 MARK V. sky blue,
sun roof, loaded, best
offer. Call 759-1377.
1979 MONTF: Carlo,
runs good. new tires &
paint. Call 489-2446
anytime.

1980
Cutlass
Supreme Coupe,
black, moon roof,
extra sharp.
1982 Dodge Ram
Charger, extra
nice.

Rick's Vinyl
Roofs & Motor Sales
N. 16th St
753-9872
1979 PONTIAC Trans
Am, p.s., pb., power
windows, power door
locks, auto., excellent
condition. Call 759 9334
after 5:30p.m.
1980 BUICK Regal,
53,000 miles Call 474
2744 after 4p m
1981 PONTIAC Phoenix,
ps, pb, air, AM FM
stereo, new tires, excellent condition. Call
753 5330.
1982 OLDS 98 Regency,
gray, Brougham series,
loaded, excellent con
dition. Call 753 4522.
1982 PONTIAC Bon
neville model G Call
753 6553
1984 CHRYSLER Lazer
XE turbo, all digital,
auto., loaded, leather
interior. Call 753 7504.

NEED A CAR?
NO Credit.
No Interest.
Call Sammy
at 753-6448

CITY OF MURRAY
ANNUAL SPRING BRUSH PICK UP
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STATE
laurEASiTY

I SECT ION 31
APRIL 21 I

SECTION I
cn APRIL 7

Cars

Used

Trucks

1968 FORD P L.. 351
Cleveland. automatic,
good condition. 753-3089.
1976 4x4 CHE% Y truck.
CalL753-6553
5 1 . Campers
1972 24 TROTV‘00DLandcruiser. fully selfcontained, roof ac.
Carefree awning, good
condition. Sleeps 5
adults. 901-498-8938
after 6p.m.
1973 KLASSIC Travel
trailer with air conditioner. $850 Call 7537566
1979 NOMAD 22', factoe,y air & awning.
Reeses hitch, stabilizer
jack, excellent condition Come see, make
offer. Call 498-8294.
SHASTA motor home.
18 1/2 ft. 1 ton Ford 300
Chassie. Air motor roof.
Power steering, self
contained. 55.500. 503
Richardson 753-9740
52

SECTION
APRIL 28

Used
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1984 FORD Tempo GL,
pS, pb, ac, AM FM
stereo, good condition
Call 753 8056
1985 PLYMOUTH Du
ster Turismo, 2 door
hatch back, candy apple
red, low mileage_ Call
753 1861.
1985 PONTIAC Trans
Am, 4600 mi., T top,
loaded, 16ce new. Call
753 7301.
'71 CHEVROLET pick
up truck, V 8 automatic.
Call 437-4676.
'76 DOD6E van, red
Best offer Call 753 9200
between 8 5 Mon Fri.
'76 NOVA, 6 cyl., air,
p.s., 4 dr. Will trade for
V.W. or Baia Bug. Call
502 759 1100 or 502 753
5229 ask for John
'76 VEGA GT, $350 Call
753 0422 or 759 4047
'79 OLDS Delta 811
Royale, loaded with
extras. $3100. Call 759
4810 positively after
5p.m.
CLASSIC MOB Roadster, 1967 white con
vertible. Electric over
drive, 2 extra wire
wheels, full tonneau
cover & boot. Must see,
52500. 753-6487.
FOR sale 1982 Old
smobile Delta 88 Roy
ale, 4 door, power, air,
AM-FM with tape, gray
With vinyl top. Very
classy car. $5500. Will
accept small station
wagon or hatch back in
trade. Phone 618 524
2533 evenings.
MUST sell 1984 Camaro
Z 28, loaded, 29,000
miles, best offer. Phone
days 753 4703, nights
759-1274, 759-1594, 753
9909.
NISSAN Sentra, 1983, It.
blue wagon. PS, PB,
AC, AM/FM stereo,
sunroof, 5-speed. 40 -'mpg. 55500. 44000 miles
Call 753 6487.

Boats -Motors
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PONTOON
BOAT
28 ft.
Riviera Cruise
with depth finder,
well, plenty
storage
space $1600.00. Can
be seen at Darnell
Marine, Hwy. 94
live

Services Offerer'

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References
Call Will Ed Bailey
753-0689
LICE- '4 '-

•

for

r

Cot,

anc
my,

Services Offered
2 MEN want. to do yard
E
(-, ••'•••••-•
work Tree trimming.
;
removal of unwanted try
,
' rr5,1'1/, r ,,
trits Sr shrubbery. rooe floorr,
yards. light hauling & Purr ,
wood for sale. Free 759 sss
estimates 753-o6so ,,c 158
0 C7,
759-1683.
S.,r
ALL type masonry
work. block. brick,
concrete, driveways.
sidewalks. patios, house
foundations. new
chimneys or chirimes
repair 25 years experience
Free es
timates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. "Kenmore
Westinghous.Whirlpool 23 years
experience. Parts and
service Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Sir
vice. 202 S 5th St
Business 7534+,72. 434i
5848 home
7613
APPLIANCE REPAIR: ODD
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges.
microwaves. dis
hwashers.
2868
frigerators, etc Eari
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
hanging :os
5841.
,‘••••
CARPENTER. 2s yrs
'-``
experience Pole harns. years, • • :
tobacco barns, ad
Trer
,o,
ditions, remodeling P
s•
houses. Farrington
ann.. nt.•r•
Ky. 345-2024 caL for
W.A. Donegan
DAVE'S W inriciw 4221 or 4?'
Cleaning Residential,
commercial, one & ta
rOUr
•,
'1
• S.
story. Referem es
pa n'
•
Senior Citizen discount
436-2845 or 753-9873.
GARDENS roto tilled
Also, flower beds eti
-14-v
weekend calls welcome
r,, ,
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex- s
perience Carpentry.
concrete. plumbing. ion,
roofing, siding. NO Jok op in
TO SMALL Free e:
timates. Days 753-697:. ROOeiNs,
Conci-sts
nights 474-2276. do's,
HAMILTON Cultured
Gener
Marble. tips- sinks
panels. custom made P
vanities. Free Est 75:1. 7 5
Ess9400'

53

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

n„ e
,

753-9224
30 yrs. experience
HAULING "100, ns
trees, bushes pruned or
removed,, brus" p , es
deadfall & hedge rows
cleaned out etc Some
plantings, flower beds
etc Good refrenc es
reasonable prices Ai.,
also consider any tools
machinery, etc in trade
for labor working or
not Jerry at 759 9661
Eve weekend calls
welcome
J L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor
Rd Buyer of sta- •
timber Call 753 7528
JOINER S co'npIete
tree service 3: i's
experience
A 'sc.
stumps rrleChan , ait•,
removed 10
000,.,
surface Call 753 0366
LEE'S CARPE'
CLEANING For
your carpet & ues s•
erg cleaning For s
estimate call 75., -Satisfied references

rt

'0

•'
_'

'DOT.

a
75? 0211 or

"'0

44: 8082
p,ckurs (Ducts
57 per rnOrith
se, ,,P a,

P

Roofing and
Home Repair
All type roofs. No
job too small.
Free estimates.
After 6 p.m. Call
Jess
Young
753-0804 or
Bob
Perrin
753-3509.
a
en.: CC
Cal;
VAie
.'rtS

'
r
•

•-;

0r

•••

r

con

a r

Box
K v
D,.51. ' 442

7)26
nau: wsste rocs.

▪

500

••

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING

-coal
4 1. sanc
H.„,7.son,
6767

Need Help- With Spring
Hauling?
Will clean out
basements, garages
carports. attics
Will haul trash &
brush Have good
references
Call
753 0379 day or
night
55

Feed

and

Seed

\LITY
Tisnecth%
erss(',ii
tikc Elsr
,
4,•412770 at nights

Let Rex give you a
price on your sep
tic tank & back hoe
work.

Services Offered

,, OOF ING new work,
roofing, insurance
cork
References
Denny Tyra 354 6966
Free Estimates
ROOF problems' Call
'59 1600
rAi'ING Machine Re
;
All makes and
isde
-tome &
n
sJstrsai
Bag closing
rnaceines Also scissor
sarpen-ny 40 srs
• sr,,, r•rice
All work
. so: tet-ri
K ennetr:
e- •
1
7 5 3 2874
r
,
REMOVAL
C E
'Vs( r
'y
removed

,

Boats-Motors

16 FT
Quachita
aluminum V hull boat,
20 electric start Johnson
motor. battery. trailer,
seats, trolling motor.
boat cover & depth
finder, complete set-up.
Excellent boat for fishing & hunting. Call after
6p.m. 753-8393.
16' SKI boat. Chevy 4
cylinder 1/0 with new
trailer, excellent condition. $1500. Call 753-1205.
17' CHALLENGER ski
boat. 140 h.p Mariner,
silver metal flake.
burgundy interior.
custom trailer, excellent ,condition. , 753-.6836
evenings.
1969 MAN•0-War 15'
boat. 1969 35 h p Mercury motor Sr trailer
Phone 437-4365.
1979 HARRIS floatboat.
28' inboard outboard,:
powered With 120 ONIC
engine Full seating with
covers. 104 hours. Lots of
extras. All mint condition. Phone 1-502.247-5097
Must sell due to illness
1983 CREST III 24
pontoon boat full dc.
luxe furniture. 50 h p
Evinrude motor with
hydraulic lift. Depth
finder, camping enclosure. Call 436-2289
after 6p m.
1983 HERITAGE float
boat with 70 h p
Evinrude motor. accessories Call after
4p m 759-1629

53

40 HP Mariner otaboar
motor. Call 247-007
'77 MARK Twain. If.
1/2 ft tri-hull. 140 h
I 11 -0 B open bow nes
seats & interior, full
instrumentation Call
753-5641
CANOE for salt'
Aluminum 17 •toot
Oauchita Float seats &
paddles included Call
759-1663 after 2p.m

Oriunr.s
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

MOVED:
409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
•
BEHIND BUNNY BREAD
•
• MURRAY, KY.
753-5940 •

Hopkins Insurance Agency
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies

Check Our
Auto Rates
Coll
Dr. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

115 S. 13th
Murray, Ky.
42071

For Sale
By Owner
35 Acres in
City Limits

-

(North 4th Extended)

Zoned Industrial

East.

TI1

The annual spring brush pick up for the City of Murray has been scheduled All property owners should
have
brush ready for pick up on the following dates. South of Main, Section I-April 7; Section II-April 14; Section
IIIApril 21; North of Main. Section IV-April 28; and Section V-May 5. All tree and shrub trimmings mast be stacked
neatly in piles with cuttings no more than six r8) feet in length or six 03 inches in diameter. Leaves, grass, weeds
and small trimmings must be placed in plastic bags. Disposal of brush pat out after the scheduled dates for each
area will be the responsibility of the property owner. This is a one-time free pick up service. Questions about
the pick up service may be directed to the Street Department 753-4321.

ACR AFT pontoon
boat. 20 ft
40 h p
Mercury motor, rebuilt
top & deck very good
condition, ready for the
water $2,400 Call 4365610
FAST. dee. 21' Cutty
cruiser. 260 Mer cruiser Call 753-6562 after
pm
MCI boat, like new, new
interior, new paint with
skis It ski vests. $3,000
Call 753-9298

Water, Gas &
Electric Available.
Paved road on 3 sides.

Owner Financing
753-3018
Pt

•
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DR.GOTT

ari

ihimi,

Peter
Gott, M.D

Memory loss
and medication
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

•'.

-

DEAR DR. GOT? - For the past
three years, my mother, 65, has been
having problems with memory loss,
an impairment severe enough that she
was pressured into early retirement.
Two doctors did extensive tests and
say they have ruled out most of the
possible causes of these problems. But
she is on Inderal, which I understand
has loss of memory as a side effect.
Even assuming that Alzheimer's disease is a possiblity, should she be taking a drug that has memory loss as a
possible side effect?
DEAR READER - You are correct
that Indere' ta drug in the betablocker family) can cause mental alterations in elderly patients. I think

FRIDAY. APRIL 4, 19a6

you could do your mother a service by
asking her doctor to change the medicine to one that is not associated with
memory loss. Even if the change only
results in some small improvement,
the quality of her life may be
enhanced.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I have read
books and articles and have seen television reports indicating that people
who are adequately medicated for
chronic pain rarely become addicted
to the medication. An article in the
magazine Nursing 85 states that the
percentage of patients receiving continuous narcotic infusion who suffered
addiction was less than 0.05 percent.
Why, then, are physicians so reluctant
to provide adequate medication to
control chronic pain?
DEAR READER - You raise an
extremely pertinent topic. As a whole,
doctors have been reluctant to administer narcotics to patients with chronic pain. Thanks to hospice programs
and other organizations dealing with
chronically and terminally ill patients, many doctors are now revising
their prescribing practices. Several
studies have shown that patients with
chronic pain from diseases such as
cancer do much better if they are given analgesics on a regular schedule,
before the pain becomes severe.
Hence, physicians are finally realizing
that the important issue is pain con-

_ -trol and comfort, not addiction.
More doctors seem to be giving narcotics more freely to those patients
who need the medicine. I do not believe that this change will lead to
abuses. I think it is part of physicians'
awareness that, for many illnesses,
pain control is really all we can offer:
and patients seem to be grateful that
we are willing to prescribe in ways
that are the most effective. Thank you
for your perceptive comments.
DEAR DR. Garr - I am very
weak and stagger around. I have to use
a walker in my apartment. I did have
a slight stroke four years ago and have
cataracts on both eyes. I will soon
have them removed. Will this make
me steadier on my feet? ,
DEAR READER - Absolutely.
Successful cataract extraction appears to produce an enormous improvement in older patients' abilities
to get around,stay steady on their feet
and maintain independence. I'd like to
hear from you after the surgery. Let
me know if things are better.
Dr. Gott's Health Report on DIGESTIVE GAS tells what causes this common problem - and how you can
manage it. For your copy. send 75
cents plus a long self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2597.
Cincinnati, OH 45201. Be sure to mention the title.

Services for Mrs.
Ruth I. Gust, mother of
iloger (Pat) Gust of
Murray, were held
March 26 in the chapel
(It* W.S. Davis Funeral
Home, Delevan, N.Y.
The Rev. Janet S.
Southcott, pastor of
Delevan and Yorkshire
1 -rifted Methodist Churches, officiated.
Mrs. Gust,69. of County Line Road. Delevan.
liied March 23 at her
home. She had owned
and operated the Sunny
Day Convalescent
Home in Yorkshire until
.:he retired in 1981.
Born May 23, 1916 in
Swormsville. N.Y.. she
vas the daughter of the

late George Reafasall
and Margaret Tedman
Reafasall.
Survivors are her son,
Roger (Pat) Gust of
Murray; three
daughters. Mrs.
Richard (Linda)
Lewandowski. Arcade,
N.Y.. Mrs. David
(Maryi Barber,
Stanley. N.Y.. and Mrs.
Edward (Cynthia)
Parry, Freedom. N.Y.;
nine grandchildren; one
great-granddaughter.

Roy

Berry

Roy B. Berry, 86. of Ann Glaser, Dallas,
Rt. 3. Clinton. died Texas; one brother.
Thursday at 3:20 p.m. in Moss Berry, Arlington;
Cardiac Care Unit of nine grandchildren; 12
Murray-Calloway Coun- great-grandchildren.
ty Hospital.
The funeral will be
Born Jan. 8. 1900. he Saturday at 3 p.m. in the
was the son of the late chapel of Brown
William D. Berry and Funeral Home, Clinton.
Laura Mizell Berry.
The Rev. Steve Stone
He is survived by one
will officiate.
daughter. Mrs. John Ed
Burial will follow in
McKen(Mary Sue
dree. Clinton; two sons. Clinton Cemetery.
Friends may call at
Jerry Berry, Rt. 5, Murray. and Jimmy Berry. the funeral home after 5
Clinton; one sister, Mrs. p.m. today i Friday l.

The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
Final rites for Hollis
13urial will follow in
contributions to
Delevan Rescue Squad. Adams will be today at Murray City Cemetery.
3:30 p.m. in the chapel
Delevan, N.Y.
Mr. Adams. 75. of 1501
of J.H. Churchill
Dudley Dr.. Murray,
Funeral Home. John
*lied Tuesday at 8:50
--Dale-mid tire-Rev:- Mari
investigation support gn en ty Robertson will p.m. at Murray Calloway County
officiate.
Hospital.
EVANSVILLE, Ind. ing a trade substance
Pallbearers will be
called
TF-1.
AP) - The chairman
He is survived by his
Roy Harmon. James
Opponents want the Lee Harmon. Hugh wife, Mrs. Hilda liarof the House commerce,
transportation and makeup of TF-1 reveal- Cooper, Frank mon Adams; one srgter.
tourism subcommittee ed by the plant's owner. Englehart. Joe Garland Mrs. Faye Miller; one
has pledged to support UNISON, a division of and Jackie Hoke.
brother, Hugh Adams.
an investigation of a Union Carbide Corp.
"Neither Florio nor
PCB removal plant
under construction in his staff can understand
Memorial services for United Methodist
Henderson, Ky., U.S. why construction is
Rep. Frank McCloskey under way without a G.W. McClain will be Church, Murray.
at
thorough environmental Sunday at 2:311
Said.
In a statement releas- analysis," McCloskey First United Methodist
Church.
ed Thursday, the 8th said.
Mr. McClain was a
"While it may be that
DiArict Democrat said
grocer, having Federal State Market Sews Service
retired
he spoke personally the plant could be used
•tpril t, 19416
operated
a store in Five Kentucky Purchase Arra Hog Market
with Rep. James Florio, for other purposes. it
Points area from 1957 Report Includes 6 Raying Stations
D-N.J.. about the would seem only logical
Receipts: %rt. IMO Est. 10110 Narrows
that both the En- until his retirement in 4 Gilts .30 .73 lower SON.. wider 5110
matter.
1976. He was a native of lb'. steady to .5.0 lower over 301 Ihs.
-He pledged full vironmental Protection
1.4141-2.1)1) lower
Weakley County. Tenn.
S 1 2 210-240 Lb,.
1.39.25 $0.73
cooperation in getting Agency and Union CarHe is survived by one 15 1-2 200-210 1.1m.
$314.23 39.25
full disclosure of all per- bide would want a full
$3147539.2.'.
son. Joe E. McClain, IS 2 3 210 250 Lb...
15 3 t 230 270 Lb...
$3.11.23 39.25
tinent information," environmental analysis
Calif.
San
Francisco.
SOM,
before construction."
McCloskey said.
S 1 2 270 350 Lbs.
9.13.00 34.011
The family requests
McCloskey said the
The plant under conS 1 3 300,450 1,b1
13.2.191-34.341
that expressions of sym- I S 1 3 4511500 Lbs.
134.344411.11)1
struction at the Hender- recent levying of $1.4
pathy take the form of I S 1 3(her 300 Lbs. 6411.011 43.50
son Riverport, across million in federal fines
Few 44.50
contributions to
S 2-3 3M11.00 Lbs.
132.01133.00
the Ohio River from against Union Carbide
Memorial Fund of First Boars $26.30.27.00
Evansville, will remove make it "appear that
cancer -causing this firm has a
polychlorinated notoriously problematie
biphenyls from elec- environmental safety
trical transformers us- record."

Hollis Adams

G.W. McClain

Hog market

Events...

(Cont'd from page 6)

Monday, April 7
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church Women will
have a general meeting
at church at 7 p.m.
---Lottie Moon Group of
First Baptist Church
WMU will meet at 17
p m. at home of Roberta
Ward.
---Board meeting of
Church Women United
will be at 10 a.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
---Calloway County
Retired Teachers
Association will meet at
1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center. Dick
and Barbara Peiper will
be speakers.
---Executive Board of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 11:30 a.m.
at club house.
---Parenting Class for
expectant parents but
primarily for new
parents will be at 7 p.m.
in third floor classroom.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Sitywalk at 2 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
---AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetingsi at

Monday. April 7
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061.
762-3399. 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---Kentucky Barkley
Bass 'n' Gals will meet
at 7 p.m. at Golden Corral Restaurant.
---Murray Lodge 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Chapter M of P.E.O.
Sisterhood will meet at
7:30 p.m. at home of
Mrs. Frank A. Stubblef ield with Mrs.
Harlan Hodges as
cohostess.
---Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
- ---

•
CHANNEL CATFISH
HYBRID SUNFISH

SANTA BARBARA,
Calif. ( API - The
Reagan administration
is pressing the government of Honduras to
clarify statements by a
Honduran official that
minimized the dangers
of the recent border raid
by Nicaraguan troops.

White House
spokesman Larry
Speakes said Thursday
that the statements by
an unidentified senior
official of the Honduran
government were not
true.
The

Honduran

of-

ficial, quoted by crossed into the
reporters from the New neighboring Central
York Times and the American country.
Miami Herald. contended that the United States
"Those statements
pressured Honduras to are a surprise to us,"
accept emergency U.S. said Speakes. "We have
military aid and exag- asked the government
gerated the numbers of of Honduras for a
Nicaraguan troops who clarification.

Protesters call for student strike
BERKELEY. Calif.
(AP - Anti-apartheid
protesters whose confrontation with police
led to 91 arrests and
nearly 30 injuries called
for a student strike and
vowed to rebuild their
demolished shantytown.
"Violence was about
as bad as anything that

happened in the 60s."
Chancellor Ira Michael
Heyman said after
demonstrators and
police clashed on the
University of California
campus Thursday.
Police moved in during pre-dawn hours,
tearing down shanties,
arresting dozens of

demonstrators and
loading them onto buses
heading for Alameda
County's Santa Rita jail,
said university
spokesman Ray Colvig.
Hundreds of other
protesters surrounded
and the buses, preventing them from moving,
officials said.

Fighting broke out
when police in riot gear
cleared a path through
the crowd and
demonstrators hurled
bottles, rocks and eggs
and blocked the buses
by hurling trash cans,
setting up makeshift
barricades and sitting in
the way.

Unemployment rate slips in March

111114. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE AN

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Ruth I. Gust

Speakes disputes statements

WASHINGTON AP)
- The nation's
unemployment rate, on
the heels of its largest
monthly gain in nearly
six years, slipped a
notch to 7.2 percent last
month as the economy
created 227,000 jobs, the
government reported
today.
Joblessness dropped
0.1 percentage points
from February's 7.3
percent as civilian
employment rose to
108.8 million jobs in

March. the Labor job increase in
Department said.
agricultural employThe decline had been ment to nearly 1.7
widely anticipated by million, seasonally adeconomists, who had justed, reversed
viewed the 0.6 percen- February's weathertage point jump in related declines
unemployment from
January to February as
an aberration due to
unusually large layoffs
in the oil and gas industry and to flooding in
California.
I'm

The agency said.
however, that total
civilian employment
was virtually unchanged after the seasonal adjustments were removed from its calenlations.

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!
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The Bureau of Labor
Statistics said a 170,000
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Woman hostage held
by gunman in Chicago
CHICAGO iATh - A
"They're watching
The 10th of each month is a very important date to
"paranoid" gunman TV on the couch.
He's
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
was barricaded in a got a 30.6 (rifle) on
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
his
North Side home today lap. He's starting to
their bill
talk
with an elderly woman suicide."
You see, these carriers are independent business
hostage after he killed
men and women They buy their papers from us at
DiLeonardi said
his landlord and a police
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
officer and then sprayed police were sure the
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th.
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
the strut with,bullsk,__ .gunman had at least
'tfitee jüiia attaitifi,
up the difference
authorities said.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
"We just wait - wait, shotgun and the rifle.
each month They depend on you to write their pay
wait, wait. wait.
"He talks like he has
checks
Hopefully, he will come explosives, but we don't
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
to his senses," Police know," he added.
your carrier
Superintendent Fred
Rice issued televised
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
Rice said late Thursday appeals during the
caught vnthout the right change and you avoid the
as more than 50 officers early-evening and latebother of monthly collections
circled the two-ftat night newscasts urging
apartment building the gunman to surwhere the 74-year-old render peacefully.
woman was held
hostage.
He just flipped. He's
paranoid. He thinks the
house is bugged. He
thinks we have infrared
5'250
Reg. $4.50 ea
beams on him," Rice
told reporters, adding
that negotiators had
been in contact with the
$
50
Reg $5.00
hostage late Thursday
and that she was
unharmed.
Open Monday Thru Saturday
Two hours later.
Hours 8:00 to 5:00
police district commander Joseph
DiLeonardi said. "At
300 Minutes $2299
150 Minutes $ 1199
this point he is saying he
will only come out feet
first.
Call or Come By

Mray Ledger & Times

Kountry Kurl

Shampoo & Set
$1 750 To $2000
Perms
4
Hair Cuts
Get A Tan With The Wolff System
April Special

Owner Lynn Elkins
Call 753-1701 or 753-9559

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barrett
CSX Corp
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

-4.67
76 -IA
1
2
20% •/
1
4 +
22/
353/4 •/
1
2
413/4 •11
/
4
18/
1
4 unc
33/
1
4 -Vs
20/
1
4 -1/8
557/9 unc
80/
3
4 -%
85/
1
2 -21/9
81 +%
73% -1/2
42/
1
4 +

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Overnight Tran S.
JCPennej,
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

HEARING
AIDS
FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST

341
/
2 unc
150 + 3/i
- 1/2
.23% unc
45% + 1/s
28% • Vs
67 -%
493/4 -1
/
4
681/2 +1'/.
. 47% unc
29/
1
2 -1
/
4
73% -%
347/8 %
37/
3
4 •/
1
4
10% -%
7.04

TAX TIME TAKES ITS BITE?

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
•••••••L OK,,001C011•011*To0•4

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

For Relief
Pizza Inn Buffet
April Buffet special

411

wol

in your home or our office

$2.99

senvice ON 111.1.141tES

dge
247-8654

h‘t11111:1%

1982 Toyota Supra

111111.,

%1 ed.

Night

1111110

Sunroof, Loodsti

441111
4
4
1 =7
11
10Z`
At
Southern States Coop
Murray
April 8: 11:00-Noon
Ktor, Jacobs Bowling G•••••
502 842 2555

?o
SERVICE
('(EASINGICE

310 S. 8th St
Mayfield. K y
Hrs. 9-$80
Jerry D Wheeler
Authorized Beltone
Dealer

Olympic Plaza, 641 North

$8,900

753-0900

DWAIN
113-2417
"'•• liSsreray
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

For pizza out us Pizza Inn.

Pizza inn

WIN Pawl %Veto To Carry Tien

•
war I

